IV. THE DEEPENING
CRISIS, JUNE 17-AUGUST
20: REPUDIATION
OF THE JUNE
16 AGREEMENT,
U.S. EFFORTS TO PROMOTE
CONCILP;TION,
PRESS
COVERAGE
AND INTERNATIONAL
OPINION,
JULY 18 ADDRESS
BY DIEM,
RENEWED
DENUNCIATION
OF THE BUDDHISTS
BY THE NHUS

180.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 19,1963-noon.
1209. CINCPAC for POLAD. I called on Vice President Tho June
18 to congratulate him on success his mission in reaching agreement
with Buddhists. He seemed genuinely to appreciate the gesture.
In course of conversation,
Tho acknowledged
that negotiations
had been quite difficult. He denied, however, that Buddhist demands
had gone so far as in effect to amount to demand that Buddhism
become “established”
church Vietnam. (British Ambassador
had gotten this impression
from his separate talk with Tho.) Vice President
said that he thought Buddhists were satisfied with results and that if
there were no misunderstandings
(malentendus)
in implementing
agreement, there should be no further trouble. However,
he made it
clear that he thought there was considerable possibility of misunderstandings. For example, when I said I had been pleased to see that the
communique’
provided for continuation
of his commission
to supervise implementation
and asked how this would be accomplished,
he
said that complaints would be referred to commission and that Minister of Interior (member of commission)
had all the means necessary to
deal with them, provided he had the necessary support from above.
Tho was obviously not sure that he would.
Vice President asked me whether I thought agreements were fair,
and I said I thought they were. However,
it seemed to me that they
should be regarded by government
as point of departure, rather than
conclusion of a difficult episode. I thought that events since May 8 had
left deep and widespread
scars and that government
had suffered
severe loss of support in all important segments of population. Question now was whether government would conclude danger had passed
and draw back and tighten up or whether it would move forward with
actions to restore lost confidence. This I thought would require not
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Distribution.
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only faithful carrying out of agreement but concessions to other grievances. Unfortunately,
I said, such indications
as had yet appeared
suggested tightening up. Vice President nodded throughout
this but
limited himself to saying that I “understood
the problem well”.
Earlier in the day, I talked to Thuan along much the same lines,
only more bluntly. I told him that, in my opinion, President had not
only suffered severe loss confidence in Vietnam but also in Washington. I also spelled out for him, as I had not done for Vice President,
indications
which led me to believe that there was at least strong
pressure on the President to tighten up. I mentioned the anomalous
meeting at headquarters
of Women’s
Solidarity Movement
on the
morning of announcement
of agreement at which tape recordings of
June 7 resolution3
had been read. I cited news reports in Times of
for hysteria
Vietnam June 17 which sought to place “responsibility
which has been created in past week squarely on shoulders of those
who for undisclosed reasons delayed final signing,” and another statement that, although communique
states that those supporting
Buddhists’ 5 demands will benefit from Presidential clemency, “there is no
clear agreement to absolve completely those who provoked the affairs
of the last two weeks.”
I pointed out also that we had solid evidence
that certain elements of security forces were devoting their major
attention to activities and movements of Americans rather than VC or
Buddhists. Finally I cited specific incident of apparent harassment of
American (see separate CAS telegram). 4 Thuan asked me what sort of
further GVN concessions I had in mind. I replied that it would not be
difficult to produce specific suggestions
but I thought it would be
better if GVN came up with ideas of its own. Specific suggestions from
US would, I feared, be tainted in GVN mind. One area which immediately suggested itself, however, was that of justice, viz., bringing longdetained prisoners to trial, etc.
Thuan indicated agreement with my analysis of problem but did
not otherwise react.
Unless Department
has objection, I shall push along on these
lines as I am able to find opportunities
to do so.

Trueheart
‘See footnote
’ Not found.

2, Document

157.
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From the Department

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, June 19, 1963-8:28

p.m.

1247. For Trueheart from Hilsman. Embtels 1209,’ 1211.3 Entirely concur with line you have been taking as reported reftels. Believe this line must now be followed by very hard-hitting approach to
Diem which you may put on paper as gist of an instruction from
Department.
Unless you have most serious reservations you are instructed
convey to Diem following as coming from Washington.
Until May 8 incident U.S. public and official opinion increasingly
impressed by GVN success against Viet Cong. This favorable trend has
now been dangerously reversed. Hilsman and other U.S. officials who
must defend in current Congressional hearings U.S. aid and assistance
programs for Viet-Nam are finding their position increasingly difficult
in the face of grave political pressures and serious questions about the
Buddhist problem.
There is room to be generous in dealing with the Buddhists and
such dealing is necessary to rebuild the prestige of the Vietnamese
Government in America.
While agreement on five points has been reached, suspicions and
tensions are still most serious and a reasonable and friendly attitude is
absolutely necessary if the GVN is to regain its prestige in Viet-Nam
and its reputation in Washington.
Also the GVN should not be
equated with one individual.
For example statement (Embtel 1156)4
“Buddhism can count on the Constitution, in other words, on me”
made bad impression here. (FYI Preceding two sentences may be used
at your discretion. End FYI)
There should be no separation between the Government
and
people of Viet-Nam the great majority of whom consider themselves
to be Buddhists. The barricades in Saigon emphasize this serious sepaI Source: Department
of State, Central
Files, AID (US) S VIET. Secret; Limit Distribution.
Drafted
by Wood and cleared by Rice and, in draft, by H&man.
Repeated
to
CINCPAC
for POLAD.
’ Supra.
’ In telegram
1211 from Saigon, June 19, 5 p.m., Trueheart
reported
that Thuan had
assured him that no additional
bonzes had been jailed beyond
those already known
to
the Embassy.
Trueheart
noted that he reiterated
to Thuan the advice outlined
in telegram 1209 from Saigon, and expressed
his concern over the possibility
of a further
damaging
statement
from Madame
Nhu. (Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1
S VIET)
‘See footnote
3, Document
165.
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ration and should be taken down. The highest leaders of the Government should meet Buddhist leaders regularly and treat them as
respected equals.
The Government
should consider other gestures of good faith
which recognize that the Buddhists are sincere and that they are entitled to an honored place in the Vietnamese nation.
The joint communique
of June 16 in which agreement was
reached on the five demands should be scrupulously respected and
promptly carried out so as to reduce the suspicions of the Buddhists
who are watching the Government’s
actions closely. The Buddhist
leaders are well organized and have not permitted the Communists or
political opposition elements to take control. They are a disciplined
and peaceful people who must be treated without suspicion.
News of these events reaches Washington promptly and any evidence that elements within the GVN were seeking to hold back on the
agreements or to criticize the Buddhists publicly or privately would
have grave effects. Madame Nhu’s statements have caused such serious questions in Washington
(and evidently in Saigon) as to the
sincerity of the GVN’s intentions that a profound sense of irritation is
already damaging the close U.S.-GVN
sense of cooperation which
must endure for a long time if Viet-Nam is to succeed against the
Communists. (FYI Dept has just received [document number not declassified]. End FYI.
Other steps to win back the Buddhists should be considered and
preparations should be started now to carry out free parliamentary
elections in August. The GVN must seriously consider such steps as
permitting opposition candidates to run without harassment, at least
some trials of prisoners, and broadening the Cabinet.
In general the GVN should seek to convince its citizens that it is a
reasonable Government dedicated to assisting, not harassing them and
to preserving law and order without employing means so strong or so
irritating as to cause divisions and dissensions.
Well realize difficulty of conveying these thoughts, but unless
they are clearly understood the entire U.S. effort of supplying necessary support to Viet-Nam is in jeopardy. Enemies of foreign aid are
making maximum use of all derogatory news from Viet-Nam.
As a specific example it will now be more difficult to approve
recently requested crop destruction program (Deptel 1208) 5 since any
’ The reference
should be to telegram
1208 from Saigon, June 19, 11 a.m., in which
the Embassy
reported
on a South Vietnamese
military
operation
and noted that the
Diem government
had made an urgent
request to the Embassy
for supporting
crop
destruction
with herbicides
in the area of the military
operation.
(Department
of State,
Central
Files, DEF 19 US-S WET)
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leak (and there are many) connecting U.S. with such activity now
would be particularly
difficult to handle here in U.S. and internationally.
FYI You may wish say you have received above as official assessment of situation as seen from Washington and that you have decided,
despite its bluntness, that it in joint U.S.-GVN
interest that President
see it on confidential basis.
You may wish ask your British, Australian,
or other colleagues
follow up on at least some of these points. We could support such
requests with Embassies here. End FYI.

Rusk

182.

Message From President

Kennedy

to Prince Sihanouk’
Washington, June 20, 1963.

I thank Your Royal Highness for the message sent to me on June
14.’ I have followed with concern the events within the Republic of
Viet-Nam. The right of every individual freely to practice his faith is
basic to my own philosophy
and that of the United States. While
recognizing that external interference from any source would be inappropriate, I share with Your Royal Highness the hope for a settlement
of the recent misunderstandings.
I was therefore relieved at the news
of the agreement reached.

John F. Kennedy 3
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Confidential.
Transmitted to Phnom Penh in telegram
763, June 20, which is the source text. Telegram
763
was drafted by Daniel N. Arzac, Officer in Charge of Cambodian
Affairs and cleared by
Koren, Wood, H&man,
and, in draft, by President
Kennedy.
2 Document
173.
’ Telegram
763 bears this typed signature.
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Research Memorandum
From the Director of the Bureau of
Intelligence
and Research (Hughes) to the Secretary of
State’

RFE-55

Washington, June 21, 1963.

SUBJECT
Implications

of the Buddhist

Crisis

in Vietnam

The Diem government’s manner of implementing
its agreement
with South Vietnam’s Buddhist leaders could give rise to renewed
difficulties. This memorandum
examines the implications of such difficulties for the stability of the regime.
ABSTRACT
What appeared to be an isolated Buddhist incident in the city of
Hue quickly became a national crisis that crystallized long-standing
resentment of what Buddhist leaders regard as the privileged position
occupied by the minority Roman Catholic church of which President
Diem, his family, and a disproportionate
number of civil and military
officials are members.
The speed with which the Buddhist issue reached critical proportions was largely the result of the position adopted by President Diem
and his family who misread the seriousness of the Buddhist movement
and attributed it to political and even Communist inspiration. Until
June 16 such concessions as were made to the Buddhists were clearly
piecemeal and grudging. On June 16, however, against a background
of sharply-increased Buddhist tensions and United States pressure, the
Diem government signed an agreement with Buddhist leaders that, for
the first time, accommodated all their demands.
A degree of calm having been resolved [reached?] by the June 16
agreement, much will now obviously depend on the sincerity and
speed with which it is implemented.
If the regime is conspicuously
dilatory, inept, and insincere in handling Buddhist matters, renewed
tension would probably again reach crisis proportions. Disaffection
within the bureaucracy and the army, coupled with popular discontent
and disorders, would almost certainly give rise to coup efforts. Such an
effort if led, as it probably would be, by top and middle-echelon
military and civil officials, would probably have good prospects of
success, A successful coup, while posing real dangers of major internal
upheaval and a serious slackening of the military effort against the
’ Source: Department
of State, S/P Files: Lot 70 D 199, Vietnam
1963. Secret; No
Foreign
Dissem;
Limit Distribution,
A note on another
copy of this memorandum
indicates
that it was placed in the President’s
weekend
reading file. (Kennedy
Library,
National
Security Files, Vietnam
Country
Series, 6/63)
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Viet Cong, could draw upon a reservoir of trained and experienced
personnel for reasonably effective leadership of the government and
the war effort.
[Here follow sections entitled “Buddhist Incident Builds into National Crisis”, “The Diem Position”, Prospects for Long-Range Settlement”, and “Implications
for the Stability of the Diem Regime”.]
Coup Prospects
A new Buddhist crisis, in the wake of any failure on the part of the
regime to fulfill its commitments,
would almost certainly give rise to
coup efforts. A resurgence of open Buddhist hostility would again be
reflected in demonstrations
and, almost inevitably, bloodshed. Most
Buddhist leaders, although not themselves likely to assume command
of a movement to overthrow the government,
would probably be
inclined to favor a drastic political change as the only means by which
their grievances could [be] remedied. Even before Buddhist-led disturbances reached serious or widespread proportions, however, the
Diem leadership would probably be faced with an open revolt within
the bureaucracy and the military establishment.
Some of Diem’s principal supporters might seek to counsel compromise and reform, but the futility of such counsel in the past, knowledge that officials have been removed or isolated for urging compromise, and the substantially-increased
influence of the Nhus would
tend to deter this effort. In any event, Diem probably would not listen
to such advice, particularly to any recommendations
that suggest removing the Nhus or even restricting their authority.
A revolt against Diem’s leadership could occur in several ways.
For example, an army unit commander in the field, reacting rather
spontaneously and without prior planning, might refuse orders from
Saigon to use force to suppress a demonstration
and might even
openly indicate his support of the Buddhist cause. Apart from his
personal sympathies, he might be motivated by fear of mutiny by his
troops or armed action by the local populace aided by the Viet Cong.
In any event, this open defiance of the government could quickly
spread to other units, gain support within the top military leadership
and the civil bureaucracy, and reach a climax in a major coordinated
coup effort against the Diem family in Saigon. Counteractions by
Diem, which he would have time to prepare in a revolt of this kind,
could lead to armed conflict within military ranks and a protracted
struggle between pro and anti-Diem forces.
Alternatively
a revolt could be precipitated in Saigon, aimed at
resolving the situation quickly without excessive armed conflict and
bloodshed and without weakening the military front against the Viet
Cong. The initial action in Saigon would not preclude coordinated
supporting actions elsewhere. A revolt staged in this fashion would
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almost certainly require considerable prior planning and probably the
participation of middle and top military and civil officials. The abortive
1960 coup, however, may well have impressed potential coup leaders
with the necessity of better planning and broader participation
by
army and government
elements and with the potential dangers posed
by succumbing to protracted negotiations with Diem.
The Viet Cong would probably not be able to initiate or gain
control of a successful and ostensibly non-Communist
revolt. More
likely, they would make every effort to provoke militant action by the
Buddhists and to encourage disaffection among local government officials and army field units. Once a revolt had been launched, they
would attempt to strengthen their military and political positions locally. In the main, they would be looking for a general breakdown
of
government authority in the countryside.
Nor do we believe that the diversified array of non-Communist
oppositionists
outside the government could initiate or lead a successful coup. These oppositionists
have consistently
demonstrated
their
inability to unite under a common cause or leader. Many of them are
opportunists
whose political views range from neutralism to possible
pro-Communist
sympathies and who have little support outside their
immediate personal following.
However, some appear more responsible, have contacts within the government, and might be acceptable as
participants although not necessarily as leaders in a revolt, particularly
if they had gained support within Buddhist circles.
We believe that the most likely revolt, however staged, would be
non-Communist
and fully committed to the counterinsurgency
effort,
have appreciable support within the government,
and include middle
and top echelon military and civil officials. Nevertheless,
we do not
feel that a major polarization
of the South Vietnamese military and
civilian leadership into active coup and anti-coup groups will necessarily occur. While most of them would probably favor the coup, if it is
clearly anti-Communist,
many might still hesitate to commit themselves actively at the outset and would give their tacit or active support
to whatever side appeared to have the best chance of winning. However, we believe that this would tend to work to the advantage of the
coup leaders. Under these circumstances,
the revolt would have a fairto-good chance of succeeding.
We do not believe that Diem and his family are prepared to
capitulate without a fight, but we see it as equally unlikely that they
would be permitted any alternative other than to resign or face death.
The removal of the Diem family would probably precipitate a power
struggle within
the government,
but ultimately
would
tend to
strengthen
the role of the military. It is not impossible that Diem’s
successor could come from outside the ranks of the present government. A government
led by a military junta or by Vice President
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Nguyen Ngoc Tho is more likely, however, with the army, in the latter
case, playing a major if not predominant
role behind the scenes. On
the one hand, the military might conclude that a military-led
government would be better able to maintain national unity and internal
political cohesion and, more importantly,
to conduct a determined and
effective campaign against the Viet Cong. On the other hand, they
might conclude that Tho would share their views on the manner of
conducting the fight against the Viet Cong and that his constitutional
succession would legitimize the change in government
and possibly
avert a serious power struggle. The possibility for successful cooperation between Tho and military leaders is good; he is apparently on
cordial terms with a number of them, and is also competent and
widely respected in and outside the government.
The sudden removal of South Vietnam’s authoritarian
and longestablished regime, whatever
the character of the successor government, would pose real dangers of major internal upheaval and a serious slackening of the military effort against the Viet Cong. Certainly it
is open to question whether any successor to Diem could, on the one
hand, provide the same firm anti-Communist
leadership, or on the
other, assure a more efficient and less authoritarian
administration.
Nevertheless,
there is a reasonably large pool of untapped or ineffectively used but experienced and trained manpower not only within the
military and civilian sectors of the present government
but also, to
some extent outside, that, given the opportunity
and continued support from the United States, could provide reasonably effective leadership for the government and the war effort and make possible broader
participation in the administration.

Implications

for the United States

The public reaction of the United States might well determine the
failure or success of any armed revolt against Diem. Diem will almost
certainly expect quick, publicly expressed, and strong support and
would feel that he no longer had United States confidence if such
support were not forthcoming. Indeed, he might immediately leap to
the conclusion that the United States had inspired the action or was
actively assisting the rebels. Under these circumstances, if Diem were
able to defeat the rebels, the United States would meet with increased
difficulty in efforts to guide and influence Diem’s policies. Even should
the United States publicly come to Diem’s support in return for commitments on his part with respect to his future activities, these commitments might not be fulfilled were Diem to succeed in putting down
the revolt. A victory in these circumstances would greatly reinforce
Diem’s view that he is indispensable, that he knows best what the
situation requires, and that he cannot trust anyone outside his immediate family.
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The rebels and the fence sitters too would be looking for some
indication of the United States position, Our silence over any period or
indications that we regarded the revolt as an internal problem which
we hoped to see quickly resolved would probably be taken as support
for the rebels. This, or any other evidence that the United States was
not supporting Diem, would probably inspire broader participation in
the rebel effort, and if it were successful, enable the United States to
influence the formation and policies of the successor government. On
the other hand, obvious United States support for the Diem govemment would tend to deter participation in the rebel effort. If nevertheless the rebel effort were successful we could anticipate considerable
hostility toward the United States in the new administration.

184.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 22, 1963-I

1 a.m.

1224. CINCPAC for POLAD. Deptel 1247.2 I have requested appointment with Diem today.
As preliminary,
I saw Thuan at 9 AM. I did not go over my
instructions with him; I told him only that I had instructions to see
President and would be speaking to him along same lines as I had
taken on personal basis in recent talks with Thuan.
Main purpose of call on Thuan, I said, was to tell him that I was
now convinced that-far
from taking June 16 agreement as starting
point and moving forward-a
deliberate campaign was already being
mounted, specifically by the Nhus, to sabotage the agreement. I cited
following:
1. Nhu had ordered that signatures be obtained from Republican
Youth to a petition protesting against June 16 agreement and asking
that it be revoked, at least in part [document number not declassified .
2. Article in Times of Vietnam esterday reporting “National k onvention” in Saigon June 20 of e o Son Mon sect,3 at which sect
’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Files, AID (US) S VIET. Secret; Limit Distribution. Repeated to CINCPAC.
2 Document
18 1.
3A marginal
note on the source text at this point, in an unknown
hand, reads:
“Probably
a small Buddhist
sect. We have no info. yet.” The Co Son Mon sect was
identified
in a Special Report on “The Buddhists
of South Vietnam,”
prepared
on June
28 in the Office of Current
Intelligence
of the Central Intelligence
Agency,
as one of the
smaller Buddhist
organizations,
which claimed a following
in the Mekong
Delta provContinued
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pledged its allegiance to GVN and disassociated
itself from “recent
olitico-religious
controversy”.
I said this sect was well known to us to
B e subsidized by GVN. I was also certain that this patently trumpedup convention would be dee ly resented by Buddhists.
3. White pa er re are by Gregory 4 for Madame Nhu [document
number not dec WP
ass? led . I re
told him
fb eated what I had previously
about further statements by
adame Nhu, and said that I now had
specific instructions
on this matter (Deptel 1255), 5 of which I gave him
substance. He said he had informed Diem in terms of what I had
previously said (Embtel 1211). 6
4. Deletion from latest GVN newsreel by Nhu of coverage of
GVN-Buddhist
negotiations and settlement (Tousi 336, last para).
5. Reported
lans for three-da
jubilee in Hue, and possibly elsewhere, June 25- f 7 celebrating 25t K anniversary
of elevation to Bishopric of Archbishop
Ngo Dinh Thuc.
I also reminded Thuan that Buddhist leaders were still in Saigon
and had let it be known publicly that they were giving GVN two
weeks to show good faith, specifically by releasing persons arrested in
connection with demonstrations.
Thuan did not dispute any of these charges. On contrary, he
confirmed them indirectly by saying that he had been doing everything he could to persuade Diem not to accept advice being given him
by his family (protect source).
I asked Thuan to try to bring each of above items to attention of
Diem before I saw him. At that time I intended myself to repeat them
all, plus any others that become available in meantime.

Trueheart
inces. “It is reported
to be government-subsidized
and government-manipulated.”
(Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14 -US VIET)
‘Gene
and Ann Gregory
published
the Times of Viet-Nam.
They were the two
Americans
closest, both personally
and through
business connections,
to Madame
Nhu.
’ In telegram
1255 to Saigon, June 21, the Department
of State indicated
that the
publication
of a “white
paper”
on the Buddhist
crisis, “whether
as official GVN document in Times Viet-Nam
or as statement
Women’s
Solidarity
Movement,
would have
serious repercussions
here.”
Publication
of such a document
“might
well cause such
ground
swell American
opinion
as to render continued
U.S. support
GVN much more
difficult.”
Trueheart
was instructed
to leave President
Diem with no doubt as to the
“importance
killing
this white paper.”
(Department
of State, Central
Files, POL 1 S
VIET-US)
‘See footnote
3, Document
181.
’ Not found.
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to the Department

Saigon, June 22, 1963-B

p.m.

1231. CINCPAC for POLAD. Deptel 1247.’ I saw Diem at 5 PM
for about an hour. Conversation
was businesslike
and Diem let me do
most of talking. If he was irritated at my bluntness, he did not show it,
and his manner at end of talk was if anything rather warmer than at
beginning.
I first gave Diem paper based on refte13 describing it, as suggested, as official Washington
assessment which I thought he should
see. He read it rather rapidly but made no comment.
I then turned to my belief that deliberate effort was being made
by Nhus to sabotage agreement of June 16 and reasons therefor. I cited
each of numbered points in Embtel 12244 except one relating to jubilee for Archbisop
Thuc. Discussion
had become slightly heated by
time I reached this item, and I judged it would be more offensive than
productive
to raise it. Whether Thuan had already gone over these
points I do not know; Diem dodged my question on this.
Diem stated flatly that GVN intended to honor agreement-and
this was only immediate, positive outcome of discussion. He denied
that Nhu was organizing Republican Youth protest against agreement.
(On this, as on other points which he disputed, I urged him to make
inquiries.)
On Gregory-Madame
Nhu paper I gave him full story as we have
it; I repeated what I had said to Thuan about it; and I read him Deptel
1255.’ He listened attentively
but neither confirmed
nor denied
charge, nor did he say whether he proposed to do anything.
On Co Son Mon6 “ Convention”
he defended right of this sect to
have such a meeting and state its views. I said point was whether
meeting was subsidized by GVN, whether it was spontaneous,
and
I Source: Department
of State, Central Files, AID (US) S WET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limited Distribution.
Repeated
to CINCPAC.
*Document
181.
3 In telegram
1225 from Saigon, June 22, Trueheart
reported
that the paper which
he prepared
for Diem conformed
to the instructions
received in telegram
1247 to Saigon,
with two omissions.
Trueheart
did not include
a reference
to Diem’s statement
in his
June 11 speech that “Buddhism
can count on the Constitution,
in other words, on me”,
and he omitted
the reference
to the barricades
in Saigon because they had been removed.
Trueheart
noted that the official English translation
of Diem’s statement
read:
“Buddhism
in Vietnam
finds its fundamental
safeguard
in the Constitution,
of which I
personally
am the guardian.”
(Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 15-l S WET)
’ Supra.

‘See footnote 5, supra.
’ A marginal
notation
presumably
Buddhist”.

on the source

text at this point

reads:

“GVN

subsidized

sect,
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what would be its effect on Buddhists,
There was also question of
tendentious reporting of meeting in Times of Vietnam. Diem tended to
brush this off. He said GVN and local authorities regularly gave financial and other support to all factors of Buddhist movement. He did not
reply on question of censoring newsreel.
I wound up this part of discussion by saying that available information had convinced me and my colleagues that a deliberate effort
was afoot to destroy the agreement. I felt obliged to tell him that, if
agreement did break down and demonstrations
resumed, I thought my
government
would as matters stood put the blame on GVN. I reminded him that Buddhist leaders were still in Saigon waiting, as they
said, for evidence of GVN good faith and specifically for release of
persons arrested. Diem said they were being released as fast as they
could be processed. However, if processing turned up dossier showing
that individual
was Communist,
Diem indicated he would not be
released. (He said that some youths had been found to be members of
Communist
youth organization.)
He also implied that he had at least
serious doubts about releasing people who had thrown rocks at police
during riot last Sunday.’
(Buddhists
are demanding that everyone
picked up in this affair be freed.)
I concluded talk by going over very frankly my assessment of
situation and what needed to be done (Embtel 1209) 8 repeating points
in paper I had given him, stressing serious loss of support for GVN at
home and abroad. I said I hoped he would believe I was speaking as a
friend but in any event I had to tell him that he was in a very grave
position, in my opinion, and had to take drastic measures, going
beyond religious questions, if confidence in his government was to be
restored.
I ended by saying that situation seemed to me to be especially
tragic because there had been undeniable progress on the military side
and in the Strategic Hamlet Program and this progress had continued
all during Buddhist affair. It nevertheless
had to be recognized that
latter could overturn everthing that had been accomplished. Whatever
he might think about situation, he must accept that he was under most
virulent editorial attack in US and that political pressure on US Government was intense.
Diem did not dispute any of this. He simply said sadly that Buddhist affair had been blown up out of all proportion,
What people
should be worried about was situation in Laos. 9 I said this might be
‘June 16.
’ Document
9 A marginal
enough.”

180.
note on the source text at this point,

in an unknown

hand,

reads:

“True
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but, as he knew, politics did not alTrueheart
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Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 25,1963-6

p.m.

1236. Embtel 1231.’ Thuan called me in this morning for what
turned out to be longish post-mortem on my meeting with Diem June
22. He said Diem had since discussed meeting with him twice and had
shown him paper I had left. Diem was disturbed (I gathered he meant
angry) over what he had been told and suspicious that we were trying
to undermine him.
I recounted conversation for Thuan and again went over with him
our thinking regarding gravity of situation arising from Buddhist affair.
I said we had been supporting Diem and GVN for a long time and that
what I had done my best to get over to President was that our pressure
resulted from our real and serious concern that he must take steps to
restore loss of support in this country. We were also trying to bring
home effects of Buddhist affair in U.S. We were, in short, trying to
help him rather than undermine him.
Thuan again said he agreed with our analysis of Buddhist problem, and he was doing and would do everything he could to see that
June 16 agreement was faithfully carried out. He added, with great
seriousness, that he was doing so because (a) he thought “the fate of
the nation” depended on it, and (b) his personal good faith was engaged as one of the signers. I said I had never doubted his own role in
this affair.
I hoped he would succeed (he had not predicted that he would),
but Diem should bear in mind that immediate problem was not simply
one of carrying out agreement to the letter but of genuinely convincing
Buddhists of GVN good faith. This might well require, in spirit at least,
something more than literal compliance. Burden of proof was rigidly
and wrongly on the government, and Diem simply could not afford to
have a revival of demonstrations or bonzes burning in the street.
I Source:
Only.
2 Supra.

Department

of State,

Central

Files,

AID (US)

S WET. Secret;

Priority;

Eyes
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I told him that, in my judgment, Buddhist leaders were not only
suspicious re implementation
of agreement but also very afraid that
once public interest has abated, GVN will move in quietly to arrest
principal leaders and take other repressive measures. This very natural
feeling would probably cause Buddhists
to hold out for maximum
public action by GVN which would tend to get government
openly
committed on details and hence give Buddhists some measure of protection against reprisals. (Thuan agreed this was an important element
in Buddhist thinking.)
I urged him in this connection to have published immediately the detailed orders he said had been sent to provincial officials re implementation of agreement. Thuan thought he
could arrange this.
Turning back to President-and I think this was main point he
wanted to convey-Thuan
said he was very concerned over attitude of
Diem in face of pressures being exerted on him and of appointment of
new Ambassador. 3 Diem thought a new American policy was involved and an effort to force him to do our bidding or to unseat him.
His reaction to this prospect, Thuan said, was one of extreme stubbornness. He had said, and Thuan said he was trying to quote him
exactly, “they can send ten Lodges, but I will not permit myself or my
country to be humiliated, not if they train their artillery on this Palace,” Thuan added that he knew, as I did, how stubborn Diem was,
and he was most concerned over prospect of series of head-to-head
confrontations.
I replied that I did not know what Ambassador Lodge’s instructions would be, but it seemed to me that the way to avoid confrontations was for GVN to begin to move now. They had to move immediately anyway, in their own interests, not only to overcome effects of
Buddhist affair but also to prepare for August elections. Regarding
latter they had only three choices: (a) to cancel them, (b) to rig them,
or (c) to take actions designed to ensure heavy popular support (and
vote) for the government. First two alternatives would amount to
admission GVN did not have popular support and were therefore
unacceptable. Hence, GVN really had no choice but to get busy on the
third. I thought GVN would know better than we the sort of things it
should do. Thuan said he agreed and he was sure elections would be
held.

Trueheart
’ On June 20, the Department
instructed
Trueheart
to approach
the Diem govemment to request agrement
to the appointment
of Henry
Cabot Lodge, Jr., to replace
Frederick
Nolting
as Ambassador
to Vietnam.
(Telegram
1250 to Saigon; Department
of
State, Central Files, PER-Lodge,
Henry
Cabot) Trueheart
replied on June 22 that President Diem had agreed that afternoon
to the appointment.
(Telegram
1230 from Saigon;
ibid.)
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of State to the Embassy in

Washington, June 26, 1963-12:51

p.m.

1271. Embtel 1236. ’ Request you see Diem promptly and inform
him orally or in writing that you have been instructed inform him
officially there is no change in consistent U.S. policy supporting
Vietnamese Government and people against Communist attack.
Change of Ambassadors was foreshadowed when Ambassador
Nolting came to Viet-Nam for two year tour. Appointment
of Lodge as
Ambassador has been under consideration since late April. (FYI, prior
May 8. End FYI.)
In designating a distinguished Republican who has a sympathetic
interest in Viet-Nam (FYI, for example, he spent his active duty tour as
Major General last year on Viet-Nam problems. You may use this
orally. End FYI.), it is our purpose to demonstrate to President Diem,
to the Vietnamese people, and to the world the importance which U.S.
attaches to its support of Viet-Nam and to demonstrate that this policy
has support of both political parties. As U.S. Ambassador, Lodge will
continue carry out U.S. policy of supporting Viet-Nam and of perfecting effective cooperation with Government of Viet-Nam
Peril of the present situation has dictated that, as partners in VietNam’s struggle, we present our views with utmost frankness.
Our belief that Viet-Nam’s continued success against Communist
attack now requires the GVN to give continuing and unmistakeable
proofs of good will to all its citizens and to the world remains unchanged.
Our clear intention is to warn a long time ally of a disaster which
may yet be avoided; not to weaken him.
The decisions and actions are his sole responsibility.
FYI. Seems from here your demarches have helped Diem face
facts, but that you must see him frequently to counteract suspicions
which Nhu sows between your visits. When you have presented
above you may wish ask Diem present his views with equal frankness
and seek draw him out on reasons for his doubts of U.S. intentions.
While ensuing monologue may be painful; it may also help unburden Diem and regain his confidence. Leave completely to your
discretion.
I Source: Department
Immediate;
Eyes Only;
Hilsman.
’ Supra.

of State, Central
Limit Distribution.

Files, AID (US) S VIET. Secret; Operational
Drafted
by Wood and cleared by Rice and
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In dealing with press queries re Lodge appointment, you may use
on background basis points in first three paras. Dept will do same.

Ball

188.

Special National

Intelligence

Estimate’

SNIE 14.3-63
THE IMPACT

Washington, June 26, 1963.
OF THE SINO-SOVIET
DISPUTE
VIETNAM AND ITS POLICIES

ON NORTH

The Problem
To analyze the position of North Vietnam in the Sino-Soviet
dispute and the effect this has upon Communist policies and actions in
Laos and South Vietnam.
Conclusions
A. North Vietnam has a large measure of independence
within
the Communist
Bloc, and it has avoided committing itself to either side
in the Sino-Soviet dispute. We believe that it will strive to continue
avoiding such a commitment. (Paras. 4, 8)
B. In spite of its independent position, Hanoi has apparent sympathy toward certain of Peiping’s positions in the dispute, and its neutrality has recently shifted somewhat
toward the Chinese. Hence, if
Hanoi is moved to commit itself further, it will probably be in the
direction of fuller support to Peiping. The development
of an open,
formal break between Moscow and Peiping or the death of the influential Ho Chi Minh would
increase the pressures
for a North
Vietnamese commitment. Even so, Hanoi will almost certainly attempt
to keep as great a measure of independence as possible, and to maintain ties with Moscow. (Paras. 9-10, 12)
’ Source: Department
of State, INR-NIE
Files. Secret; Controlled
Dissem. Special
National
Intelligence
Estimates
(SNIEs)
were high-level
interdepartmental
reports
presenting
authoritative
appraisals
of vital foreign policy problems
on an immediate
or
crisis basis. According
to a note on the cover sheet, “The following
intelligence
organizations participated
in the preparation
of this estimate: The Central Intelligence
Agency
and the intelligence
organizations
of the Departments
of State, Defense,
the Army, the
Navy, the Air Force, and The Joint Staff.” All members
of the United States Intelligence
Board concurred
in this estimate
on June 26, except the Atomic
Energy
Commission
Representative
and the Assistant
Director
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
who
abstained on the grounds that the subject was outside their jurisdiction.
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C. Moscow almost certainly takes a more sober view than do
Peiping and Hanoi of the risk of a US intervention,
and probably lays
more stress on political means for a Communist takeover in Laos. For
their part, the Chinese and North Vietnamese seek a quicker victory
through the application of military as well as political pressure. Nevertheless, at the present level of activity, Soviet and Chinese policies are
in no essential conflict, and Hanoi has considerable
initiative and
freedom of action. A drastic change of the situation in Laos (e.g., the
threat of large-scale US intervention)
might exacerbate Soviet-Chinese
differences over policies to be pursued in southeast Asia. However, in
a crisis showdown
with the US, we cannot assume that Moscow
would fail to support Peiping and Hanoi. (Paras. 14-18)
Discussion
1. Sources of North Vietnamese Conduct
1. The announced objectives of the Government of North Vietnam (DRV) are: (a) “socialist construction”-i.e.,
economic and political consolidation of the territory controlled by the DRV; and (b)
“peaceful unification” of all Vietnam-i.e.,
victory in the Hanoi-directed insurgency in the south. Hanoi wants the support of both Communist China and the USSR in the pursuit of these objectives.
2. North Vietnam’s internal problems are many and serious, reflecting the pressures of rapid population growth against limited agricultural resources and of an ambitious development program undertaken with an extreme shortage of skilled and trained personnel.
Agricultural production is not fully adequate to meet the domestic
needs of an expanding population, let alone yield an exportable surplus. Although North Vietnam appears to be reasonably well endowed
with mineral resources, it lacks the technological competence to exploit them efficiently. Industry is rudimentary and inadequate to meet
many consumer needs. As a result, North Vietnam is dependent on its
Communist Bloc partners, principally Moscow and Peiping, for support in virtually every sector of the economy. This dependency limits
to a considerable extent Hanoi’s power of decision over the pace and
nature of its own economic development.
3. Hanoi’s leaders would like to see Vietnamese hegemony extended over all the states of former French Indochina. For the moment,
their ambition appears to be focused primarily on taking over South
Vietnam. Hanoi must move with circumspection in this effort, exercising care to consider the views of its senior Communist allies, Moscow
and Peiping, and remaining alert to the danger of situations which
might lead to drastic US action. This fear of a major military confrontation with the US places an upper limit on the scale and tempo of
Hanoi’s militancy in South Vietnam and Laos.
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4. Another basic factor shaping North Vietnamese conduct is the
desire to retain a maximum amount of independence within the general framework
of the Communist
movement. Like Yugoslavia and
Communist
China, the North Vietnamese Communists
came to power
through a hard-won
victory by their own forces, and in Ho Chi Minh
they have a respected revolutionary
leader and national founder in the
mold of Tito and Mao. Hanoi has the self-confidence
which comes
with this heritage. Long oppressed by imperial China, the Vietnamese
remain fearful of and resistant to renewed domination by the Chinese,
or, for that matter, domination by any other alien power. So far Hanoi
has maintained a degree of autonomy that is uncommon in the Communist Bloc, It has accepted aid from both Moscow and Peiping, and it
has prevented either from assuming a preponderant
influence in its
affairs.
II. North Vietnam’s Position in the Sino-Soviet Dispute
5. North Vietnam’s jealousy of its independence and its desire for
support from both Moscow and Peiping have been the primary determinants of Hanoi’s position in the Sino-Soviet dispute. Hanoi desires
the military and political backing of as powerful a coalition as possible
and is shaken by the prospect of a split or disintegration
of the Communist Bloc. The DRV feels that the political support and military
backing of both Communist
China and the Soviet Union are essential
to the maintenance of its integrity and as strategic supports for its
foreign policy.
6. Accordingly,
the North Vietnamese
have avoided taking a
clear-cut stand in favor of either party and have continually worked to
bring the two together. Ho Chi Minh pursued the role of mediator,
with at least superficial success, at the 1960 all-party conclave in
Moscow, and has persisted in his efforts to heal the breach. Ho’s skill
and his prestige as a senior Communist statesman, an associate of both
Lenin and Stalin, has contributed to North Vietnam’s ability to avoid
committing itself when all other Bloc parties have done so.
7. There are longstanding
rivalries and jealousies within
the
North Vietnamese leadership, and factions have formed around various key personages. However,
the association of a leader or a faction
with a “pro-Moscow”
or a “pro-Peiping”
line is more likely to be
based on considerations
of Vietnamese national interests than on a
desire to associate Hanoi with one side or the other in the Sino-Soviet
dispute.
8. We believe that Hanoi’s self-interest will dictate a continuation
of this attitude for as long as possible. We must keep in mind, however, that ardent Communist
sectarians do not always follow the
course which seems to us clearly in their best interest. Peiping’s costly
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challenge to Moscow in 1960 is a case in point. Therefore, we cannot
rule out the possibility that Hanoi may decide or be forced to come
down off the fence.
9. Two contingencies would make such a development
more
likely. The death of Ho would inaugurate a period of jockeying for
power within the DRV leadership and the impulses toward Bloc unity
and toward remaining aloof from the Sino-Soviet dispute would be
weakened. During this period also, DRV actions toward Laos and
South Vietnam might be less confident. A definite break between
Moscow and Peiping would lead both parties to be more forthright
and aggressive in seeking allies, and each would bring increased pressure upon Hanoi to commit itself.
10. Although Hanoi deplores the Sino-Soviet polemic and seeks
to mitigate its bitterness, the DRV line on particular substantive issues
more frequently corresponds to the Chinese than to the Soviet position. In general, Hanoi shares Peiping’s views on how the world
Communist movement should be run. Hanoi’s desire to preserve its
freedom of action leads it, like Peiping, to oppose Moscow’s demand
that the movement observe the principle of “democratic centralism”
(i.e., complete submission to the decisions of the majority, which is
controlled by Moscow). Hanoi’s irredentism toward South Vietnam,
like Peiping’s toward Taiwan, leads it to oppose devotion to “peaceful
coexistence” and to object to disarmament efforts except as a device to
“expose the insincerity of the imperialists.” Hanoi also joins Peiping in
supporting maximum
“struggle” and support of “liberation”
movements, Cultural and racial affinities also incline the North Vietnamese
toward the Chinese rather than the Russians and the overwhelming
power of China is closer at hand. Hence, we believe that Hanoi, if
moved to take sides, would throw its support to the Chinese.
11. If this came to pass, Hanoi would have to face the possibility
of a curtailment or termination of Soviet economic and military support. But unless the scope of DRV military moves is considerably
increased, Soviet military assistance is not vital. Moreover, it seems
likely that Hanoi, in conducting its operations at current levels in Laos
and South Vietnam, does not rely very heavily on the Soviet deterrent.
In the economic field, both Chinese and Soviet aid programs are longterm, 2 and though a withdrawal of Soviet assistance would cause
inconvenience and some damage to DRV development
schemes, it
would not be critical; much of the slack would probably be taken up
by expanded Chinese assistance and by purchases in the Free World.
’ A brief description
of the Soviet and Chinese economic
aid programs
is given
the Annex. [Footnote
in the source text. The annex to the estimate is not printed.]
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12. It should be emphasized, however, that support of Peiping on
the issues of the intra-Communist
dispute does not automatically entail either Hanoi’s subservience to Peiping or a definitive severing of
Hanoi’s ties to Moscow. There are a great variety of intermediate
stages, and the DRV would strive, probably with considerable success,
to retain a large measure of independence and an effective connection
with Moscow as well as with Peiping.
Ill. Interaction of the Sino-Soviet Dispute and Communist Policies and
Action in Laos and South Vietnam
The Situation in Laos
13. The primacy of Hanoi’s interest in Laos is almost certainly
recognized by Moscow and Peiping. However, both of them would
exert considerable pressure to prevent North Vietnamese actions
which appeared to imperil broader Chinese or Soviet interests. At
present levels of commitment
and activity, Hanoi appears to have a
relatively free hand within Laos, where it exercises a high degree of
control over the Pathet Lao (PL)-the
Communist
military force in
Laos-and
its political counterpart, the Neo Lao Hak Xat (NLHX).
Within the framework of political and military objectives laid down by
North Vietnam, the PL/NLHX
appears to exercise some degree of
independent activity. Peiping appears to have some direct contact with
the PL/NLHX,
though Moscow does not.
14. In considering overall strategy in Laos, the Soviets almost
certainly see their interests as best served by a continuation
of the
political “solution” achieved in the 1962 Geneva Conference on Laos;
they probably still expect that Communist objectives would be eventually achieved almost wholly without risk, through penetration and
subversion of Premier Souvanna Phouma’s coalition government. The
Soviets feel that military pressures should be controlled so as to promote this aim.
15. For their part, Hanoi and Peiping almost certainly believe that
a Communist
takeover can be accomplished more quickly and more
directly. Moreover, they may fear that the Soviet-preferred method
would significantly delay, and perhaps prevent, this achievement by
allowing the Souvanna regime to become stabilized and, given US
assistance, strengthened. In their view, the way to win is through
constant application of military and political pressure, capitalizing on
quick, limited military victories and eroding the enemy’s determination to fight. Thus, the Pathet Lao and the North Vietnamese have
acted to debilitate the neutralists by all available means, but particularly by limited military action to exploit Souvanna’s weakness and
indecisiveness.
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16. In any event, Moscow,
Peiping, and Hanoi almost certainly
agree on the classic principle of combining military and political action, with the differences being a matter of degree and emphasis, Bloc
policy in Laos will almost certainly continue to reflect this overall
Communist
strategy, with Hanoi’s choice of tactics dictated primarily
by its assessment of local developments
rather than by considerations
of the Sino-Soviet dispute.
17. The Soviets will probably continue to compete with Peiping
for the allegiance of North Vietnam, and they almost certainly would
prefer not to give Hanoi and Peiping a free hand to decide Communist
policy in Laos, However, the Soviet Union’s interest in the Laos situation is peripheral in contrast to its deep involvement
in Cuba, Berlin,
the dispute with Peiping, and several other immediate issues. The
Soviets almost certainly prefer not to make much out of the Laos crisis
and are unlikely to do so unless the situation threatens to flare up and
bring the risk of an East-West confrontation
there. On the other hand,
Communist
China, bordering on Laos and loudly promoting the cause
of national liberation wars, is more directly involved. In the coming
months, as Moscow and Peiping approach another crisis in their relations, the Chinese may try to make Laos an issue in the Sino-Soviet
dispute claiming that the Soviets are demonstrating
an unwillingness
to support wars of national liberation in underdeveloped
areas. But it
seems unlikely that Peiping would risk significantly
escalating the
conflict in order to put the Soviets on the spot.
18. In any case, so long as Moscow
and Peiping continue to
compete for the allegiance of Communists
everywhere,
we believe
that Moscow
will be inhibited in opposing Hanoi’s and Peiping’s
desires in Laos and South Vietnam, unless these seem to be endangering Moscow’s
own national interests. A drastic change of the situation
in Laos (e.g., the threat of large-scale US intervention)
might exacerbate Soviet-Chinese
differences over policies to be pursued in southeast Asia. However,
in a crisis showdown
with the US, we cannot
assume that Moscow would fail to support Peiping and Hanoi.
The Situation in South Vietnam
19. Communist
policy and action in South Vietnam appears to be
almost wholly dictated by Hanoi. As in Laos, Moscow and Peiping
almost certainly have a voice in policy decisions involving their support or national interests, but, in general, both appear content to view
the “struggle”
in the south as an irredentist issue and to permit the
North Vietnamese to pursue their subversive activity at a pace and in a
manner which Hanoi deems appropriate. Neither Moscow nor Peiping
is known to have any direct contact with either the Viet Cong or its
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political mechanism,
the National Front for the Liberation of South
Vietnam (NFLSV),
although both, particularly
Peiping, have made
much of visiting NFLSV delegations.
[Here follow a two-page annex assessing “Sin0-Soviet
Bloc Aid to
North Vietnam”
and a table listing “Credits
and Grants From the
USSR, the European Satellites, and Communist
China”.]

189.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 27,1963-l

p.m.

1243. Deptel 1271.’ I expect to see Diem this afternoon.
In brief talk with Thuan this morning, he informed me that he had
followed
up on my suggestion and that GVN orders to provincial
officials re implementation
June 16 agreement would be published
immediately. He also informed me in great confidence that President
would shortly make visit to Hue with object of talking directly to
people there.
In addition Thuan said President was contemplating
a major address (whether in connection with Hue trip was not clear). Thuan said
he was fairly well satisfied with draft of this speech but was still
working
to improve it. Present draft reaffirms each of five points and
concludes with what Thuan described as ringing personal promise of
President to see that agreement is carried out. I said I hoped Diem
would not find it necessary to say again that he has “always”
accepted
five points in principle. Thuan indicated that elimination of this from
draft was one of points he was still working on.
Finally, two Hue student leaders (one of whom previously alleged
to have been tortured to death) have been released. According to
Thuan, Diem had intervened personally to effect release.
Thuan said that he had reported to Diem my statements to him on
June 25 (Embtel 1236),3 including remark I had made that President
ought to “start acting like an American politician”. He said that he had
’ Source: Department
Distribution.
2 Document
187.
3 Document
186.

of State, Central

Files, AID (US) S WET. Secret;

Priority;

Limit
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endorsed this recommendation
to Diem, and he implied
rejected it out of hand. We shall see. 4
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latter had not
Trueheart

’ In telegram
1283 to Saigon, June 27, the Department
endorsed
Trueheart’s
“firm
persistent
efforts to encourage
GVN to live up to its side of the bargain.”
The Department noted, however,
that “intelligence
reports still indicate GVN not living up to spirit
of agreement.”
Trueheart
was instructed
to “discourage
GVN from organizing
phoney
Buddhist
demonstrations
and seeking obtain signatures
under pressure
to documents
critical of Buddhists.”
Trueheart
was also asked to assess reports that Buddhists
in South
Vietnam
were divided
between
an older, moderate
element and younger
activists,
and
to weigh the implications
of such a split. (Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1
S WET)

190.

Central

Intelligence

Agency Information

Report’

Washington, ]une 28, 1963.

TDCS DB-3/655,301
SUBJECT
Appraisal

of the Ngo Diem

Regime

as of 26 June 1963

1. This is a field appraisal of the current situation. It is not an
official judgment by this agency or any component. It represents the
observations and interpretations of a staff officer based on information
available to him at the time of its preparation. Prepared for internal
use as a guide to the operational environment,
this commentary is
disseminated in the belief that it may be useful to other agencies in
assessing the situation for their own purposes.
2. The Government of Vietnam (GVN) is now waging what it
considers to be a war for survival with its difficulties expanded by the
deteriorating military situation in Laos. In the GVN’s view, the Laos
problem increasingly deprives them of an important buffer against
Communist insurgency and opens the GVN frontier to direct Communist aggression. It is therefore most unlikely that the GVN will accept
any advice which, in the opinion of its top officials, might undermine
its control of the internal political situation. By this reasoning, it can be
anticipated that recommendations
looking toward broad political and
social reforms will be strongly resisted, both by President Ngo Dinh
Diem and his family, and by certain military and civilian officials.
’ Source: U.S. Army Military
Historical
Institute,
Kraemer Papers, VN 61-63. Secret;
No Foreign
Dissem; Background
Use Only. TDCS information
reports contained
telegraphically-dispatched,
unevaluated
intelligence
information
which was distributed
by
the CIA to other appropriate
government
agencies.
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3. Efforts to effect any changes, such as broadening the government to include selected oppositionists,
relegating the President’s
brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, and his wife to less prominent roles, and
permitting
opposition delegates in the National Assembly, are not
believed feasible at this time for the following reasons:
a. President Diem will not discard any family member under
pressure. He has a strong traditional sense of family loyalty and is
convinced that he is the only erson of sufficient stature to lead his
country in the battle for surviva P. Any American demarche envisioning
the dismissal of Nhu, Madame Nhu, or of his brother Ngo Dinh Can,
olitical leader of Central Vietnam, would probably be adjudged by
g iem as personally insulting and as a ross infringement of his sovereignty and would meet with his flat re f usal. Requests or demands that
his family members be relegated to positions of apparent honor but
without real power would also draw a negative response, with the
chances of success being hardly better than those for a demarche for
their dismissal. In Diem’s view, either would be demanding not only
that he fight on without the services of his most trustworthy advisers,
but also that he forfeit the power factors which they represent, i.e.,
Ngo Dinh Can’s Movement of National Revolution, Ngo Dinh Nhu’s
Republican Youth Organization,
Strategic Hamlet Program and Can
Lao Party, and Madame Nhu’s Women’s Solidarity Movement.
b. Proposals to permit opposition
articipation in the GVN and to
institute political liberalization
and re Porm would undoubtedly place
Diem on the horns of an extremely painful dilemma. Diem may realize
that he can no longer deal with the opposition in this customar stern
fashion, but he almost surely reasons that reforms and other cKan es
would probably give oppositionists the op ortunity they need to ef Hect
his downfall. Oppositionists
themselves K ave given ever indication
that they consider the overthrow of the present regime o Y paramount
importance, even over the prosecution of the war against the Viet
Cong. Furthermore, a review of various old o position leaders and
groups shows little to indicate that they woul l work in good faith,
either with a reshaped GVN under Diem, or even among themselves.
4. The most noteworthy feature of the Buddhist crisis has been the
shift of certain population segments from apparent apathy to active
opposition. The students, for example, have identified themselves
emotionally with the Buddhist cause, and on 16 June a pastoral letter
was read in all Roman Catholic churches of the Saigon Archdiocese
which tended to lend support to Buddhist demands for freedom of
religion within all of South Vietnam.
5. The immediate test for the GVN in the eyes of the Buddhists, of
politically
motivated elements waiting on the sidelines, and of the
general public is the prompt and full implementation
of the 16 June
GVN agreement to Buddhist demands. If the GVN fails to prove its
sincerity to Buddhists within the near future, it will almost certainly be
in for increased difficulties. Evolution in this direction has already
started. On paper, the GVN went about as far in meeting Buddhist
demands as could be expected, and both sides cooperated closely in
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achieving the agreements and in carrying off without incident the
funeral of Thich Quan Due, the self-immolated
Buddhist priest. There
are, however, concrete indications that certain elements of the GVN
have no intention of accepting the agreements as a permanently valid
solution. Newspapers, especially the English-language
Times of Vietnam, have hinted strongly at the existence of Viet Cong and foreign
intrigues and machinations
behind the Buddhist protests. There are
disturbing reports of efforts to start agitation to revise the agreement
“by popular acclaim.” The Republican Youth Organization has been
reported as directed to make personal contacts calling for such a revision, and Diem himself has been stated to be backing this effort.
Against this must be set Diem’s statement to United States Charge
d’Affaires Trueheart that he intends to abide fully by the 16 June
agreement.’ The agreement, however, is not precise or detailed, and
the execution of some points therein is a continuing matter with the
possibility of real or manufactured misunderstanding
great on both
sides. Buddhist leaders who are watching the situation very closely for
indications that the GVN is reluctant to implement various terms of
the agreement have stated that they are especially attentive to the
problems of the students who are still in jail as a result of participation
in demonstrations.
Leading monks have stated that GVN failure to
fulfill the agreements in any way will result in further Buddhist action.
6. A GVN attempt to subdue the Buddhists by force is likely to fail
in the long run because of broad popular discontent over the problem
and support for the Buddhists. The use of force would also possibly
start a chain of events relegating religious aspects of the Buddhist crisis
to the background and supplanting them with cumulative political
developments directed at toppling the regime. If the GVN makes an
effective and early effort to handle this matter sincerely, the chances
are good that Diem will ride out this storm as he has done others
before. However, he is potentially in more serious danger now than at
any time since the war with the religious sects in 1955.
7. Field Dissem. State CINCPAC PACFEC PACAF ARPAC.
2 See Document

185.
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Telegram From the Department
Vietnam 1

III

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, June 28, 1963-5:48

p.m.

1286. Embtel 1243.2 In light Khiet letter to Diem, [2 document
numbers not declassified], we fear renewal demonstrations,
possible
bloodshed, and serious deterioration
whole situation as grace period
“given” GVN by Buddhists ends this weekend. Therefore believe you
should urge GVN haste in implementing measures indicated reftel.
In particular, immediate publication orders to provincial officials
should be helpful. If in fact GVN has arrested and prosecuted GVN
officials responsible for Hue May 8 affair as indicated [less than 1 line
not declassified] (urtel 1249),3 this should also be publicized. On balance think it would also be well urge immediate action on proposed
communiquk
giving number of persons arrested and number still held,
with reasons, as per your 1249.
You might consider letting Thuan know we have good information that indicates at least some elements Buddhist hierarchy may be
moving rapidly toward more demonstrations
and essentially political
actions. We think it most important keep moderate elements in control
of Buddhist movement by means concrete GVN action in consonance
with June 16 agreement.

Ball
I Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-l S WET. Secret; Operational
Immediate.
Drafted
by Heavner
and cleared by Hilsman.
Repeated
to CINCPAC
for
POLAD.
’ Document
189.
3 In telegram
1249 from Saigon, June 28, the Embassy reported
on a conversation
on
June 27 between
Minister
of the Interior
Luong and a CIA officer. Luong discussed the
evolution
of the Buddhist
crisis, which he felt was inspired
by the Viet Cong. Luong
indicated
that the Diem government
intended
to defuse the crisis by releasing a communique within a day or two, which would set the record straight on the question of arrests
made by the government
during the crisis. (Department
of State, Central
Files, SOC
14-1 S VIET)
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to the Department

Saigon, June 28‘1963-3

p.m.

1246. Deptel 1271. 2 Session with President Diem yesterday evening lasted over two and one-half hours. I believe that he was reassured by reftel, of which I gave him text appropriate paragraphs, and
by my statement that we would be using first three paragraphs as
background for press. However, Diem made no direct comment on
demarche and he parried all efforts to get him to speak frankly and
directly about his reactions to recent pressures or, indeed, to talk about
Buddhist problem at all, except in very superficial way. He did not
touch on any of actions and plans mentioned by Thuan (Embtel
1243). 3 I concluded that he did not want to allow me to link these
actions with U.S. pressures.
Meeting was thus largely a monologue in which Diem covered the
waterfront: Laos, military operations, the Chieu Hoi program, Strategic Hamlets, the Republican Youth, and the Women’s Solidarity
Movement. Except on Laos (see separate telegram),4 there was nothing essentially new in any of this in terms of information. What was
remarkable was the stress he laid on his plans to democratize the
country from the bottom up and his very evident intent to impress on
me his solidarity with the Nhus (I have never heard him refer to them
so frequently).
Diem spoke at length and with passion and considerable eloquence about the fundamental
social and political revolution being
carried out in Viet-Nam through the Strategic Hamlet Program. The
theme was essentially that of Nhu, and Diem in fact specifically
acknowleded this. Apart from Strategic Hamlet Program itself, revolution depended upon two things. First, development and instruction of
youth, who must be infused with an ideal and with ideas which would
enable them to carry on meaningful democratic process. For this, the
instrument was Republican Youth led by his brother. He spoke with
emotion of courage and devotion these “unpaid” youth had already
shown in defending their hamlets, in aiding fire victims, etc. Second
essential was to carry out much the same instruction and indoctrination of women “who make up more than half the population”.
Instrument here is Women’s Solidarity Movement led by Madame Nhu. He
’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Files, POL 15-1 S VIET. Secret; Priority;
Distribution.
Received at 7:39 p.m.
2 Document
187.
’ Document
189.
’ Trueheart
reported
on Diem’s
concern over developments
in Laos in telegram
1245 from Saigon, June 28. (Department
of State, Central Files, POL 27 LAOS)
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acknowledged
that this organization had not made as much headway
in provinces as Republican Youth and attributed this in part to fact that
Madame Nhu has not been able to travel widely.
Diem said that process he described was moving very rapidly,
that one could look forward to full democracy and liberty in two or
three years. At that point government
sponsored Republican Youth
would give way to a mass political and social organization
entirely
independent of government.
Meanwhile,
Diem said government was doing everything possible
to stimulate democratic processes and personal liberty. Hamlet elections had been successful and elections would be extended rapidly
upwards to province level. In Strategic Hamlet and Republican Youth
courses major effort was being made to encourage free and critical
discussion and airing of new ideas. On justice, provinces had already
been directed to institute as rapidly as possible, and where security
conditions permitted, a system of habeas corpus under which no person could be held for longer than 24 hours without
a court order.
(With only one judge for every three provinces,
he said, this was
difficult to manage.) Diem again gave Nhu much of credit for this
directive.
Diem spoke with great enthusiasm about all this, remarking that
Viet-Nam
would soon be a model of democracy for all of Southeast
Asia. He also dropped a broad hint that he and his Ministers could get
job done faster if they could be protected from outside pressures which
took up so much of their time-a
clear reference to recent events.
Comment: This is plainly some sort of response to our pressures
for action to restore public support for government.
However,
apart
from absolutely clear declaration of solidarity with Nhus. I am not sure
what to make of it, Specifically, I am not sure whether it is merely a
defense of what Diem has been doing all along (it is that all right), or
whether it is a forecast of some new and perhaps fairly spectacular
steps along same lines. 5 For example, public announcement
of habeas
corpus directive would fit latter category.
I suppose in this case as in others we shall have to find answer to
our demarches in actions rather than direct replies. In this connection,
I have just received indirect confirmation
that Diem leaves for Hue
tomorrow.

Trueheart
5A marginal
“Doubtful.”
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to the Department

Saigon, June 29,1963-6

p.m.

1261. Deptel 1286. * I am quite as concerned as Department over
possibility renewal demonstrations,
etc. and need for GVN haste.
Thuan, whom I saw few hours ago, is equally concerned.
Situation at moment (1530) is that Vice President has sent and
published letter to Buddhists (Embtel 1256) 3 which is helpful but does
not go far enough. Series of following specific further actions are still
in abeyance pending return of President Diem from Hue this afternoon:
1. Publication of actual text of orders to rovincial officials.
2. Publication
of Ministry of Interior &alance sheet on persons
arrested and released.
3. Publication of names of GVN officials found culpable of May 8
incident. (Thuan winced when I put this one to him but agreed it was
desirable.)
4. Diem’s speech reaffirming five points, etc.
So far as I have been able to ascertain, and contrary to advance
billing by Thuan, Diem did not make any public appearances at Hue
except possibly to attend Te Deum service which was part of jubilee
program for Archbishop Thuc. 4 More significant, both Nhus also went
to Hue, so that I have no doubt that there has been a major session of
the family council. There may well be new decisions as result of this
meeting, and I am not optimistic about them.
Meanwhile latest reports from Buddhist contacts are ominous [3
document numbers not declassified]. There are also reports on plans for a
Tuyen-organized
coup [I document number not declassified] which I
believe can not be dismissed.
Thuan said this morning that he was personally convinced that
VC and oppositionists were now behind Buddhists. I said I had seen
no evidence of VC involvement
but was satisfied that oppositionists
were seeking to exploit situation. However, this seemed to me not to
affect action required from GVN; it was all the more urgent that GVN
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated
to CINCPAC
for I’OLAD.
2 Document
191.
’ In telegram
1256 from Saigon, June 29, the Embassy
transmitted
to the Department of State the text of a letter sent on June 28 by Vice President
Tho to the leader of
the Buddhist
delegation,
Thien Minh, in which he outlined
government
efforts to carry
out the terms of the joint communique
of June 16. (Department
of State, Central Files,
SOC 14-1 S VIET)
’ A marginal
notation
on the source text at this point, in Wood’s hand, reads: “Oh
Gawd.”
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make public moves such as those enumerated above with view to
satisfying moderate elements and isolating the rest. He agreed but was
plainly [not] in position to do anything until Diem returns.
I also repeated to Thuan that Diem must accept that he can not
afford to have more demonstrations and bonze burnings, virtually no
matter what concessions he has to make. I cited in this connection fullpage advertisment in N.Y Times signed by prominent US clergymen, 5
text of which I had sent to his house last night.
Will continue to keep after GVN and to keep Department informed as currently as possible. As of now, Buddhist “deadline”
is
rather vague. They want convincing proof of GVN sincerity by July 1
but, according to Due Ngiep, plan no action before July 3. I am not,
however, counting on this time table.
Trueheart
‘The full-page
advertisement
under a copy of Malcolm
Browne’s
The text of the advertisement
was
Reinhold
Niebuhr
and Bishop James

194.

Telegram
of State’

ran in the June 27 edition of The New York Times
photograph
of the self-immolation
of Quang Due.
signed by 12 prominent
clergymen,
including
Dr.
A. Pike.

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 29,1963-7

p.m.

1259. Deptel1283. 2 Following is our assessment two points reftel:
1. We do not believe Buddhists “clearly divided” between older,
moderate element and younger activists, as stated reftel. Nevertheless,
available evidence suggests that there is group of Buddhist activists
who are dissatisfied with agreement Buddhist leaders reached with
GVN. Members this group probably not wholly agreed on their demands. Some apparently not so opposed to terms of agreement with
GVN as they are suspicious of GVN’s intentions; therefore, they seek
get GVN so publicly committed in detail on implementation
of agreement that it would be very difficult for GVN to renege in future or to
take retaliatory action against them. Until GVN so committed, this
Limit

’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Distribution.
‘See footnote 4, Document
189.

Files,

SOC

14-l

S WET.

Secret;

Priority;
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group likely agitate for continued public Buddhist expressions of dissatisfaction. This group’s ends do not seem to exceed legitimacy but its
suspicions of GVN’s intentions could be difficult for GVN to allay.
Others in activist group without doubt have “tasted blood” of
politics and either see religious issue as way for political changes or
have discarded religious issue for outright political objective-change
in regime. This latter group appears seek to discredit GVN to extent
possible and is willing to receive overtures from political opposition
groups. Thus, this group (which may include bonze Tri Quang) has
aims going beyond legitimate ends originally sought by Buddhists.
2. As Deptel indicates, we have received reports that GVN not
intending to live up to its end of bargain, Many of these reports,
[document number not declassified], come from Buddhists, often Tri
Quang, but there is very solid evidence, as Department aware, that
Nhus were bitterly opposed to agreement. I have on several occasions
since GVN-Buddhist
agreement signed June 16 made points contained
paragraph 2 reftel and others (e.g. Embtels 1224 and 1231)3 and since
then we have had no further evidence that Nhus actively seeking
upset agreement. Much, we believe, now depends on outcome of Ngo
family conference which almost certainly took place in Hue yesterday
and today. If various steps previously envisaged are in fact carried out,
there will be chance of isolating extremists from moderate Buddhist
leadership. Even if all these steps are accomplished in timely fashion,
however, suspicion of GVN in minds some Buddhists, particularly
young activists of both types, very likely will remain. We will nevertheless continue pressure on GVN for constructive steps as tactical
situation demands. 4
3. Thoroughly agree with last sentence reftel. 5
Trueheart
’ Documents
184 and 185.
’ On June 29, Trueheart
received
a telegram
sent personally
from Forrestal
in the
White House which reads: “Everyone
here thinks you are doing a grand job. Keep up
the good work.”
(Telegram
CAP 63357 to Saigon, June 29; Kennedy
Library,
National
Security Files, Vietnam
Country
Series, 6/63)
’ The last sentence of telegram
1283 to Saigon reads: “General
thought
here with
which we are sure you will agree is that U.S. must at all costs not be put in position
of
assuming the responsibility
for this internal religious
matter.”
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Telegram From Michael V. Forrestal of the National
Security Council Staff to the President’s Special Assistant
for National Security Affairs (Bundy), at Rome’
Washington, July 7, 1963-1:34

p.m 2

CAP 63365. Sitto Nr 39. 3 At meeting this morning Ball, Harriman,
Hilsman and myself reviewed situation in SVN and following courses
of action were discussed. ’
1. In last 48 hours as two week truce between Buddhist and GVN
draws to end, we have been receiving indications that Buddhists planning further anti-government
demonstrations.
This occurs against
backdrop other reports that brother Nhu attempting sabotage agreements.
2. In light of this situation we believe Nolting must return Saigon
by end of week at latest. Although Trueheart has done excellent job
we feel U.S. must have Ambassador present during this dangerous
period, We also hope to get Lodge move up his arrival Saigon from
September to early August.
3. Among reports referred in para 1 is indication that Buddhists
planning another self-immolation
of bonze soon. We all believe one
more burning bonze will cause domestic U.S. reaction which will
require strong public statement despite danger that this might precipitate coup in Saigon. Demarche to Diem insisting on removal of Nhu
and wife to post outside SVN before such statement becomes necessary under consideration. Trueheart and Nolting being consulted.
Believe you may wish bring President up to date this situation.
’ Source: Kennedy
Library,
National
Security
Files, Vietnam
Country
Series, 7/l/
63-7/20/63.
Secret. Bundy was in Italy with President
Kennedy
and Secretary
Rusk on
the last leg of a four-nation
visit to Europe which concluded
on July 3.
’ The source text provides
this date/time
group and an indication
that the message
was sent on July 2. Internal
evidence establishes
the July 1 date as accurate.
’ The situation
report cited here has not been found.
’ The minutes of the Secretary’s
Staff Meeting,
chaired by Acting Secretary
Ball at
9:15 a.m., are in Department
of State, Secretary’s
Staff Meetings:
Lot 66 D 147, Large
Staff Mtgs, 1963.
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of State to the Embassy in

Washington,

July 1, 1963--8:52

p.m.

4. From Hilsman and Nolting to Trueheart. Thinking here is that
unless GVN has in the meantime made further forthright efforts to
meet tensions, domestic and international
reactions to another Buddhist protest suicide or further bloodshed in connection with Buddhist
demonstrations would compel us to make public statement disassociating ourselves from GVN policy vis-a-vis Buddhists. We fully aware
likely impact such statement on GVN internal stability and strength,
but see no alternative. US cannot take responsibility
in any way for
GVN religious discrimination,
real or alleged.
You should seek appointment
with Diem (or alternatively work
through Thuan) for following purpose:
For you to decide whether to tell Diem that we may have to make
public statement unless GVN makes forthright effort. You should
however impress on him that it may be too late to forestall demonstrations and that you instructed suggest urgently that he should make
speech which will, if possible, have dramatic impact to succeed in
bridging gap of misunderstanding
and of improving mutual good faith
between GVN and Buddhists.
You should make clear that while you understand importance he
attaches to working closely with members his own family and essential contribution which Nhu has made to Strategic Hamlet program, it
is U.S. view that certain public statements from sources close to GVN
(e.g. Times Viet-Nam story Embtel 6)2 or such other incidents as you
may wish to mention have convinced U.S. press and Congress that
persons close to President are seeking undermine June 16 agreement.
You should make clear to Diem that rightly or wrongly there is
widespread belief in U.S. and in other countries that religious persecution does now exist in Viet-Nam and that both U.S. and GVN need
dramatic and sincere public move by Diem to counteract this widely
held opinion.
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, POL S VIET-US.
Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Drafted
by Wood and cleared by Hilsman
and Nolting.
Repeated
to CINCPAC
for POLAD.
2 According
to telegram
6 from Saigon, July 1, the Times of Vie&Nam on July 1
carried a front-page
article entitled
“Mysterious
Scotch Tape and End to Schizophrenia
In Sight,”
which noted that the 2-week deadline established
by the Buddhist
delegation
for government
compliance
with the June 16 agreement
had passed. The article stated
that Saigon was calm, and unless there was some dramatic
evidence of Buddhist
dissatisfaction,
such as another
suicide, it was reasonable
to assume that Buddhist claims had
been satisfied. (Ibid., SOC 14-l S VIET)
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We suggest you quietly provide Diem (perhaps through Thuan) a
piece of paper containing statement or thoughts which Diem might
wish consider incorporating in speech. We leave drafting this paper to
you but it might contain:
1. some or all points your 1261; 3
2. announcement
GVN intention
establish National Religious
Council (Deptel 1196); 4
3. invitation Buddhist leaders confer with him ur ently;
4. announcement
re appointment
Buddhist Ca aplains (Deptel
1196);
5. clear statement re freedom forthcoming national elections (including hint that Buddhists can seek election).
You should point out to Diem that, in giving this warning, we are
acting to help him preserve his government. We do not believe GVN
can survive prolongation of Buddhist crisis at same time it is engaged
in life and death struggle with Viet Cong.
Ball
3 Document
4 Document

197.

193.
159.

Research Memorandum
Bureau of Intelligence
Secretary of State *

From the Deputy Director of the
and Research (Denney) to the Acting

RFE-58

Washington, July 1, 1963.

SUBJECT
Strategic

Hamlets

Public misconceptions concerning the strategic hamlet program in
the Republic of Vietnam have prompted us to review its aims and
development
as well as assess its implications
for future developments.
ABSTRACT
The basic purpose of the strategic hamlets is to achieve the widest
possible popular response to the government’s counterinsurgency
effort by (1) providing the peasant with an increasing degree of physical
’ Source:

Department

of State, S/P Files: Lot 70 D 199, Vietnam

1963. Unclassified.
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security from Communist
intimidation
and (2) enacting social, economic and political reforms meaningful to the peasants. In addition to
arming volunteer peasant groups, elections, medical facilities, education, and social services provide a community development program
within the strategic hamlets that may have favorable long-range social
and political effects. Arising out of local initiatives in 1961, the program received full central government support in 1962 and has already
proved effective in stemming Communist successes, as evidenced by
military actions on the ground as well as Communist
propaganda
attacks, in Vietnam and abroad, against the strategic hamlets. While
the program has moved too rapidly for adequate implementation
in
some areas, its general accomplishment
to date has been highly promising.
Aims and Objectives
The basic purpose of the strategic hamlet program is to achieve
the widest possible popular response to the government’s counterinsurgency effort by providing the peasants with an increasing degree of
physical security from Communist intimidation
and by enacting social,
economic, and political reforms meaningful
to the peasants in the
context of their own traditions and expectations. It should be noted
that in a country such as Vietnam, which has emerged only recently
from almost a hundred years of colonial rule and where popular concepts of government have long been locally rather than nationally
oriented, the very fact that a national government would seek to serve
and protect the citizenry might itself be considered revolutionary.
The immediate security objectives of the program are two-foldfirst, to sever Communist communication
and control lines to the rural
populace and thus deny the Communists the local resources (manpower, food, intelligence, and weapons) necessary to their operations;
and second, to promote a nationwide self-defense effort at the riceroots level by providing the peasant with weapons and other defense
facilities. The immediate political objectives are to create the desire
and will to resist Communist blandishments
and, at the same time,
strengthen the popular image of the government by providing the
peasant with increased social and economic benefits and by improving
political and administrative services in the hamlets.
In addition to these immediate
objectives, the strategic hamlet
program may well have important implications for long-range social
and political development in Vietnam. President Diem and other high
government officials have repeatedly stated that the strategic hamlet
program will create a social, economic, and political revolution in the
countryside which will uproot vested economic interests, implant lasting political democracy and efficient and benevolent administration
at
the local level, and raise the peasant to a new social status.
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What is the Strategic Hamlet?

Although the village formally constitutes the lowest local administrative unit in Vietnam, each village actually consists of several almost self-sustaining settlements or hamlets of varying size, frequently
scattered over an appreciable distance. (There are some 2,500 villages
in Vietnam, while hamlets number about 14,000.) In an insurgency
situation, this distribution
pattern very obviously poses major problems for maintaining security and defense and would normally require
an extraordinarily
large police, security, and military force merely to
maintain a presence, much less engage in effective operations. The
strategic hamlet approach, therefore, replaces the soldier or policeman
with the part-time “civilian volunteer,” or in the American tradition,
the “minuteman.”
The strategic hamlet is essentially a fortified hamlet, as shown in
Attachment A, a sketch. 2 Generally, only hamlets in relatively insecure areas or fairly close to Communist
strongholds are selected for
fortification. Peasant huts removed from the hamlet concentration pattern are brought closer to the center of the pattern, thus limiting the
distance involved in the regroupment. A fence of bamboo and barbed
wire is built around the entire hamlet, and a ditch or moat is dug
around the fence; the ditch or moat, in turn, is encircled by an earthen
mound. The area immediately
around the village is cleared to permit
fields of fire and to avoid giving guerrillas and terrorists hiding places
close to the hamlet.
Inside the strategic hamlet, there are one or more observation
towers, guardposts, and a defense post for storage of arms. An alarm
system, either of the most rudimentary type (a bell, gong, or bamboo
drum) or of field telephones, alerts the community
to Communist
attack. An increasing number of strategic hamlets have also received
small radio sets which enable them to maintain direct communication
with the government administrative
and military-security
structure at
the district level, and ultimately with the central government complex
in Saigon.
Defense is maintained largely by volunteers or recruits from the
hamlet population and frequently from among the youth. They are
given arms and trained in their use. The hamlet militia can also count
on nearby units of the regular security services, the Self Defense Corps
and the Civil Guard, and on the army for assistance in case of a major
Communist
attack. Some of the strategic hamlets, because of their
proximity
to Communist
strongholds, are better fortified and frequently are referred to as “defended” hamlets.
2 Not printed.
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Inside the hamlets, the government has taken increasing measures to improve the general lot of the peasant. It has established
permanent dispensaries or sent in medical teams, where once modern
medical attention was unknown; it has established or rebuilt schools,
formerly non-existent or destroyed by the Communists;
it has built
market places where farmers can bring their produce in order to encourage business; and new roads, wells, and a number of community
development projects have been started. Agricultural credit and fertilizer have been provided to the farmer, and agricultural technicians
have come to help the farmer improve production. For example, loans
by the National Agricultural
Credit Office to peasant farmers and
repayments of these loans have risen sharply since the beginning of
1963; farmers in strategic hamlets have received more that 50% by
value of these loans. In 10 central provinces alone, the government is
distributing more than 19,000 tons of fertilizer which will be in time
for this season’s planting.
On the political side, the government has drawn up “communal
charters” for the hamlets, legalized and developed a formal administrative structure heretofore lacking or very rudimentary, and has accelerated a training program for hamlet officials. Election of these officials
by secret ballot, provided by law, has actually begun in many provinces and will be extended to all hamlets. These officials in turn vote
for village officials; village elections have also started and are expected
to take place in more than half of the 2,500 villages within the next
few months.
Origins and Development
The strategic hamlet program in the Republic of Vietnam began
during the latter part of 1961. It grew out of a variety of security and
political measures adopted by local officials, acting to a considerable
extent on their own initiative to defend their areas from the growing
Communist campaign of guerrilla warfare, terrorism, and intimidation.
The government of President Ngo Dinh Diem, recognizing the effectiveness of these scattered efforts, responded quickly and threw its
entire resources behind the development of a national strategic hamlet
program, drawing on its knowledge of the Communist insurgencies in
Malaya and Indochina and even the Kibbutz program in Israel. In
February 1962, a high level government inter-agency committee was
established to coordinate, direct, and support the program on a national scale, and the following April, the National Assembly passed a
resolution declaring the strategic hamlet program a national policy.
Before the end of 1962, the central government was providing
funds, administrative
and technical skills, and material through the
United States assistance program for the construction of strategic hamlets. Training programs were instituted for hamlet administrative
and
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self-defense personnel. Considerable progress was made in regularizing the procedures for implementing
the hamlet program and in
informing the public of its objectives. The government promulgated a
body of laws and regulations which provide a legal basis for the
administrative
and governmental organization and internal security of
strategic hamlets. As the construction of these hamlets progressed, the
government proceeded to implement a variety of economic, social, and
political measures within the hamlets, coordinating them with actual
military operations against the insurgents. What has since emerged is a
nationally directed and supported program, embodying a variety of
military and non-military
concepts designed to meet the Communist
threat at the rice-roots level. Indeed, the strategic hamlet program is
now the focal point of the Vietnam Government’s
comprehensive
counterinsurgency effort.
Despite the national character of the strategic hamlet program, the
government continues to recognize that the effectiveness of the program depends largely on local initiative and response. Since July 1962,
therefore, direct responsibility for planning and implementing
the strategic hamlet program has been placed officially in the hands of local
committees composed of civil and military officials and operating
within each of Vietnam’s 41 provinces. These committees draw up
detailed plans for strategic hamlets, and then submit them for approval by the central government. Since the program is largely locally
initiated and directed, it does require local support contributions above
those made by the central government. The importance of the strategic
hamlet program is reflected in President Diem’s reference to the program in his state-of-the-union
message to the National Assembly on
October 1,1962, as shown below:
This vast movement, born in the heat of war, is our preemptory
reply to the Communist
challenge. It brings us, along with the certainty of victory, the ride to live as free men today and tomorrow
. . . . 3 The strategic K amlet is also and primarily the point of impact
of a political and social revolution which will serve as a foundation for
our economic revolution. On the political level, as securit is restored
by the defense system of the strategic hamlet and the care Yul screening
of the local enemy elements, democracy and the guarantee of the law
can be implemented.
Communist Reaction
Communist
reaction to the strategic hamlet program has been
intense. North Vietnam and its “National Front for the Liberation of
South Vietnam,” as well as Moscow and Peiping, have called strategic
hamlets “concentration
camps” into which “people are forcibly
herded.” North Vietnamese propaganda has charged that the Vietnam
3 Ellipsis

in the source

text.
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Government
will “herd 14 million rural, urban, and mountain people”
into strategic hamlets which will be used “to trample upon the life,
customs, habits, democratic freedom, and the most common sentiments and interest of human beings”-ultimately
to “annihilate”
the
Vietnamese people. Communist
propaganda has blatantly called upon
the Vietnamese
people not only to resist the program but also to
destroy hamlets wherever they exist.
On the ground, Communist
guerrillas, terrorists,
and agents are
making a major armed and subversive effort against strategic hamlets.
Armed attacks have risen sharply, but the percentage of their success
has been very small. Attempts to destroy or burn fences are frequent.
Communist
agents use bribery, threats, and intimidation
to gain entrance into the hamlets and to keep peasants from participating
or to
entice them to leave. Many local officials who refused to heed Communist threats have been assassinated or kidnapped.
Critique

It is still early to make definitive and detailed evaluations of the
strategic hamlet program. It must be remembered that it has been in
existence as a national program for just over one year. However impressive the claim by the Vietnam Government that more than 5,000
strategic hamlets have been constructed, many problems have arisen
during this period requiring modification and readjustment in procedures. The Vietnam Government has recognized that this is a bold
new effort and that mistakes will be made and has reacted quickly to
remedy and improve the situation. For example, the physical defenses
of strategic hamlets admittedly vary in quality and, in some cases,
leave much to be desired. Since many hamlets are still in the early
stage of development, defense and security measures as well as various political, social, and economic projects are still somewhat deficient. Finally, a program of this magnitude requires a large pool of
administrative and technical personnel and a considerable effort by
the government to educate and train such personnel in both the conceptual and practical requirements of a revolutionary program.
On balance, however, the strategic hamlet has been a success.
Much of the concern and hesitation originally shown by the peasants
has disppeared, partly because of the Vietnam Government’s improved public information program but also because of the security
and other benefits the peasants have received once they moved into
the hamlets. The hamlet militia is exhibiting both the desire and capability to fight, and there are increasing reports of peasants volunteering
intelligence on the Communists and of welcoming the strategic hamlet
program because it has freed them from Communist intimidation and
“taxation.” Commerce has been considerably revived in the countryside, and there has even been a spurt in the construction and recon-
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struction of dwellings. More than one hundred thousand Montagnards
or tribesmen have voluntarily
left the Communist-controlled
mountain areas in large groups and have asked for asylum in strategic
hamlets. Finally, the strategic hamlet program has already reduced the
total area and population under Communist
control or influence and
has weakened Communist
strength and logistics capabilities. Communist guerrillas
are reportedly
experiencing
morale problems
and
shortages of food and supplies in many areas, and have resorted
increasingly to outright theft and harassment of the peasant in order to
gain supplies and recruits. These tactics will only serve to decrease still
further the Communist base of operations.
The conclusion that the strategic hamlet program has been successful is further supported by the very efforts the Communists
are
making to subvert it. Intelligence reports clearly indicate that the Communist insurgents regard the program as constituting one of the most
serious threats to their continued operations and are now attempting
to develop a strategy of their own to counter the strategic hamlet. The
Communist
propaganda
line that the hamlets are “concentration
camps” is obviously part of this strategy. Of course, the Communists
fail to note that the “internees”
are provided weapons. Admittedly,
bamboo and barbed wire fences exist, but these are to keep Communist guerrillas and terrorists out rather than the villagers in. Identity
cards have been issued to hamlet inhabitants, but these are to identify
Communist
agents rather than to control the peasants. There is thus a
degree of regimentation,
but the Vietnam Government
is faced with a
grim, prolonged war. Thus some form of regimentation is unavoidable
and indeed desirable.

Strategic Hamlet: Citadel or Concentration Camp?
Communist
charges from Moscow,
Peiping, and Hanoi to the
effect that strategic hamlets are “concentration
camps” ignore one
basic fact: the residents are armed. The barbed wire, bamboo spike
barricades, and watch towers protect the hamlet and are manned by
peasants. The immediate purpose of the strategic hamlet is to permit
the peasant to protect himself. This purpose is already achieved
throughout
much of the countryside.
Communist
intimidation
and
recruitment
of guerrillas through terrorization
cannot succeed where
effective strategic hamlets exist. Communist
attempts to seize local
food supplies fail when volunteer militia can provide a prompt and
organized response.
Beyond this minimum purpose of security, however, the strategic
hamlets have a much more fundamental and important purpose. They
represent an experiment in community self-development
on a nationwide basis, unprecedented in Vietnamese rural life. Local initiative and
local choice prevails but with provincial and central government sup-
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port. Medical and educational services advance under the direction of
locally elected officials, with funds and teams provided by higher
levels of government. Agricultural credits and technical services, particularly in fertilizer distribution, give outside assistance to the isolated
and scattered hamlets. Over time, these measures should provide a
greater sense of loyalty and positive identification
between countryside and capital, as well as substantive improvements
in local wellbeing.
Open to any visitor from any country at any time, and under
constant review, the strategic hamlet program in Vietnam is moving
from infancy to solid growth in a relatively short time and against
determined Communist opposition. As the opposition is defeated, the
negative aspects, manifested in regimentation
and military defenses,
should give way to increasing freedom and self-rule. This can lay the
foundation for new political relationships in Vietnam extending from
peasant to presidency. Whether, indeed, this will happen depends
largely upon the environment within which the strategic hamlet program develops, not only in Vietnam but throughout the entire Indochina peninsula.

198.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, July 2, 1963-3

p.m.

10. CINCPAC for POLAD. Deptel 4.* Saw Thuan this morning
before receipt reftel. I opened by asking him if he could report any
progress on actions we had discussed (Embtels 1243 and 1261).3 He
said he could not. He had seen Diem once since his return from Hue
but said he did not know what decisions might have been taken.
I then had Thuan read Times of Vietnam article (Embtel 6)4 which
he said he had not seen. I told him that following were significant
points in my reading of article (text of which I am now cabling in full):
1. It was clear challenge
keep Madame Nhu quiet.

(defi) to US, in particular

’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Files, POL S WET-US.
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC
for POLAD.
* Document
196.
3 Documents
189 and 193.
‘See footnote
2, Document
196.

our efforts to

Secret;
Received

Operational
at 5:36 a.m.
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2. It contained veiled criticism of Vice President and his efforts in
Buddhist affair and “end of schizophrenia”
in headline could well
refer to s lit views in GVN (Tho-Thuan vs Nhus).
3. T Kere was obvious intent to denigrate Buddhists, especially in
charges that Quang Due dru ed.
4. Article openly dare Cf%uddhists to carry out further burnin s
immediately
or by inaction admit that their claims have been satisfie li ,
Thuan accepted this interpretation
of article. I then asked him if
article reflected decisions taken at Hue. He said he did not know, but
in response to further question said he was not in position to deny that
article reflected government policy.
I told Thuan at end of conversation that I was beginning to feel
helpless in this affair. 5 Did the President not realize that another
bonze burning would virtually force US Government to dissociate
itself from GVN handling of Buddhist problem. He said Diem did not
unless “you told him so yourself”. I asked for his suggestions as to
what to do now, but he had none. I left with distinct impression that
Thuan has again been cut out of the play, as he was prior to bonze
burning incident.
This means that demarche prescribed reftel not likely be effective
if made through Thuan. I frankly do not believe that it will have any
positive effect on Diem either. I have already spoken in stronger terms
to him (see particularly Embtel 1231).6 If I go in now and speak on
instructions along lines Depte14, I believe there is very real risk that he
will conclude that we are backing down. Note also that he was given,
pursuant Deptel 1207, ’ flat threat of dissociation if he did not
promptly settle with Buddhists on five demands. Now he would be
told that we may have to make public statement if in effect GVN does
not make forthright effort to satisfy Buddhists that agreement will be
carried out in good faith.
I am confident that Diem has already calculated that we may
make public statement, and on basis present evidence he may well
have discounted possibility.
I realize this is optional part of demarche but, without this threat,
rest of demarche would, I believe, be sterile; it would irritate him to no
purpose.
I appreciate fully problems involved in making definite threat to
dissociate ourselves if there is further bloodshed or suicides-particularly when these may occur no matter what Diem does. I would in fact
not recommend such a threat unless it has been definitely decided that
we will be forced by domestic and international opinion to carry it out
5 A marginal
notation
Bill, this is serious.”
’ Document
185.
’ Document
167.

on the source

text at this point,

in Wood’s

hand,

reads: “From
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in any case. However, I repeat that, without such a threat, demarche to
Diem along lines reftel and in context past approaches is much more
likely to make him relax than to move. I would therefore appreciate
reconsideration of instructions.
Trueheart

199.

Telegram From the Department
Vietnam 1

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, July 2, 1963-2:33

p.m.

10. Embtel 10. * Purpose Deptel 4,3 which was not brought out
sufficiently clearly, was not simply to threaten Diem with old threats
but to say, in effect: “If you (Diem) will make statement designed to
bridge gap of understanding and if there is then a Buddhist incident,
GVN and US will be in position to point to your statement as evidence
GVN good faith in trying convince Buddhists of genuine desire reach
understanding.
We believe present state of mistrust in Viet-Nam requires such statement from you very soon before there is another
Buddhist incident and in view two week period now over. If there is
another incident and you have not made a conciliatory statement,
however, we believe the situation in Viet-Nam will soon get out of
control. U.S. situation which must be clearly understood, will be as
follows:
1. U.S. liberal and ress opinion increasingly and now almost
unanimously critical of rePigious situation in Viet-Nam.
2. There are now indications that matter may be brought up in
United Nations where US, as chief supporter of Viet-Nam, would face
difficult situation.
3. Justly or unjustly this is situation U.S. Government is facing
vis-a-vis domestic and international opinion.
4. Most importantly
religious toleration is one of the most basic
tenets of American civilization. The U.S. Government does not believe
that GVN has gone far enou h to convince and explain to its people
the basic importance it attac?I es to religious tolerance and national
unity.
’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Immediate.
Drafted
bv Wood and cleared
Repeated
to CINCI’Ad
for POLAD.
’ Supra.
’ Document
196.

Files, POL S VIET-US.
bv Hilsman,
Harriman,

Secret; Operational
Ball, and Forrestal.
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Therefore unless the GVN acts quickly, the U.S. will have to make
its own position perfectly clear.”
You should convey these views officially and under instruction to
Diem personally in writing or orally in whatever manner you think
best.
You may wait not longer than twenty-four hours if you think a
further period for Diem to reflect on situation would help your difficult
task.
You are requested to give Diem a piece of paper containing
thoughts he might express in such an address as suggested Deptel 4.
Believe invitation to Buddhist leaders to confer with him should be
given top billing.
Also, you should request separate interview with Nhu and convey
to him that in U.S. view Times Viet-Nam article was clear challenge to
U.S. and to Buddhists as well as being a denigration of Buddhists
(points 1, 3 and 4 Embtel 10). You should tell Diem of what you will
say to Nhu and make clear to Diem we believe no settlement possible
until such statements are stopped. Assume you will wish see Diem
first, but leave to you.
Realize these demarches may seriously impair your further ability
to influence Diem, but believe strong medicine needed to clear his
vision, especially in view of what is at stake.
FYI. We are fully conscious of the possibility that a stem warning
to Diem will only make him more stubborn and the he might perform
somewhat better if we made no warning but only gentle suggestions
for positive steps. The fact is, however, that, if he is so incapable of
rational consideration of what we believe are the extreme dangers of
the Buddhist crisis, and can only behave emotionally, then we have no
confidence in his ability to lead an effective fight against the Viet
Cong.
Top level here admires courage and skill which you have displayed and fully supports you.
Ball
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to the Department

Saigon, July 3, 19634

p.m.

24. CINCPAC for POLAD. I saw President Diem at 5:45 PM. I
thanked him for receiving me promptly, and said that I was sorry to
interrupt his busy schedule but the matter was important and, in our
view, urgent.
I then gave him my letter (Embtel 18). ’ After he had read it, I said
that if he were disposed to make an address, we were prepared to offer
some suggestions as to its content. He replied with marked politeness
that he would be glad to consider any ideas we might have. I then
outlined for him the main points in a paper 3 which I subsequently left
with him, emphasizing that we attach particular importance to his
inviting Buddhist leaders to meet with him personally as a matter of
urgency. He read over the list, put it to one side, and said that he
would consider it, along with the letter, and his “collaborators”.
Diem then talked briefly and in general terms about difficulties of
Buddhist problem, giving no hint of what if any action he has in mind.
He spoke of difficulties of meeting demands which might in themselves be reasonable but would encourage further demands which
government could not meet. He referred to inherent complexity of
some of the problems, notably questions relating to ownership of
property. He mentioned also, in surprisingly good natured way, that
some of Buddhist leaders had political motives and used unfair tactics.
I said I thought we could grant all these things and that we
understood very well that there were real risks in whatever course he
took. Had not the time arrived, however, for him to take matters into
his own hands? I was afraid that the letters being exchanged between
Vice President and Buddhists were simply piling up charges and
counter-charges and, if anything, making a solution more difficult.
What was needed was for President personally to take actions which
would firmly establish good faith of government and leave isolated
those who still cavilled. Diem did not react.
I then said that I hoped in any case he understood gravity of
situation from standpoint of U.S. He replied to effect that he understood we had a problem with public opinion. This arose, he felt,
largely from news and information which was not strictly accurate and
often exaggerated. U.S. Government should set record straight. I said
that before we could set record straight we had to have further action
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated
to CINCPAC.
* Infra.

’ No copy of this paper

has been found.

14-1

S VIET. Secret;

Operational
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by GVN on which to base ourselves. In this connection, I said, I could
bring up, as I had been instructed to do, Times of Vietnam article. 4 I
told him I had been instructed to talk to Nhu also about this article
and, as he said he had not seen it, I described main offensive features
and gave him a copy of the newspaper. I told him with some (very
genuine) feeling that unless such statements stopped no settlement
was possible, in view of my government. Diem limited himself to
saying that he would study the article. He then brought interview to a
close ushering me out with great, but perhaps forced, politeness.
Whole meeting lasted less than half an hour, which may be a new
record.
Trueheart
‘See footnote

201.

2, Document

196.

Letter From the Chargk in Vietnam
Diem 1

(Trueheart)

to President

Saigon, July 3, 1963.
I have been instructed to see Your Excellency once again on the
Buddhist problem, primarily to make certain that you understand
clearly the position in which the United States Government
finds
itself.
Liberal and press opinion in the United States is increasingly, and
now almost unanimously,
critical of the religious situation in VietNam.
There are now indications also that the matter may be brought up
in the United Nations. In that forum the United States, as the chief
supporter of Viet-Nam, would face a difficult situation.
Justly or unjustly, this is the situation which the United States
Government is facing vis-a-vis domestic and international opinion.
Most importantly,
religious toleration is one of the most basic
tenets of American civilization. The United States Government does
not believe that the Government of Viet-Nam has gone far enough to
convince and explain to its people the basic importance which it at’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 12 S WET. Secret; Limit Distribution. Transmitted
to the Department
of State in telegram
18 from Saigon, July 3, which is
the source text.
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taches to religious tolerance and national unity. It considers that the
present state of mistrust in Viet-Nam requires a public statement from
Your Excellency designed to bridge the gap of understanding.
Such a statement should, in our view, be made very soon, before
there is another Buddhist incident. If an incident should nevertheless
occur, the Government of Viet-Nam and the United States would be in
a position to point to your statement as evidence of the good faith of
the Government of Viet-Nam in trying to convince the Buddhists of a
genuine desire to reach an understanding.
If, on the other hand, another incident occurs and Your Excellency
has not made a conciliatory statement, then my government believes
that the situation in Viet-Nam would soon get out of control. The
United States Government would also have to make its own position
perfectly clear.
Please accept, Mr. President, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

202.

Memorandum
From Michael V. Forrestal of the National
Security Council Staff to the President 1
Washington, July 3, 1963.
FAR EAST ROUND

There follows a summary
rently face us in the Far East.

UP

of the principal

problems

which cur-

South Vietnam
The two-week truce between the GVN and the Buddhists signed
on June 16th ended yesterday. We have received various reports from
Buddhist circles that they are not satisfied with the manner in which
the Government is implementing
the agreement, particularly with respect to the release of prisoners, instructions to the province chiefs and
rumors which have reached Buddhist ears that the Government does
not intend to carry out the agreement in good faith. We have also
received reports of coup plotting among the Buddhists and threats to
resume demonstrations and incidents of self-destruction.
’ Source: Kennedy
Library,
President’s
Office File, Staff Memoranda,
Forrestal.
Secret. Also sent to McGeorge
Bundy, under cover of a note from Forrestal
which reads:
“For your and the President’s
week end reading.”
(Ibid., National
Security
Files, Meetings and Memoranda
Series, NSC Staff Memoranda:
Michael Forrestal
11/62-11/63)
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On the GVN side, we have fairly reliable information that Brother
Nhu has been actively working to stir up phony popular demand that
the truce agreement be disavowed by the Government, using his Republican Youth organization
for this purpose. After a meeting of
Diem’s family in Hue, the Times of Vietnam, a government-sponsored
newspaper, came out on July 1 with a provocative article daring the
Buddhist to resume demonstrations. ’
These events, plus increasing recalcitrance on Diem’s part which
has almost reached the point where communication
with him has
become difficult, has led us to believe that the situation is now more
serious than ever. It is entirely possible that there will be a resumption
of demonstrations,
including self-immolations;
and the incentive for
organized plots against the regime is getting very high.
We have given Bill Trueheart, our Charge in Saigon, instructions
to go to Diem and tell him that unless he makes a dramatic political
gesture to the Buddhists reaffirming the July 16th agreement, we
would expect further demonstrations
in Saigon and would then be
forced to make a strong statement disassociating the United States
from the GVN’s policies towards the Buddhists. 3 Ambassador Nolting
does not agree with this approach and argues that it will succeed only
in destroying the last vestiges of Diem’s confidence in us. Secretary
Ball, Governor Harriman, Roger H&man and I feel that the political
problem has come to such a point in the United States that we could
not avoid public comment in the face of another bonze suicide, and
that therefore we should leave no stone unturned to persuade Diem to
change his attitude. Everyone recognizes that Diem’s position in South
Vietnam has now become as critical as it has ever been, and that the
United States may have to grope its way through governmental upheaval in Saigon.
Ambassador Nolting is being asked to return to Saigon on Monday.* He has severe family problems which make it almost inhuman
to require that he leave earlier. We are considering asking Secretary
Rusk to persuade Ambassador Lodge to move up his scheduled departure for Saigon from September to August. We may need your help in
this respect. In the meantime, Bill Trueheart has been doing an outstanding job. The main reason for asking Fritz Nolting to go back early
is the inappropriateness
of having our Ambassador away from his post
during a crisis period.
‘See footnote
2, Document
3 Document
196.
‘July 8.

196.
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State, the Agency and Defense are reviewing contingency plans in
the event of a coup. At present our best hope in the event of an
accident is to have the Vice President succeed Diem with the support
of the principal army senior officers. Our policy is still to discourage a
coup.
Despite the political turmoil in South Vietnam, the war against
the Viet Cong seems to be progressing surprisingly well. Indeed the
activity of the Vietnamese Army against the guerrillas has increased in
the last two weeks.
[Here follows a summary of developments in Laos, Korea, Indonesia, and Thailand.]

203.

Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State 1

to the Department

Saigon, July 4, 1963-3

pm

26. Embtel 24.’ Thuan called me in this morning for specific
purpose of asking me to transmit his personal recommendation
that
Ambassador Nolting return to Saigon as soon as possible.
He said that Diem had shown him letter3 and list of speech
suggestions I had left with him yesterday, but had given him absolutely no idea of what action he proposed to take. Thuan had nevertheless concluded that he was probably going to do nothing. This view
was reinforced when I told him something of yesterday’s conversation,
particularly Diem’s rather excessive politeness. Thuan said “I would
rather have him get red in the face and pound the table; after he cools
down he may accept. The least encouraging posture is polite immovability.”
Thuan continued that both he and I had used all our ammunition.
He still agreed on our assessment of situation and that we were “running a race with the bonzes”. He would continue to try to bring home
to Diem the need to act, but he was plainly not hopeful.
Only thing he saw to do was to have Ambassador Nolting return.
Diem attached great importance to personal friendship and was “sentimental.” Nolting might be able to move him, not only because of
personal relationship, but also owing to fact that his position would be
’ Source:

Department

Only.
’ Document
3 Document

200.
20 1.

of State, Central

Files,

SOC 12-l

S WET. Secret;

Priority;

Eyes
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“detached“
as result early departure from Vietnam. I pointed out latter
would normally be considered disadvantage,
but Thuan insisted it
would be asset.
I asked whether Thuan
should do when he got here,
instructions
as I had, if not
tions; he was relying wholly
“detachment”
to get Diem to

had any views as to what Ambassador
pointing out he was likely to have same
stronger. Thuan said he had no suggeson personal relationship
and Nolting’s
move.

I questioned Thuan very closely as to whether this was his idea or
Diem’s. He insisted it was his own and asked that I protect him as
originator.

Trueheart

204.

Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State ’

to the Department

Saigon, July 4, 1963-5
28. CINCPAC

for POLAD.

Embtel

25.’ In statement

p.m.

Times of

Vietnam today, Mme. Nhu appears to be denying that this paper is her
spokesman
and, further, to be saying that, even if statements therein
should conform with her own, they would still not represent GVN
positions since she does not agree with GVN.
On reading statement this morning, I put off request for appointment with Nhu, feeling that it was predictable that if I raised Times
article of July 1 with him, he would simply confront me with Mme.
Nhu’s formal statement. I can think of no response to latter except to
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, POL 15 S VIET. Secret; Priority;
Limited Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
2 In telegram
25 from Saigon, July 4, the Embassy transmitted
the text of a frontpage article in the July 4 edition of the Times of Viet-Nam,
entitled “Who is Spokesman
of Whom”
and signed by Madame
Ngo Dinh Nhu. The article reprinted
the text of a
declaration
released on July 3 by Madame
Nhu in which she declared that, contrary
to
reports published
by foreign correspondents,
“I have no spokesman,
for the well-known
reason that I can speak for myself, even when my opinion
is the least orthodox.”
She
denied that her opinions
reflected
those of the South Vietnamese
Government,
and
suggested
that the correspondents
who accused her of manipulating
the government
and the press in South Vietnam
were echoing
“perfidiously
and repeatedly
all the
enemies of Vietnam,
among whom the most virulent
are the Communists
and their
lackeys.”
(Ibid.)
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say that Mme. Nhu is not speaking the truth or to propose that GVN
close down Times cf Vietnam. Neither response would be in our interest, in my opinion.
I can of course see Nhu, talk to him about a variety of things and
find a way to bring up Times of Vietnam problem in less pointed way
than suggested Deptel 10. 3In all the circumstances, however, I think it
is preferable not to upgrade our very satisfactory contact with Nhu at
this time. It could result in blurring of what we are trying to tell GVN
and it could give Nhu some wrong idea. 4
So far as concerns specific Times of Vietnam article of July 1,
Thuan informed me the President had instructed him to translate
article for Nhu, using copy of newspaper I had left with Diem yesterday. Thuan said he had done so, that Nhu understood what we found
offensive in article but had not reacted in any way.

Trueheart
’ Document
199.
’ On July 5, the Department
Wood: “To Nhu or not to Nhu
VIET-US)

205.

Memorandum
Washington,

of State responded,
in telegram
27 to Saigon, drafted by
is up to you.” (Department
of State, Central Files, POL S

of a Conversation,
July 4,1963,11-11:50

White House,
a.m.’

SUBJECT
Situation

in South

Viet-Nam

PARTICIPANTS
The
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

President
Ball
Harriman
McGeorge
Hilsman
Forrestal

Bundy

The President was briefed on developments in Indonesia, Laos
and Viet-Nam. The portion on Viet-Nam follows:
I Source: Kennedy
Library,
Hilsman
Papers, Memoranda
of Conversation:
7/63.
Top Secret, Drafted by Hilsman.
The source text indicates that the meeting took place at
the Department
of State, but the President’s
Appointment
Book confirms
that the
meeting
took place at the White House, as indicated
on the copy printed
in United
States-Vietnam
Relations, 1945-1967,
Book 12, pp. 526-528.
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A joint agreement was signed on June 16 in which the Government met the Buddhists’ five demands. The Buddhists and the Government then worked together on the funeral arrangements for the
bonze who burned himself to death so that incidents could be avoided.
The funeral came off without trouble.
Since then there have been rumors circulating in Saigon that the
Government does not intend to live up to the agreement. These rumors were given credence by an article appearing in the English language “Times” of Viet-Nam, * which is dominated by the Nhus. The
article contained a veiled attack on the US and on the Buddhists. There
was a suggestion that the Monk who burned himself to death was
drugged and a provocative challenge to the Buddhists that, if no further demonstrations
occurred on July 2, this would amount to an
admission by the Buddhists that they were satisfied with the Government’s action. (The President injected questions on the possibility of
drugging, to which Mr. Hilsman replied that religious fervor was an
adequate explanation.)
At this point there was a discussion of the possibility of getting rid
of the Nhus in which the combined judgment was that it would not be
possible.
Continuing the briefing, Mr. Hilsman said that the Buddhists contained an activist element which undoubtedly favored increasing demands as well as charging the Government with dragging its feet.
There was thus an element of truth in Diem’s view that the Buddhists
might push their demands so far as to make his fall inevitable.
During these events the US had put extremely heavy pressure on
Diem to take political actions. Most recently we had urged Diem to
make a speech which would include announcements that he intended
to meet with Buddhist leaders, permit Buddhist chaplains in the army
and so on. If Diem did not make such a speech and there were further
demonstrations,
the US would be compelled publicly to disassociate
itself from the GVN’s Buddhist policy. Mr. Hilsman reported that
Diem had received this approach with what seemed to be excessive
politeness but had said he would consider making such a speech.
Our estimate was that no matter what Diem did there will be coup
attempts over the next four months. Whether or not any of these
attempts will be successful is impossible to say.
Mr. H&man said that everyone agreed that the chances of chaos
in the wake of a coup are considerably less than they were a year ago.
An encouraging sign relative to this point is that the war between the
Vietnamese forces and the Viet Cong has been pursued throughout the
Buddhist crisis without noticeable let-up.
2 See footnote

2. Document

196
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At this point Mr. Forrestal reported on General Krulak’s views
that, even if there were chaos in Saigon, the military units in the field
would continue to confront the Communists.
Mr. Hilsman went on to say that Ambassador Nolting believes
that the most likely result of a coup attempt that succeeded in killing
Diem was civil war. Mr. Hilsman disagreed with this view slightly in
that he thought civil war was not the most likely result but that it was
certainly a possible result.
The timing of Ambassador Nolting’s
return and Ambassador
Lodge’s assumption of duty was then discussed. The President’s initial
view was that Ambassador Nolting should return immediately
and
that Ambassador Lodge should assume his duties as soon thereafter as
possible. The President volunteered that Ambassador Nolting had
done an outstanding job, that it was almost miraculous the way he had
succeeded in turning the war around from the disastrously low point
in relations between Diem and ourselves that existed when Ambassador Nolting took over. Mr. Hilsman pointed out the personal sacrifices
that Ambassador Nolting had been forced to make during this period,
and the President said that he hoped a way could be found to commend Ambassador Nolting publicly so as to make clear the fine job he
had done and that he hoped an appropriate position could be found
for him in Washington so that he could give his children a suitable
home in the years immediately ahead.
The President‘s decision was to delegate the authority to decide
on the timing of Ambassador Nolting’s return to the Assistant Secretary for Far Eastern Affairs; that Ambassador Lodge should report to
Washington no later than July 15 so that he could take the Counterinsurgency Course simultaneously
with the normal briefings for an ambassador, and that Ambassador Lodge should arrive in Saigon as soon
as possible following completion
of the CI Course on August 14.
Arrangements were made for Ambassador Nolting to see the President
at 4:00 p.m. on Monday, July 8. 3
3 No record

of this meeting

has been found.
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Memorandum
From the Counselor and Chairman of the
Policy Planning Council (Rostow) to the Secretary of State’
Washington, July 4, 1963.

SUBJECT
The

Viet Minh in Laos and the Harriman Mission *

I wish to call your attention to the situation
tion to Governor Harriman’s mission.
Very substantial

Viet Minh

in Laos and its rela-

units are now in Laos, positioned

to

protect the infiltration corridor to South Vietnam. We now also have,
for the first time, firm evidence, capable of diplomatic and public
presentation,
that the Viet Minh have violated the Geneva Accord of

1962 by introducing men (trained political
South Vietnam after the October deadline.

agents) through Laos into

Although equivalent, firm surfaceable evidence does not yet exist
on military units, no one believes that such infiltration has been reduced since October 1962. It may run at a rate of 4-500 per month. To
judge the burden imposed on the war effort in South Vietnam one

must multiply this figure by about 15. It is evidently Ho’s policy to sop
up the improved performance in South Vietnam by this cheap device
awaiting either a break on the political situation in Saigon or US
discouragement with our effort there. South Vietnam has always been
Ho’s primary immediate objective in Laos rather than the control of
the Mekong Valley.
It is evidently bad practice to connive at the violation of a solemn
agreement by the Communists.
I believe the time has come to call
them on this; and the appropriate occasion is the Harriman mission,
since he negotiated for us at Geneva and personally received the
Pushkin assurances that Moscow would assume responsibility
for
stopping the use of Laos as an infiltration route into South Vietnam.
’ Source: Department
of State, S/P Files: Lot 70 D 199, Laos. Secret. Also sent to
Harriman,
Johnson,
and Hilsman.
A note on the source text indicates
that Secretary
Rusk saw the memorandum.
2 The Harriman
mission
involved
joint U.S.-U.K.
negotiations
with the Soviet
Union on a nuclear test ban treaty. The negotiations
began in Moscow on July 15 and
culminated
in agreement
on the text of a treaty on July 25. In his discussions
with Soviet
leaders during the course of these negotiations,
Harriman,
who led the U.S. delegation,
touched on U.S. concern over developments
in Laos and asked Premier Khrushchev
to
attempt
to restrain
North
Vietnamese
activity
in Laos. Harriman
did not, however,
address the issue of Laos as an infiltration
corridor
into South Vietnam.
Documentation
on Harriman’s
negotiations
in Moscow
is ibid., Conference
Files: Lot 66 D 110, CF
2284-2286.
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Both on principle and in terms of American politics I believe it
would be unwise for us to permit a mood of detente to develop with
Moscow until this matter is settled. American soldiers are committed
in substantial numbers in South Vietnam and we are taking casualties.
(Incidentally,
I would say the same about the continued presence
of Soviet forces in Cuba. A detente will haunt us until the Soviet forces
are substantially
removed from Cuba.)
I propose, therefore, that Governor Harriman inform Moscow:
1. We have firm evidence that the Viet Minh are violating the
Geneva Accords by their continued presence in Laos and infiltration of
South Vietnam.
2. Vital interests of the United States, symbolized by the resence
of our forces in South Vietnam and our commitment to Thai Pand, are
endangered by this fact.
3. Unless Viet Minh troops are withdrawn
and infiltration ceases
we shall shortly have to take compensatory
action against North Vietnam.
4. In view of responsibilities
formally assumed b Moscow at
Geneva we request them promptly to bring about Viet K inh compliante with the Accord of 1962.
I would only add this: if we are to have a showdown
with Ho
(and, implicitly, Mao) on this matter, we should bring it about before
the Chinese Communists
blow a nuclear device. Such a symbolic
capability would not alter the basic military equation in the Far East,
but it could complicate the task of holding our alliances firm in the face
of US action, introducing elements of a nuclear confrontation
not now
present.

207.

Report by the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s Special Assistant for
Counterinsurgency
and Special Activities (Krulak)’
Washington, undated.
VISIT TO VIETNAM

This reports on a visit to Vietnam, made during the period 25 June
to 1 July 1963, to review progress in the counterinsurgency
campaign.
’ Source: Washington
National
Records Center, RG 330, OASD/ISA
Files: FRC 67
A 4564, Vietnam
1963. Secret. Attached
to a brief transmittal
memorandum
sent on July
5 by General
Taylor to Secretary
of Defense McNamara.
A handwritten
note on the
covering
memorandum
indicates
that Secretary
McNamara
saw the report. On July 9,
Michael
Forrestal
sent a copy of the report
to McGeorge
Bundy for the President.
Continued
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Time was spent mainly in the provinces, where affairs, within
their purview, were discussed with United States and Vietnamese
military and civilian personnel, at the various levels of authority.
Places visited are portrayed on the facing page. *
As a supplement to the practical part of the visit, a series of
specific questions were presented to the Military Assistance Command. The responses to those questions are appended. 3 They, coupled
with the field visits and personal conversations, and reflected against
the backdrop of two previous visits at five month intervals, formed the
basis for these conclusions:
The counterinsurgency campaign is moving forward on the military
and economic fronts. There is reason for optimism in both of these areas.
The strategic hamlet program, correctly characterized as the heart of
the campaign, has acquired both momentum and balance. Its impact is
most favorable.
Offensive operations against the Viet Cong are widespread and varied, and are growing steadily in intensity. While not always of high
quality, their general effect has been to place the Viet Cong on the defensive.
The Buddhist issue is alive, serious and enmeshed with politics. It has
not as yet affected adversely the essential operational programs.
The “Open Arms” amnesty program is effective, both as an index to
progress achieved and as a weapon against the Viet Gong.
The operating relationship between US advisors and their counterparts is efficient and mutually respectful. It continues to be an essential to
successful prosecution of the war.
Events in Laos are a source of growing concern to those charged
directly with the conduct of the war in South Vietnam.
Field Visits
Field visits were conducted to: (a) Observe the evolution of the
province rehabilitation
program; (b) Note changes in the professional
quality of the Vietnamese military, by observing units in actual operations; (c) Appraise the advisor/advisee
relationship in action; and (d)
Obtain low level views as to the progress of the war. The itinerary
followed during the visit responded to these purposes.
Forrestal
indicated,
in his covering
memorandum,
that he felt the report gave “a fair and
soundly
optimistic
picture of the part of the iceberg which is under water, i.e. the war
against the Viet Cong.”
A note on the covering
memorandum
indicates
that the report
was placed in the President’s
weekend
reading file. (Kennedy
Library,
National
Security
Files, Vietnam
Country
Series, 7/l/63-7/20/63)
2 The attached map, which details the 15 places visited by Krulak in South Vietnam,
is not printed.
3 Not found attached.
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Program

The constantly repeated assertion, heard over the past year and a
half, that the strategic hamlet is the heart of the counterinsurgency
strategy, is acquiring growing validation. Binh Duong Province-one
in which province rehabilitation has lagged because of much hard core
Viet Cong activity was first selected for a physical inspection. This is
the province in which President Diem, against the counsel of others,
launched the Sunrise strategic hamlet operation in 1962, at a time
when the bulk of the population in the area was under Viet Cong
control.
When the Secretary of Defense visited the Sunrise project in May
of 1962, and despite the Vietnamese effort to conceal the fact, it was
plainly far from a success. The only strategic hamlet in the province,
its organization
did not really extend far beyond a system of strong
physical defenses. The inhabitants were there under duress. Combat
capable men were conspicuous by their absence.
Fourteen months have seen a great change. There are now 92
strategic hamlets completed in the province, out of a programmed total
of 302. Many have been carved out of areas wholly dominated by the
Viet Cong for ten years or more. These, moreover, are now more than
barbed wire enclosures into which women, children and aged men
have been herded against their will, as was the case in Sunrise. The
people have come willingly-in
some cases having actually sent deputations to request the development of a hamlet. Economic and political
developments
have moved ahead in train with the defensive preparations. Two new hamlets visited-Bung
Dia and Cau Dinh-had
programs underway
for pig raising, seed and fertilizer distribution,
fruit
tree planting, well digging and education. The people, unprepared for
the visit, seemed enthusiastic. The hamlet chiefs had both been elected
by the villagers. Neither had ever held any office before; both had just
completed a province-run
course in hamlet administration.
These
hamlets were impressive in every sense.
In Quang Ngai Province, also visited because of its long history of
heavy Viet Cong infestation, progress was equally impressive. A year
ago the province had no strategic hamlets deserving of the name.
Today there are 273 completed and 125 more under construction,
out
of a total program of 419. Over two thirds of the people in the province are in hamlets, and the entire program is scheduled for completion by the end of this year. Here, as in Binh Duong Province, the
people and the land have had to be wrested from the Viet Cong. The
hamlet of Vinh Tuy, one of those visited in this province, rests on
ground which only fell to Vietnamese forces after three attacks, in
February of this year. It is still pretty crude, but the people in it, who
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were actually under Viet Cong control six months ago, seemed cheerful and busy. Most important, there was a reasonable percentage of
young men of military age in evidence.
For contrast, a visit was also paid to Ninh Thuan Province, one of
the two in which the strategic hamlet program is already fully completed. Here, 127 hamlets are in being, housing 97% of the people of
the province. The hamlets differ greatly in quality and in physical
character, being designed to suit the peculiarities of the varied population-which
includes Vietnamese, Cham tribesmen and Montagnards.
In several respects, however, they are similar. The all reflect a unified
effort at training and equipping a hamlet militia contingent. They all
are active in the radio warning system; and they all exhibit progress in
the US/Vietnamese
economic assistance program.
In fact, this province finds its problems now largely shifted from
military matters to economic development. The area is tranquil-will
probably soon be declared officially “white”. There are no regular
military forces remaining in the province and the peoples’ concerns
have now turned from the Viet Cong to an ambitious irrigation program and the development of rural power. The province, hopefully, is
a foretaste of the future.
Throughout
the visit to the central and northern parts of the
country progress was noted in bringing together the US military and
economic assistance programs. Every major military briefing attended
in these regions included a presentation by a civilian member of the
US Overseas Mission, and every discussion on strategic hamlets dwelt
upon the indissoluble nature of our military/economic
programs. This
coordinated approach may have been in effect 15 months ago. If so, it
was not nearly so obvious as today.
In the Delta, this degree of coordinated progress apparently has
not yet been achieved. In Vinh Long Province, although the hamlet
program is well along (206 out of 247) our economic participation is
less in evidence. This may derive from the fact that there is not so
much poverty in the Delta, or because the premium on security is still
much greater than on economic improvement.
Military

Operations

The Operational
Phase of the National Campaign, directed to
begin on 1 July, was actually in progress before that date. Over 1,000
assorted offensive operations are now conducted per month, over
twice the level of a year ago. Not all are effectively executed, nor are
all successful. In sum, however, they are putting great pressure on the
Viet Cong, causing him casualties, degrading his resources and keeping him on the defensive.
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In the forthcoming phase of the National Campaign, it is prescribed that every tactical unit-Regular,
Civil Guard and Self Defense
Corps-shall
be offensively engaged in the field for twenty days per
month. While somewhat unrealistic, the directive still promises even
further intensification of operations and even greater stress on the Viet
Cong.
Tactical operations of varying sizes were visited in the field. They
varied in quality, from extremely impressive to just fair.
1. The 25th Division, in Quang Ngai has been in existence for
exactly one year. During that period it has succeeded in driving the
Viet Cong from the coastal plain into the mountains of the Annamite
Chain, where they are now largely on the defensive. At the time of
this visit all three regiments of the division were in the field, and some
50 small ambush type patrols were in progress. This effort has made
the Viet Cong’s food problem a grave one, has rendered the kidnapping of conscripts most difficult, is the cause of continued defections,
and diminishes the enemy’s capacity for coordinated offensive operations.
The division commander has the taste of blood and is convinced
that he can destroy the Viet Cong forces in his province-or
drive
them elsewhere-by
the end of the year.
2. The 23d Division, in Khanh Hoa Province is engaged in a
similar campaign. At the time it was visited the division had two
battalions, broken down into their small component units, patrolling
in the mountainous area in the western part of the province. They had
been continuously at this task for the preceding 26 days, concentrating
on harrying the Viet Cong, making him move and destroying his
resources. It is a well conceived and fruitfully executed effort. In the 26
day period they had seized sizeable grain stocks (120 tons), destroyed
crops, bivouac areas and crude weapons shops. They had freed 293
persons from Viet Cong control-people
who have hitherto been terrorized into tilling the Viet Cong fields and bearing their loads.
In all of this, only 26 Viet Cong had so far been killed and six
captured, which seems somewhat disappointing until it is recalled that
the total number of Viet Cong involved is probably small, and the task
of bringing them to bay in the mountains very difficult. More important, by far, is that patrol and attack efforts of this type deprive the
Viet Cong of his initiative. So long as he is on the defensive, it is plain
that he cannot attack anyone.
3. A similar conclusion was reached concerning an operation in
the Delta, where elements of five battalions combed an area where
about 200 Viet Cong were supposed to be bivouacked. Some 60 were
killed, and the disruption created by the operation certainly diminished greatly the capability of those who escaped to do anything
offensive for some time to come.
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4. A patrol type operation by an M-113 detachment into hard
core Viet Cong territory adjacent to Zone D was a disappointment.
By
moving into the Viet Cong enclave, the unit struck a raw nerve. It was
taking casualties from both mines and snipers, yet little was being
done to develop the situation aggressively. At three o’clock on a bright
afternoon the troops were already beginning to settle down for the
evening, with the soldiers keeping very near to their vehicles-which
they clearly regarded more as mobile redoubts than offensive conveyances. Despite the demonstrated
proximity of the enemy, there were
no patrols; no aggressive activity. It will be remarkable if much comes
of the operation, other than casualties. The unit commander (a captain) and his US advisor (a captain) had little to say, when questioned,
beyond frustrated observations
on the elusiveness of the Viet Cong.
The Buddhist Problem
The Buddhist matter seems to break cleanly into two separate
problems-the
question of the metropolitan
political maneuverings
in
Saigon, Hue, etc. and the influence of the Buddhist issue on the actual
counterinsurgency
campaign.
This being essentially a military report, it will be pertinent, in
connection with the first element, to state only that the issue is serving
as nourishment
for all varieties of dissidents, malcontents, king makers
and coup plotters, and that some of the most articulate Buddhist
Bonzes are probably motivated more by politics than by religious
conviction.
On this basis it is not likely that the problem will be
allowed to reach an early or an agreeable end. The anti-Diemists
will
not relinquish lightly this Buddha-sent
opportunity
to attack Diem’s
position.
As to whether the affair has affected the war itself, Americans and
Vietnamese of all stations were queried, and the nearer to the battle,
the less gravely the problem was regarded. There appeared no evidence that the front line counterinsurgency
effort has yet been impeded or decelerated at all by the crisis.
In Quang Ngai, for instance, the Province Chief-himself
a Catholic-handled
a group of demonstrators
in the capital by inviting them
to a free meal. The demonstration
collapsed. In Binh Dinh, the commander of the 9th Division (a Buddhist) characterized the problem as
regrettable, but one which time would solve.
At the same time, several Americans stated that this attitude of
detachment in the field could not persist indefinitely;
that sooner or
later, if the matter is not resolved, the mid-rank military of Buddhist
persuasion will begin to worry as to just what they would do if their
unit were told to take military action against Buddhist demonstrators,
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A significant point in this unfortunate matter is that the religious
aspect of the issue has a narrower
base than public reports might
suggest, since the true percentage of practicing Buddhists is smaller
than generally represented. There is a tendency to classify all nonChristians as Buddhists. In fact, many are simple ancestory worshippers in the Chinese tradition, while other major religions are also
represented in the country-including
Confucianists, Taoists and Moslems, Finally, there are 7,000,OOO Montagnards, of whom many are
animists.
“Open Arms“-The

Amnesty Program 4

First thoughts on the amnesty program are usually, “Can the
Vietnamese really distinguish between simple refugees and genuine
returning Viet Cong sympathizers. 7” and “What assurance is there that
the returnees will not re-defect to the Communists?”
A hint of an answer was found at the Chieu Hoi reindoctrination
camp at Than Xa, Quang Ngai Province, where 115 returnees were
observed undergoing reindoctrination.
The group was mostly men. They had come in voluntarily; some
bringing weapons; all bringing intelligence which ultimately they
transmitted to our side.
About a quarter were hard core Viet Cong. Another quarter were
political cadre. The remainder were people who had willingly followed the Viet Cong when the hamlet program and the widespread
military attacks caused the Viet Cong to retire westward from the
plains to the mountains.
Most of this group were described by the US Sector Advisor as
politically astute. They show evidence of having had careful Communist indoctrination. Some are sufficiently articulate to confirm that
they were political instructors themselves. There seemed little reason
to doubt the word of the Province Chief when he said that these were
truly Viet Cong sympathizers and not refugees.
There are many reasons given for accepting the amnesty offer
(usually received through leaflets), but they are generally polarized
around one abstract attitude-disillusionment,
and one concrete reality-hunger.
In the north, hunger probably leads all the rest, although
this is not true in the more fruitful south. Every one of the returnees
queried during the visit to the Quang Ngai center got around to talking
about food very quickly. They looked hungry, and are in poor physical
shape.
It is too early to address the second question-whether
the returnees will redefect. When asked this question, the tactical zone commander responded in this fashion. The program in Quang Ngai was
‘See Document
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begun on 17 December 1962. Since that time 823 people have passed
through the rehabilitation
center and thence returned to their own
villages. A check is kept on all of them; none have yet gone back to the
Communists.
The total number of “Open Arms”
returnees-country
wide,
stands at 11,700. While more surrendered in June than in the preceding two months put together, it is not likely that there will be any vast
domino effect. The base is too small. Over 60% of the population are
already in strategic hamlets. In a few months the figure will be much
higher. So there will actually not be a very great number of people
available for the amnesty program to attract.
Nevertheless,
those who have rallied to the government
have
already cut into the Viet Cong logistic support structure,
in areas
where it badly hurts-food
production, porterage and probably most
important, native intelligence.

The US Advisory Presence
Forty-eight
US advisors, from the Saigon level to enlisted men
with tactical units, were asked to comment on the US/Vietnamese
relationship. Their answers were singularly similar:
“There may be troubles, in this regard, elsewhere;
but I have
never had any difficulty at all.”
“My counterpart wants me here, and says so often. He takes my
advice.“
“We have had our disagreements
as to ways and means. Sometimes it takes a week for my advice to sink in; but we have come to
understand one another.“
Of the forty-eight,
none could recall any change in attitude since
the subject was raised by Counsellor
Nhu two months ago. Several
have discussed it candidly with their Vietnamese counterparts. Among
these, the general reaction obtained seems to be that the attitude of
Mr. Nhu is remote from the realities of the war. Apart from this, the
warm and respectful advisor/advisee
relationship
is quite evident.
General Harkins, in this regard, lays the bulk of the trouble-making
proclivity at Nhu’s door; considers Diem not to be an active participant.
One point noted frequently
by the US advisors relates to language. The more senior Vietnamese commanders
speak French, and
some have fair English. The junior ones speak only Vietnamese, and
struggle with English. Thus, ideally, they point out that we should
send senior advisors with skill in French, while the lower ranking
advisory
personnel should have a basic grounding
in Vietnamese
before they come.
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Laos
It is not difficult to synthesize the views of US/Vietnamese
officialdom in Vietnam on the matter of Laos. They are all agreed on one
point; there is a direct and pressing relationship between affairs in the
two countries and the worse things go in Laos, the more difficult
matters will be in Vietnam.
Their viewpoints
differ only as to degree. The Saigon CIA representative is unequivocal
in his conviction
that if Laos falls to the
Communists
the loss of Vietnam must inevitably follow. General Harkins believes that the loss of Laos would render our problem in Vietnam more difficult, but that it would not make a favorable conclusion
impossible.
Meanwhile,
Vietnamese commanders at all levels speak with feeling of the flow of warlike
essentials and key personnel into their
country via the Ho Chi Minh Trail. While generally unable to produce
abundant hard evidence of the fact, they still, in recounting their day
to day combat experiences, underscore that external influence on the
battle-actual
and potential-must
form a part of every calculation.
Certainly,
the material flow could be greatly increased, should the
Communists
choose to do so, particularly
were Tchepone, Attopeu
and Saravane to come wholly under their control. It is for this reason
that there is strong sentiment, on both the US and Vietnamese sides,
for more covert pressure on the Laos corridor and on North Vietnam.
Miscellaneous
Visit with the Minister

Observations

of Defense

Mr. Thuan expressed satisfaction with the growth of offensive
military activity, and enthusiasm with President Diem’s formal approval of 1 July as the beginning of Phase II of the National Campaign.
In response to a question as to how the Viet Cong would react to
this intensified effort, he responded that, in his judgment, they are
already reacting-steadily
acquiring forces and material in southern
Laos. These, he says, will be used in a powerful attack in the highlands
or Quang Ngai, to deal the Vietnamese military a hard blow, which
can then be publicized as a basis for seeking a negotiated peace.
In this regard, Mr. Thuan is quite as alert as any interested American regarding the unfavorable image of the Vietnam war in the US
press, and the necessity for getting what he called “the correct story”
before the US Congress. Also, like the interested Americans, he was
not prepared to offer any dramatic suggestions as to just how to
achieve this purpose.
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When asked what, in his view, most needed doing to get the
National Campaign forward effectively, he responded with three specifics:
a. Settle the Buddhist problem quickly and completely. (On this
he expressed great determination
and at best, restrained optimism.)
b. Undertake numerous small scale incursions into Southern Laos,
for intelligence purposes and to disrupt development of the Viet Cong
logistic mechanism.
c. Increase greatly our sabotage, harassment, intelligence and subversive activities in North Vietnam.
The Vietnamese Organization

for Counterinsurgency

The Vietnamese have a Special Group (Counterinsurgency) too.
They call it the “Interministerial Committee on Strategic Hamlets”. It
is chaired by Counsellor Nhu, and includes the heads of all the civil
ministries, the Chief of the Joint General Staff and the four Corps
Tactical Zone commanders. It has much authority, in both the approval of plans for clear and hold operations and for hamlet development. It supervises execution closely through on-site observation and
periodic progress reports.
The Continuity of Viet Cong Strength
The intensity of offensive operations is growing steadily, at a cost
to the Viet Cong of over 2,000 battle casualties per month. Defections
are increasing rapidly-from
200 per month in January to 450 in June.
Over 60% of the Vietnamese rural population is in strategic hamlets,
with a consequent narrowing of the Viet Cong recruitment base. Finally, the “Open Arms” amnesty program is beginning to diminish the
number of active Viet Cong sympathizers and supporters.
Against this background, it is not surprising to find the Advisory
Command’s best estimate of Viet Cong irregular strength to have
dropped-from
a high of 100,000 to 80,000. The Viet Cong now have
less to offer the Vietnamese youth and, to the extent that they must
rely on kidnapping to procure replacements, their problem is greatly
complicated by the personal security afforded by the strategic hamlet.
Regular Viet Cong strength, on the other hand, remains about
constant at 22,000-25,000. Both the Vietnamese and US authorities
questioned were convinced that this strength is maintained largely by
infiltration, supplemented by intensive training of selected local cadres.
Reduction in US Forces
It was not possible, in this brief visit, to do more than observe and
to sample opinion on the subject, at various levels of authority.
Observation underscored these realities:
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a. The shooting part of the war is moving to a climax. Our help for
the Vietnamese in logistic and tactical support is thus probably not
susceptible of much reduction in the immediate future.
b. On the other hand, the training effort has passed its climax. All
divisions are organized and are rapidly being trained. The Civil Guard
and Self Defense Corps training programs are also well advanced; and
training of strike forces and similar paramilitary elements is maturing
rapidly. A reduction in the advisory area is thus a logical prospect.
Discussion of the problem with responsible officers elicted the
general reaction that reduction is feasible in both advisory personnel
and in the various US staff and administrative support forces. General
Harkins considers that a reduction of 1,000 men could be accomplished now, without affecting adversely the conduct of the war.
About half of the positions vacated, as he sees it, would come as a
result of the Vietnamese achieving greater self-sufficiency in training
and command matters, with the other half coming from a withdrawal
or replacement of US units.
The Press

Very little observed during this visit had any real sensitivity or
secrecy. Almost anyone could see it without violating security.
This gave rise to the thought that what is needed is a few venturesome newsmen who are willing to forego the comforts of the city, and
endure a little mud and discomfort. Those so inclined would be rewarded with a picture of resolution and progress which they would
not quickly forget.
Conclusion
Almost the whole of this visit was concentrated in the field, observing the people-military
and civilian, US and Vietnamese-who
are carrying the front line burden. From them the sounds of confidence, achievement and cautious optimism can be plainly heard, and
with growing resonance.
Military operations are more effective; rural economic progress is
manifest; US/Vietnamese
coordination is heartening; and the morale
of US military forces is classic.
Acknowledging
that this trip dwelt mainly upon the rural sector;
acknowledging further the potential gravity of the political vibrations
in Saigon; and recognizing the rapidity with which the situation could
be worsened by adverse developments in Laos, the visit still added
substance to the view that we are indeed winning the war, that our
present course is sound and that, resolutely pursued, it will see the job
done.
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of a Conversation,
July 5,1963’

Department

of State,

SUBJECT
Current

Situation

in Viet-Nam

PARTICIPANTS
George W. Ball, Under Secretary
Frederick
E. Nolting,
Jr., American
Ambassador
Chalmers
B. Wood, Director,
WG/VN
George S. Springsteen
(U)

to Viet-Nam

Ambassador Nolting opened with a review of the Buddhist situation which he characterized as serious. He regretted that Diem had not
taken it in hand earlier, but emphasized that Diem had given his word
that the agreement would be carried out. It was Nolting’s experience
that when Diem gave his word, he followed through although sometimes it was handled in his own way.
In reply to a question from the Under Secretary as to the future
course of events, the Ambassador replied that although interference by
the’ Nhus was serious, he believed that the GVN would be able to
come through this one slowly. As to tactics, the more Diem was
prodded the slower he went. While Nhu was troublesome he was
chiefly responsible for gains which had been made in the provincial
pacification program.
Giving a characterization of Mme. Nhu, Ambassador Nolting said
that she was authoritarian to her finger tips, violently nationalistic and
an attractive woman who was both glib and intolerant. She considered
herself a most important person in her own right since she was head of
the Women’s Solidarity Movement. Her manner was her worst drawback.
The Under Secretary asked what would happen if there were a
change in government. The Ambassador replied that he would give
his view which was not completely shared by Mr. Wood. In his view if
a revolution occurred in Viet-Nam which grew out of the Buddhist
situation, the country would be split between feuding factions and the
Americans would have to withdraw and the country might be lost to
the Communists. This led to the question of how much pressure we
could exert on Diem. Mr. Nolting replied that if we repudiated him on
this issue his government would fall. The Ambassador believed that
Diem would live up to the agreement unless he believed that he was
dealing with a political attempt to cause his overthrow.
I Source: Department
of State, Secretary’s
Memoranda
of Conversation:
330, July 1963. Secret. Drafted by Wood and approved
in U on July 18. Also
Pentagon Papers: Gravel Edition, Vol. II, pp. 728-729.

Lot 65 D
printed in
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As to the role of the Catholics in the Government, Ambassador
Nolting did not believe that Diem gave them preference. Unfortunately, many persons in the government felt that it would help their
careers if they became Catholic. It was true that the Government had
been unwise in the ostentatious manner in which it supported and
encouraged the publicizing of Catholic ceremonies, however. In general, Viet-Nam had been a country in which there was a great degree
of religious tolerance. Now the situation seemed out of hand. It was
deplorable because we had been winning.
Speaking of relations between the USSR and Communist China,
the Ambassador added that if there were a political collapse in VietNam and the U.S. had to withdraw, the Chinese would say that this
proved that the right way to expand Communism was to use force.
The Under Secretary inquired whether there was any one person
around whom conflicting groups in Viet-Nam might coalesce in the
event of Diem’s disappearance from the scene. Ambassador Nolting
replied that Vice President Tho, a Buddhist, would be the best person,
but would be opposed by Nhu. The Under Secretary said that everyone agreed that the Ambassador had done a “swell job” in Viet-Nam.
The Ambassador thanked the Under Secretary and said he had been
pleased to have been able to speak to the Council on Foreign Relations
in New York. The discussion seemed to have gone well and the questions had been friendly.
Turning to the appointment
of Ambassador Lodge, Mr. Nolting
commented that the more Lodge was built up as a strong man who
was going to tell Diem where to get off, the harder it would be for
Lodge to do his job in Viet-Nam.
The Under Secretary suggested that Ambassador Nolting could
reassure President Diem on this point.
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From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, July 6, 1963-5

p.m.

39. Dept pass DOD, MilRep to President, JCS/ISA, ACSI, CNO,
CIA, HQUSAF
(AFCIN & AFCIN-EI-A)
AID, OIA, and USIA.
CINCPAC
also
pass
CINCPAC
POLAD,
CINCPACFIX,
CINCUSARPAC,
CINPACAF,
DOD/PRO.
Bankok also pass JUSMAAG and JUSMAAG, Deputy Chief. Phnom Penh also pass MAAG.
Taipei also for Taiwan Defense Command. Ref: Embtel 1257. * General
Harkins has requested that following amplification
of section B (1) of
TF Saigon monthly report of June 29 be circulated to all addressees:
At repeated urging of General Harkins to President Diem, Secretary Thuan and General Ty, JGS, RVNAF, issued instructions to corps
commanders as noted in monthly report of June 29. Principal political
criterion for successful conclusion of Phase I of National Campaign
Plan (NCP) was completion of ‘V3 of Strategic Hamlet Program. This
criterion had been met nationwide, except for Delta in IV Corps tactical zone, well before target completion date of 1 July 1963. It could
have been serious set-back had RVNAF taken this opportunity to rest
on their oars throughout rest of country while IV Corps, which has by
far most difficult task politically and militarily,
caught up. To lose or
level out momentum
built up by RVNAF at this stage would be unthinkable in terms of achieving quickest practicable victory over insurgency.
I Source: Department
of State, Central
Files, DEF 19 US-S WET. Secret; Limit
Distribution;
Priority.
Repeated to CINCPAC,
Bangkok,
Phnom Penh, Taipei, Singapore,
Hong Kong, Hue, Kuala Lumpur,
Rangoon,
Vientiane,
Manila,
Paris, London,
New
Delhi, and Djakarta.
’ Telegram
1257 from Saigon, June 29, was the monthly
report by the Saigon Task
Force, containing
an overall assessment of the success of the initial phase of the South
Vietnamese
Government’s
National
Campaign,
which reads as follows:
“Although
directive
states that Phase II of National
Campaign
Plan to be initiated
on 1 July, specific tasks outlined
are more in consonance
with those prescribed
for Phase
I of Plan. Ngo Dinh Nhu had established
30 June as date Phase I of Plan would be
completed.
This based on projected
completion
of two-thirds
of strategic hamlets then
planned.
This target has not been reached, and indications
are that 31 December
1963 is
more realistic target date for most provinces.
Current
analyses by MACV
indicate
that
populace
and land area base required
to provide
posture necessary for sustained
operations against VC main forces has not, as yet, been obtained.
“It is apparent
that reason for directing
implementation
of Phase II of National
Campaign
Plan is psychological
and it cannot, in fact, be implemented
at this time.
Specific actions prescribed
suggest that this is realized at least by military.”
(Ibid.)
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June 29th wrap-up report treatment is technically correct in terms
of original NCI? JGS instructions
of June 18 adjusts military tasks and
concepts in manner acceptable to US. It accommodates
situation and
capabilities of both GVN and VC after four months of concerted and
aggressive action in all arenas and with all instruments
of conflict.
Terms Phase I, II and III used in NCP have now lost all real validity in
context evaluating over-all national progress. Tasks and objectives
outlined in three nominal phases, however,
remain essentially valid
and provide solid guidelines for control, direction and evaluation of
counter-insurgency
military effort by GVN authorities and their US
advisors. Depending on local RVN conditions, personalities and capabilities and VC counterparts
which face them, there is every reason
believe that, in many military and political subdivisions
of country,
pacification will shortly be so far along, if current rates are maintained,
that major elements of regular RVNAF forces can be redeployed to
more active areas where progress is not as fast and VC problem is
tougher.
General Ty’s order might be narrowly
construed as limited to
psychological
impact on recipients in some areas of RVN, principally
in Delta. Even here, however,
instructions
clarify and re-emphasize
uncompleted
tasks and objectives of so-called Phase I of NCR As a
practical matter, NCP objectives of establishing GVN infrastructure
of
a broad population and land area base while destroying VC popular
base, and destruction
of main force VC installations
and forces, are
mutually supporting,
though to different degrees in different areas of
RVN. Current and continuing problem facing US military advisors in
their military planning role is to determine logical balance of effort in
each of several areas of RVN while local balances of VC versus GVN
strength vary substantially.
Persuading GVN and RVNAF authorities
to accept these solutions or to devise and implement equally effective
solutions of their own as aggressively and professionally
as they possibly can, will determine rate of success in counter-insurgency.
Progress
here is afoot. There remains no doubts that military defeat of VC is
attainable, barring catastrophic
political or social development
in
RVN.
In summary, MACV notes that as of 1 July, over % of strategic
hamlets planned have been completed, nationwide.
Over eight million
people are now living in these hamlets, who together with those living
in secure metropolitan
areas, comprise well over 2/3 of population.
RVNAF forces overall have attained required posture vis-a-vis
VC
forces to launch accelerated operations to destroy them. Conditions for
launching Phase II as defined in original NCP have been met. Phase II
has in fact been launched, while some tasks originally described for
Phase I are being cleaned up concurrently.
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It is requested that all holders of 29 June monthly report apply
these contents to report and annotate section B, 1, of report to refer to
them.
Trueheart

210.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, July 7, 1963-6

pm.

46. Dept pass USIA. Altercation took place this morning between
Vietnamese plainclothes police and American correspondents, following Buddhist ceremony at Saigon Chantareansey Pagoda. One Al’
reporter (Arnett)’ roughed up; cameras at least two other reporters
damaged by police.
I have talked to several of correspondents involved (Browne,
Sheehan, Halberstam) as well as several Mission personnel present on
scene. Appears that press had been informed by Buddhists in advance
of ceremony (as had our people). They showed up at 0800 and were
allowed to observe and photograph ceremony without hindrance. (I
understand CBS had camera and lights actually mounted in window of
pagoda.)
At about 0900 bonzes and bonzesses left pagoda and moved in
procession up very narrow alley towards main street. Police stopped
them at exit of alley with object of preventing their carrying procession
further. This was eventually accomplished without apparently any
serious protest from bonzes.
At point procession stopped American reporters moved into alley
to take pictures. It seems clear that plainsclothes police sought to
interfere with picture taking and that in process Arnett’s camera was
snatched away from him and he was thrown to ground. Picture thereafter is far from clear but there seems no doubt that plainclothesmen
sought to prevent picture taking and damaged cameras. Also clear that
uniformed police made no effort to prevent damage to cameras and in
fact tacitly abetted plainclothesmen.
There is also no doubt that reporters, at least once fracas had started, acted in belligerent manner towards police.
I Source: Department
of State, Central
Use; Operational
Immediate.
2 Peter Arnett, a New Zealand national.

Files,

PPV

7 S WET-US.

Limited

Official
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Correspondents
charge that above was deliberate GVN effort to
provoke incident and indicative of tougher GVN line on foreign press
and Buddhists. They demand formal Embassy protest to GVN3 and
Embassy facilities to file their copy- which they claim to have information GVN will hold up,
On basis all available information,
I am far from satisfied there
was planned harassment of press in this instance, particularly considering fact that reporters had been operating freely for at least an hour
before incident. Much more likely, in my view, that this was relatively
commonplace
contretemps
in crowded place between reporters and
police. Police officials on scene informed Embassy security officer that
they so regard it and that incident, in their view, is closed.
Although I do not think there is basis for formal protest, we have
nevertheless
already expressed our concern to GVN and Mecklin is
seeing DGI Tao at 4 PM for further discussion of matter, including
making sure if possible that reporters’ cables are not held up.
I also do not believe that case of this kind justifies filing of copy
by government channels but would welcome guidance on this point.
Since above written, Mecklin reports Tao and Khoi have told him
that there no change in GVN policy towards press and that there will
be no delay in transmission
of press cables. According to Tao, police
claim that correspondents
provoked them by protesting police hold-up
of procession and that one correspondent
struck police first. Tao says
he does not wish to pursue this, not feeling sure of police story. Given
extreme emotional
involvement
of correspondents
these daysamounting regrettably to intense hatred of all things GVN, in certain
cases-1 would not feel sure about refuting police.
Browne has just called to say he and Arnett have been ordered to
report to police station 0730 tomorrow.
At Browne’s
request, I am
assigning consular officer to go with them. We are also seeking explanation from DGI. 4
Trueheart
‘According
to Mecklin,
who was present, the correspondents
had a “stormy
session” with Trueheart
in his office and demanded
that a formal diplomatic
protest of the
incident
be made to President
Diem. Trueheart
refused, on the grounds
of inadequate
information.
(Mecklin,
Mission in Torment, p. 173)
’ The Embassy reported
on July 8 that assault charges were filed against Amett and
Browne.
(Telegram
52 from Saigon, July 8; Department
of State, Central Files, PPV 7 S
WET-US)
The Department
instructed
the Embassy to request officially
that the charges
be dropped,
taking the matter to President
Diem if necessary
to underline
the importance of the request. (Telegram
38 to Saigon, July 8; ibid.) Trueheart
took up the pending
charges with Thuan on July 8 and July 10, but President
Diem did not agree to drop the
charges until July 17, after the South Vietnamese
Directorate
General
of Information
issued a communique
supporting
the police account of the incident.
(Telegrams
58, July
9; 67, July 10; 81, July 12; and 97, July 17, all from Saigon; telegrams
58, 67, and 97 are
ibid., PPV 7 S VIET-US;
telegram
81 is ibid., SOC 14-1 S WET)
Continued
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Telegram From Malcolm Browne of the Associated Press,
David Halberstam of The New York Times, Peter Kalischer
of CBS News, and Neil Sheehan of United Press
International
to the President 1
Saigon, July 7, 1963-10:20

a.m.

Mister
President,
this Sunday morning
at the entrance
to
Chantareansay
Pagoda in Saigon nine representatives
of American
news organizations
were subjected to a swift unprovoked
and violent
attack by government plain clothes police while covering an otherwise
peaceful
Buddhist
religious
ceremony.
One correspondent
was
knocked down and kicked. Other newsmen were shoved, jostled and
struck by rocks thrown by the plainclothesmen-all
in full sight of
forty to sixty uniformed metropolitan
policemen and a squad of riot
police. In the course of the attack one camera was smashed and several
damaged.
The uniformed police did not offer any protection to the newsmen
and in fact did everything to prevent the correspondents
from apprehending the men who were attacking them.
The inescapable conclusion is that the Government of South Vietnam, a country to which the United States is heavily committed, has
begun a campaign of open physical intimidation to prevent the covering of news which we feel Americans have a right to know.
Previously foreign correspondents
have been expelled from South
Vietnam. This is the first time they have been assaulted by representatives of the government.
We believe a precedent has been set for
increasing obstruction
and violence. Since the United States Embassy
here does not deem this incident serious enough to make a formal
protest, we respectfully
request that you, Mister President, protest
against this attack and obtain assurances that will not be repeated. ’
In reporting
on the incident,
in telegram
65 from Saigon, July 10, Trueheart
observed:
“Department
should also be aware that in recent weeks resident
correspondents
have become so embittered
towards
GVN that they are saying quite openly to anyone
who will listen that they would like to see regime overthrown.
GVN no doubt has this
well-documented.
GVN also unquestionably
considers
that correspondents
have been
actively
encouraging
Buddhists.
Diem is therefore
most unlikely
to accept view that
correspondents
merely
carrying
on normal
functions
of keeping
US public informed.”
(Ibid., PPV 7 5 VIET-US)
I Source: Kennedy
Library,
National
Security
Files, Vietnam
Country
Series, 7/l/
63-7/20/63.
The telegram
was sent via commercial
channels
to the White House,
which repeated it as telegram
HYWH 4-63 at 6:32 p.m. to the President
at Hyannis
Port,
Massachusetts,
where he was spending
the weekend.
A note on the source text indicates
that a copy was sent to the Department
of State for Wood.
’ The-Department
responded
to this telegram
on the same day by calling
the
Washington
offices of AI’, UPI, and The New York Times and reading them on background
a paraphrase
of telegram
46 (supra) except for the last two sentences of paraContinued
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Sincerely yoursMalcolm

Browne

Associated Press

David Halberstam
New York Times

Peter Kalischer
CBS News

Neil Sheehan
United Press international
graph 6, the first clause of paragraph
7, paragraph
8, and the last sentence of paragraph
9. (Telegram
37 to Saigon, July 7; Department
of State, Central Files, PPV 7 S WET-US)

212.

Central

Intelligence

Agency Information

Report ’

Washington, ]uly 8, 1963.

TDCS-3/552,770
SUBJECT
Situation

Appraisal

of the Political

Situation

as of 1200 hours

on 6 July

1. This is a field appraisal of the current situation. It is not an
official judgment by this organization or any component thereof. It
represents the observations and interpretations of a staff officer based
on information available to him at time of its preparation. Prepared for
internal use as a guide to the operational enviroment, this commentary
is disseminated in the belief that it may be useful to other agencies in
assessing the situation for their own purposes.
2. In Saigon the political situation remains unsettled with both the
government and the Buddhists continuing to exchange charges of bad
faith. Elements on each side appear intent upon the submission of the
other. Against this background, the coup atmosphere has become
perceptibly heavier. During the past few days, coup groups have
formed to take advantage of the instability attending the Buddhist
crisis. It is not clear at this time whether these groups intend to await
further emotional outbursts, which would occur if there are additional
Buddhist self-immolations,
or whether they are now prepared to move
ahead at a time of their choosing, regardless of what the Buddhists do.
Buddhist strategy is polarizing around the views of Thich Tri Quang,
’ Source: U.S. Army Military
Historical
Institute,
Kraemer Papers,
dential; No Foreign Dissem. Regarding
these CIA reports, see footnote

VN 61-63. Confi1, Document
190.
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head of the General Association of Vietnamese Buddhists for Central
Vietnam, who has openly stated his intention not to cease agitation
until the Diem government falls. Thich Tri Quang also has indicated
his intention, if necessary, to call for suicide volunteers. Among those
allegedly ready to volunteer are Dieu Hue, the mother of Vietnam’s
leading scientist and Ambassador to the Ivory Coast, Morocco, Niger
and Senegal, and her sister, Tu Dieu, the aunt of the Government of
Vietnam (GVN) Director of Youth, Cao Xuan Vy.
3. Three coup groups have been reported to be now cooperating,
one headed by Lieutenant Colonel Pham Ngoc Thao, former Chief of
Kien Hoa Province, and then Ngo Dinh Nhu’s special investigator for
strategic hamlets, another characterized as the Tran Kim Tuyen group,
and a third, primarily military in composition. Little is known about
the Thao and the military groups; somewhat more about the Tuyen
group.
4. Tran Kim Tuyen has been identified as an organizer, but not the
leader, of a coup group which is said to include the Catholic Archbishop of Saigon, Pham Van Binh; some Buddhists and some military
supporters, including Major General Duong Van Minh, military advisor to the President, and Brigadier General Ton That Dinh, Commander of the III Corps area, which borders on the Saigon metropolitan area, Tuyen has had recent contact and a long time friendship with
two of the Buddhist activists, Thich Tam Chau, Vice President of the
General Association of Vietnamese Buddhists, and Thich Thien Minh,
Chairman of the Buddhist Intersect Committee dealing with the GVN
and head of the Buddhist Students of Central Vietnam. Major General
Tran Van Don, Commander of the Army of Vietnam, has also admitted that he too is also involved in coup plotting.’ Don has no direct
command of troops, but could lend important support to military
moves on the part of General Dinh from his General Staff position.
Tuyen has requested the preparation of a manifesto for “a new government.” Plans also have allegedly been made by Tuyen to take over
the Ministry of Civic Action and all public media at the first moment of
a coup, which will not be a military putsch, but a Palace revolution
involving the assassination of Ngo Dinh Nhu and his wife and the
“elimination”
of President by less forceable means if possible, but by
assassination if necessary.
5. There is no direct evidence, but the inference can be drawn
from available reports, that the chosen political leader of the Tuyen
group would be Vice President Nguyen Ngoc Tho, who would rep’ According
to CIA Information
Report TDCS-3/552,822,
July 8, General Don said
on July 8 that there was a military
plan for the overthrow
of the Diem government,
and
that, except for one or two general
officers all were in agreement.
Don did not specify
the timing of the planned coup, but said that he did not plan to leave the Saigon area for
the next 10 days. (Ibid.)
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resent legal succession in the event of the demise or resignation of
President Diem. There is no intimation
that Tho has participated in
coup planning. There have been numerous rumors that Tho has resigned, and an individual who is in a position to have such access has
confirmed Tho’s submission of his resignation. However, Secretary of
State at the Presidency Nguyen Dinh Thuan on 4 July 1963 categorically denied that Tho had resigned. On the morning of 5 July Tho
claimed that he had not resigned, although Tho, at the time, indicated
his dislike for political problems and his personal upset in being involved in the present Buddhist controversy. Tho is the chief of the
Interministerial
Council which negotiated with the General Association of Buddhists. He was the only Buddhist member of that council
and has been the object of some criticism for his alleged concessions to
the Buddhists from Ngo Dinh Nhu and Madame Nhu.
6. If, as is suspected, the military group, the Tuyen group, and the
Thao group have indeed combined in a marriage of convenience, their
chances of maintaining
unity after a successful coup would probably
be poor because of the many personal animosities that would probably
exist in such a group. Although Tuyen has strong support in the Civil
Service, through persons he has carefully seeded in the bureaucracy
over a period of years, he is generally openly and ardently despised by
the military
who would hold the predominance
of power in a
postcoup situation. Unless the military leaders opt for the legalities of
Vice President Tho’s assumption of the Presidency, a military leader
might arise to seize the office of Chief Executive. Such a seizure
probably also would be accompanied by considerable instability as
one of the Generals attempted to assert supremacy.
7. The timing of possible coup events is not yet clear. Allegedly,
the military committee of the Tuyen group has recommended that the
coup take place any time up until 10 July; however, the group’s central
committee has not yet given its consent. Others have leaned toward
the 7th of July, the traditional date for the celebration of Double 7
which commemorates
President Diem’s accession to power in 1954.
One individual indicated the timing to be prior to the end of August.
We believe that any serious coup group may try to act before the 31
August elections.
8. Where the loyalties of the rank and file of the military would lie
in a coup situation are hard to predict. Some of the Air Force personnel
report considerable disaffection at high and medium levels. The paratroop brigade is also said to be disaffected and the loyalties of the
Navy are uncertain, although in the past two coups, the Navy commander, Captain Ho Tan Quyen, has proved to be a staunch supporter
of Diem. The armored brigade is reported to be so split in opinion,
because of the Buddhist situation, as to make its loyalties questionable.
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Recently, Major General Duong Van Minh, military advisor to the
President, stated his fear that the Buddhist issue was definitely dividing the loyalties of the Vietnamese Army.
9. It is becoming increasingly
clear that the Buddhist leadership,
now ensconced at Xa Loi Pagoda in Saigon and eager to present its
case to anyone who happens to come along, either is unable to believe, or prefers not to believe, that the GVN, as it is presently constituted, has any intention over the long run of living up to the letter or
the spirit of the 16 June agreement. For the moment, the Buddhist
complaints center on alleged chicanery concerning the number of arrested participants
in the 16th June riot who have been released;
alleged GVN support and encouragement
of the discredited Co Son
Mon sect; and charges, for which the Buddhists claim documentary
proof, that the government,
or elements thereof, have backhandedly
encouraged the Republican Youth to question whether the government may not have been too generous in its concessions to the Buddhists. The Buddhists also claim that the GVN has quietly sent instructions to its provincial representatives
to give pro forma lip service to
the agreement with the Buddhists for the time being, but to ready
themselves
for future repressive
measures. The Buddhist hierarchy
alleges that even now Buddhist monks and nuns in the provinces are
being subjected to various restraints.
10. It is difficult to pin down these charges. Judged by the regime’s past performance in dealing with political opponents, which is
generally the way it views the Buddhist leadership, and by reports
from others, there is probably considerable
truth to these Buddhist
assertions. However, the relative merit or truth of the Buddhist charges
is not as important in the present context as the fact that the Buddhists
are sticking to them, reflecting a profound chasm between them and
the GVN. Buddhist spokesmen
at Xa Loi convey the unmistakable
impression that even if the government can satisfactorily
refute these
charges, the Buddhists will raise new charges and the militant wing
indicate they intend to keep up the pressure until the Diem regime is
overthrown.
Thus, the Buddhists, at least those under the influence of
Thich Tri Quang, appear to be consciously transferring
their struggle
to the political realm, Whether they are using political means to overthrow Diem out of honest conviction that only in this way can greater
religious equality be assured in Vietnam, or whether
more secular
motives are also involved, can at this time only be a matter of surmise.
The Buddhist leaders vigorously
deny accepting the help of, or being
influenced by, outside opposition political elements, and to date there
is little evidence with which to challenge that claim. Neverthless,
it
must be remembered that the line here between formal participation in
religious affairs as a Buddhist monk and secular life is extremely fluid.
The Buddhist struggle, adopted initially essentially to redress real and
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imagined religious grievances, may well have transformed itself into
an entirely new political force whose aims transcend the basically
religious purposes for which it was originally set in motion.
11. The two weeks deadline set by the Buddhists for GVN compliance with the 16 June accord passed without the previously threatened
further Buddhist manifestations.
Since then, while promising further
suicides, the Buddhists have progressively pushed back the timetable
for their threatened acts. Their hesitation may have been caused by a
variety of reasons, perhaps including a desire to see the effect of
international pressures on Diem; a suspicion or even knowledge that a
coup would be shortly attempted; and/or, a determination
to wait and
see how the rumored struggle within the GVN itself over the Buddhist
question played itself out. In any event, it would be a mistake to
exclude the possibility of additional self-immolations
or other equally
upsetting methods of sacrificial self-destruction. Some of the Buddhist
leaders appear completely set on the elimination
of the Diem regime
by one means or another.
12. There are indications that the Diem regime is aware of the
peril which it is now in, but there are equally voluminous signs of
divided counsel on how to cope with the problem. A Ngo family
conference was held in Hue on 29 and 30 June, but unfortunately its
results are still unknown. From the Times of Vietnam articles, which
periodically refan the flames of controversy, from Ngo Dinh Nhu’s
statements and from other bits of information, it appears clear that the
Nhus were opposed to going as far as the government did in the 16
June agreement. It seems equally clear that Secretary of State at the
Presidency Nguyen Dinh Thuan and Vice President Tho, with Minister of Interior Bui Van Luong included, but perhaps reluctantly, are in
favor of the agreement they hammered out with the Buddhists and
would like to see it honorably carried out. Ngo Dinh Can’s position on
the Buddhist issue is the subject of conflicting reports, and the President’s mood is even more difficult to fathom. The best guess is that at
the moment he is being buffeted by conflicting advice within his
immediate entourage and by various domestic and international pressures, and that he has not yet made up his mind. Almost certainly, the
Diem regime is currently undergoing a crisis of decision as to whether
to adopt repressive tactics against the Buddhists or to make further
conciliatory gestures toward them.
13. In making that decision, Diem faces a difficult dilemma. Repressive measures, such as the arrest of his leading Buddhist antagonists, might play into his enemies’ hands by creating just the pretext
they have been looking for to move decisively against him. If he does
nothing, he will invite international
condemnation by elements ready
to accept the Buddhists’ case against him lock, stock and barrel, as well
as to permit the internal situation to drift even more dangerously close
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to disaster for his regime. However, if he makes the gestures of futher
conciliation toward the Buddhists currently being pressed upon him,
he has no assurance that these will satisfy them and no guarantee that
such gestures, which could be interpreted as additional signs of weakness, would not merely whet the appetite of his antagonists for further
unsustainable concessions. Although the latter course would appear to
be the least of several evils from Diem’s point of view, it is feared that
it is the one least congenial to the President’s temperament, and it is
not probable that he will adopt it, regardless of the pressures imposed
upon him.
14. Field Dissem. State USMACV CINCPAC ARPAC PACAF
PACFIT.

213.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, July 9, 1963-noon.
57. Following letter dated July 7, addressed to Ambassador and
signed by Reverend Thich Tam Chau as Chairman of Inter-Sect Committee for Defense of Buddhism, received yesterday. Letter is typed on
official stationery of above committee.
Begin verbatim text:
The series of misfortunes that have been occurring to Vietnam
Buddhism since May 8, 1963, must not be unknown to Your Excellent . It is also believed that Your Excellency has been fully informed
of t Ke develo ment of the situation since the signin of the joint
communique I! etween the Government of Vietnam an % our Association.
The whole affair now seems to be moving to a new stage, since
police have not hesitated to bully international re orters this morning,
and we have every reason to expect the worst in t Re days to come.
We then have the honor to ap eal to our assistance and that of
the U.S. forces now living on the Pand of t;.ietnam who represent, to
our eyes, the noblest humanitarian
traditions and the love for justice
and freedom. We do not want to ask you and the citizens of the United
States who have been giving considerable help to this country, even
their own lives, to support us in order to overthrow the Ngo Dinh
Diem government. We just ask you-in
the name of justice and humanity-to
protect our Xa Loi Pagoda and the lives of Buddhist leaders from destruction and assassination. It could not be unknown to
Limit

’ Source: Department
Distribution.

of State,

Central

Files,

SOC

14-1

S WET.

Secret;

Priority;
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you that nothing will withhold
our government
when it wants to
achieve its aim, and a St. Barthelemy Night 2 is not to be excluded from
our assum tion.
Woul i you please then consider the ossibility of placing the Xa
Loi Pagoda under a discreet protection of tR e U.S. forces now available
in Saigon. Our romiscuity (sic) 3 with U.S.O.M. headquarters seems to
be a favorable Pactor for such an emergency.
Please accept, Excellency, our deepest gratitude for whatever you
will be doin for Buddhism in Vietnam.

End uer Patim text.
Comment: I plan to get word discreetly to Chau that letter received
and that U.S. cannot meet his request. Given fact that GVN would
probably consider letter sufficient basis to try Chau for treason-not
to
mention propaganda use that could be made of it in raising question
about Buddhists’ real objective-it
is difficult to believe Buddhists will
publish it. However,
I do not count on rational action these days, and
it is possible that Buddhists might consider that by publicizing letter
they would forestall GVN repressive
action. If letter is published,
believe we will have to send written reply stating U.S. does not intervene in internal Vietnamese affairs and has no authority to provide
security protection for Vietnamese citizens or facilities. 4
Trueheart
2 Reference
is apparently
to the “St. Bartholomew’s
Day Massacre”
of Protestants
in
France, August 23-August
24,1572.
’ As on the source text. Presumably
the word should be “proximity.”
‘In telegram
62 from Saigon, July 9, the Embassy
reported
that word had been
passed to Chau that the United States could not accede to the request outlined
in his
letter. Chau responded
that he understood
the U.S. position
and did not intend
to
publish his letter. (Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-l S WET)

214.

Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State ’

to the Department

Saigon, July 9, 1963-5 p.m.
59. CINCPAC for POLAD. Embtel44. 2 Thuan informed me today
that following conversation reported reftel he had asked Diem directly
’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Priority;
Distribution.
Repeated
to CINCI’AC.
‘In telegram
44 from Saigon, July 6, Trueheart
reported
that he told Thuan that
morning
that he found the situation
in Saigon increasingly
puzzling.
On the one hand,
Vice President
Tho was sending conciliatory
messages to the Buddhists
and Counselor
Limit

Continued
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whether he planned speech on Buddhist problem. Diem said he did
not. Thuan said he concluded that Luong in talking to CAS officer
(Embtel 41)3 must have been referring to passage on problem contained Double Seven speech (Embtel 49). 4 Thuan agreed with me that
latter not helpful.
Thuan also indicated that he had had no success in getting GVN
orders to provinces published and gave every evidence of having run
out of steam on Buddhist problem.
I told Thuan I was most discouraged over situation and particularly lack of GVN actions. I also found offensive continuing articles in
Times of Vietnam seeking link US with 1960 coup’ and taunt Buddhists.
I spent all day yesterday accompanying
Ambassador
Bowles on
visits to Diem, Tho, Thuan and Mau.’ Buddhist problem not mentioned directly by Diem in session which lasted nearly four hours nor
was it referred to in other talks except when Bowles complimented
Tho on June 16 agreement. Tho did not follow up.

Trueheart
Nhu had publicly
called on the Republican
Youth to support the June 16 agreement.
On
the other hand, the Times of Vietnam had published
an attack on the Buddhists
and had
charged the United States with involvement
in the 1960 coup attempt against the Diem
government.
At the same time, Trueheart
had learned through
other sources that President Diem was about to make a long-anticipated
conciliatory
speech on the Buddhist
question.
Thuan could not explain theconflicting
signals issued by his government,
and
described
the situation
as “un uanier de crabes.”
He added that Diem’s sueech
was still
I
being cleared within the government.
(Ibid., POL 15 S WET)
3 Telegram
41 from Saigon, July 6, reported
on a conversation
on July 5 between
Minister
of the Interior
Luong and an American
official. In the course of the conversation, Luong said that Diem would make a major speech on the Buddhist
situation
in the
near future. (Ibid., POL S VIET)
’ Telegram
49 from Saigon, July 8, reported
on a “Double
Seven” statement
made
by President
Diem on July 7. The statement
contained
a brief paragraph
on the Buddhist
problem,
using it as an example of a problem
“settled in spirit of community
responsibility.” (Ibid., I’OL 26 S VIET)
’ The Department
of State reacted sharply to the allegation
of U.S. involvement
in
the 1960 attempt
to overthrow
the Diem government.
Telegram
31 to Saigon, July 5,
instructed
Trueheart
to deny any U.S. involvement,
and noted, for Trueheart’s
information, that on November
11, 1960, when Diem’s palace was surrounded
by artillery,
Ambassador
Durbrow
had used every means at his disposal to urge both sides to avoid a
bloodbath.
(Ibid., POL S WET-US)
See Foreign Relations, 1958-1960,
vol. I, pp. 631 ff.
b Ambassador
Chester Bowles visited Saigon on July 7 and July 8 on his way to take
up his new post as Ambassador
to India. See Documents
216 and 231.
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Memorandum
From Michael V. Forrestal of the National
Security Council Staff to the President’s Special Assistant
for National Security Affairs (Bundy)’
Washington, July 9, 1963.

SUBJECT
Vietnam

I attach an analysis of the Buddhist

crisis in South Vietnam’

by

[less than 1 line not declassified]. While I don’t believe it warrants being

passed on to President, I think it does present a point of view which is
shared by Ambassador Nolting.
The main points are:
(a) The Buddhist crisis is more political than religious.
(b) Diem cannot be persuaded to dispense with the services of his
family and will probabl adopt more rigorous and oppressive policies
toward the activist Bud J hist leadership.
(c) While there has been a otentially dangerous increase in coup
plotting, it is too early to pre Bict an overthrow of the Government
within the next few months.
Harriman and Hilsman would agree with (a) but would tend to
disagree with (b) and (c). Their main point is that the United States
must avoid allowing its own interests to be confused with those of the
regime in Saigon. If our estimate is that Diem will take appropriate
measures to pacify the situation and will thus survive, then in our own
best interests we could be active in our support of him personally. If,
on the other hand, our estimate is that his political ineptitude in recent
weeks has so weakened his support within Vietnam that he cannot be
expected to hold out much longer, then we should be careful to maintain a reasonably friendly touch with potential leaders of non-cornmunist coup attempts. Our dilemma at the moment is that we cannot
yet agree on the estimate. In general, people in Washington are somewhat more pessimistic about Diem’s chances of riding this one out
than people in the field. You can argue both ways on whose judgment
is better at this particular moment. In light of this, my own judgment is
that we are entering a period in which our policy must be one of fence
sitting, realizing of course that such a policy constitutes something less
than full identification
between our own interests and those of President Diem.
As a practical matter, Ambassador Nolting’s return to Saigon will
tend to encourage Diem to feel that he continues to enjoy our support.
On balance I think that this is probably the right course to take,
’ Source: Kennedy
’ Document
212.

Library,

Schlesinger

Papers,

South

Vietnam.

Secret.
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provided the Department is vigorous in needling Nolting to attempt to
guide Diem into more political measures to stabilize the situation. It is,
perhaps, the last effort we can make in this direction and should be
taken if only for that reason.
It may not work, however;
and we should be prepared to recall
Nolting before Lodge’s arrival if our estimate of Diem’s surviveability
turns markedly
adverse. At such a time it would be better, in my
opinion, to leave Trueheart (the DCM) in charge pending Lodge’s
arrival. Trueheart has handled the situation with great skill and with
somewhat less personal involvement
than Nolting and could, I think,
be useful in maintaining
a degree of flexibility in the U.S. position
which would give Lodge a reasonably clean slate to start with.

Michael
3 Printed

216.

from

a copy that bears this typed

V. Forrestal 3

signature

Telegram From the Embassy in the Philippines
Department
of State 1

to the

Manila, July 10, 1963-S

p.m.

46. Eyes only Rusk, Ball, Bundy, Hilsman from Bowles.’
Two
days in South Vietnam, during which I talked at length with Diem, his
top colleagues, US Embassy and military officials, press representatives, Indian head of ICC and other informed individuals, left me with
profound feeling of concern.
Situation appears paradoxical
Viet Cong are making substantial
sharply deteriorates.

in that military measures against
progress while political outlook

Many qualified observers, in and out of government,
privately
assert that Diem regime is probably doomed and that while political
and military risks involved in a switchover
are substantial they may
now be less dangerous than continuation
of Ngo family in present
role.
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, POL 27 S VIET. Top Secret; Eyes Only;
Priority;
Limited
Distribution.
A note on the source text indicates
that a copy of this
telegram
was passed to the White House on July 10.
’ Regarding
Bowles’ visit to Vietnam, July 7 and 8, see footnote 6, Document
214.
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My personal views are necessarily tentative due to shortness of
stay and difficulty of forming objective judgments because of deep
commitment
of almost all American observers to positions which they
have held over a period of time and bitter impasse between US officialdom and US press.
However, I left Saigon with feeling that a political explosion is
likely in foreseeable future and that a fresh US government evaluation
of political situation is urgently needed by someone who is not emotionally involved.
Embassy instructions
for various overturn contingencies also
needed.
Do not believe that re-evaluation should wait until new Ambassador arrives in September nor, with due respect to present incumbent,
can we expect a fully balanced evaluation from those who have been
directly concerned.
Therefore strongly suggest some informed US official who has full
confidence of President and Secretary visit Saigon on a most urgent
basis. Roger Hilsman would seem to be obvious choice. However Tom
Hughes or Mike Forrestal would be less conspicuous.
Stevenson

217.

Special National

Intelligence

Estimate’
Washingron, ]uly 10, 1963.

SNIE 53-2-63
THE SITUAHON

IN SOUTH VIETNAM
Scope Note

NIE 53-63, “Prospects in South Vietnam,” dated 17 April 1963 *
was particularly concerned with the progress of the counterinsurgency
effort, and with the military and political factors most likely to affect
’ Source: Department
of State, INR-NIE
Files. Secret; Controlled
Dissem. According
intelligence
organizations
participated
in
to a note on the cover sheet, “The following
the preparation
of this estimate:
The Central
Intelligence
Agency and the intelligence
organizations
of the Department
of State, Defense,
the Army, the Navy, the Air Force,
and NSA.” All members
of the U.S. Intelligence
Board concurred
in this estimate on July
10, except the Atomic Energy Commission
Representative
and the Assistant
Director
of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
who abstained on the grounds that the subject was
outside their jurisdiction.
The full text is printed
in United States-Vietnam
Relations,
1945-1967,
Book 12, pp. 529-535.
’ Document
94.
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that effort. The primary purpose of the present SNIE is to examine the
implications of recent developments in South Vietnam for the stability
of the country, the viability of the Diem regime, and its relationship
with the US.
Conclusions
A. The Buddhist crisis in South Vietnam has highlighted
and
intensified a widespread and longstanding
dissatisfaction with the
Diem regime and its style of government. If-as is likely-Diem
fails
to carry out truly and promptly the commitments
he has made to the
Buddhists, disorders will probably flare again and the chances of a
coup or assassination attempts against him will become better than
even. (Paras. 4,14)
B. The Diem regime’s underlying uneasiness about the extent of
the US involvement
in South Vietnam has been sharpened by the
Buddhist affair and the firm line taken by the US. This attitude will
almost certainly persist and further pressure to reduce the US presence
in the country is likely. (Paras. 10-12).
C. Thus far, the Buddhist issue has not been effectively exploited
by the Communists, nor does it appear to have had any appreciable
effect on the counterinsurgency
effort. We do not think Diem is likely
to be overthrown by a Communist coup. Nor do we think the Communists would necessarily profit if he were overthrown by some combination of his non-Communist
opponents, A non-Communist
successor regime might be initially less effective against the Viet Cong, but,
given continued support from the US, could provide reasonably effective leadership for the government
and the war effort. (Paras. 7,
15-17)
[Here follow Part I, “Introduction”;
Part II, “The Buddhist Affair”;
and Part III, “The Effect of Recent Developments on US-GVN Relations”.]
IV. The Outlook
14. If the Diem government moves effectively to fulfill its 16 June
commitments,
much of the resentment aroused by the Buddhist controversy could be allayed. However, even if relations between the
GVN and the Buddhists are smoothed over, the general discontent
with the Diem regime which the crisis has exacerbated and brought to
the fore is likely to persist. Further, if-as is probable-the
regime is
dilatory, inept, and insincere in handling Buddhist matters, there will
probably be renewed demonstrations,
and South Vietnam will probably remain in a state of domestic political tension. Under these circumstances, the chances of a non-Communist
assassination or coup attempt against Diem will be better than even. We cannot exclude the
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possibility of an attempted Communist
coup, but a Communist
attempt will have appreciably less likelihood of success so long as the
majority of the government’s opponents and critics remain-as
they
are now-alert
to the Communist peril.
15. The chances of a non-Communist
coup-and
of its successwould become greater in the event renewed GVN/Buddhist
confrontation should lead to large-scale demonstrations
in Saigon, More or
less prolonged riot and general disorder would probably result-with
the security forces confused over which side to support. Under such
circumstances, a small group, particularly one with prior contingency
plans for such an eventuality, might prove able to topple the government. Conversely, a continued or resumed truce between the GVN
and the Buddhists would serve to reduce the likelihood
of such an
overthrow.
16. Any attempt to remove Diem will almost certainly be directed
against Nhu as well, but should Nhu survive Diem, we are virtually
certain that he would attempt to gain power-in
the first instance
probably by manipulating
the constitutional
machinery. We do not
believe that Nhu’s bid would succeed, despite the personal political
base he has sought to build through the Republican Youth (of which
he is the overt, uniformed head), the strategic hamlet program (whose
directing Interministerial
Committee he chairs), and in the army. He
and his wife have become too much the living symbols of all that is
disliked in the present regime for Nhu’s personal political power to
long outlive his brother. There might be a struggle with no little
violence, but enough of the army would almost certainly move to take
charge of the situation, either rallying behind the constitutional
successor to install Vice President Tho or backing another non-communist civil leader or a military junta.
17. A non-Communist
successor regime might prove no more
effective than Diem in fighting the Viet Cong; indeed at least initially it
might well prove considerably less effective, and the counterinsurgency effort would probably be temporarily disrupted. However,
there is a reasonably large pool of under-utilized
but experienced and
trained manpower not only within the military and civilian sectors of
the present government but also, to some extent, outside. These elements, given continued support from the US, could provide reasonably effective leadership for the government and the war effort.
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From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, July 11, 1963-8

p.m.

73. Hilsman from Nolting. CINCPAC for POLAD. Had long, private and very frank talk with Thuan this afternoon after briefings here.
We discussed strategy for my talk with Diem tomorrow
morning. *
Thuan feels dangers of Buddhist tensions somewhat reduced, but he
still worried. I have conviction that he is honestly working for government and not infected by coup plotting.
One encouraging
development
is appointment
this morning of
government commission, headed by Inspector General of Administration, a Buddhist, to receive and investigate complaints from Buddhist
association regarding implementation
June 16 agreements. Offsetting
this, Thuan told me of request to Vice President from Buddhist leaders
to come to see them in Xa Loi Pagoda. Declining this invitation, Tho
countered by inviting Buddhist leaders to meet with him, Thuan and
Minister of Interior Luong, or with him alone either at office or home.
Buddhists declined.
Further reports and assessment this situation will follow.
Trust statement
made at airport upon arrival3 was acceptable.
Tried to play it down the middle by statement prepared on airplane,
rather than trying to field a raft of questions dealing with extremely
sensitive points in this situation,

Nolting
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, POL S VIET. Secret; Limit Distribution.
Repeated
to CINCPAC.
Nolting
returned
to his post on July 11. An article in The New
York Times on July 9, p. 6, stated that Nolting
was returning
to Vietnam
with a personal
message for President
Diem from President
Kennedy.
Nolting
did meet with President
Kennedy
on July 8 before he left Washington,
but he was not given any message to
convey.
(Ibid., Office of the Historian,
Vietnam
Interviews,
Nolting,
June 1, 1984) On
July 10, the Department
of State informed
the Embassy in Saigon that the Spokesman
of
the Department
had denied the report and had stated: “There has been no change in our
policy toward
Viet-Nam,
or our support
for the program
against the Communist
Viet
Cong in that country.”
(Telegram
49 to Saigon, July 10; ibid., Central
Files, I’OL S
VIET-US)
’ Nolting
did not cable a separate report of this conversation
to Washington.
For a
combined
assessment of his initial conversations
with Diem, see telegram
85, infra.
3 No report of this statement
has been found.
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to the Department

Saigon, July 15, 1963-l

pm.

85. CINCPAC for POLAD. Herewith is interim report of situation
here as I see it, after two days of intensive briefings, discussions with
American, Vietnamese, and foreign officials and private citizens, including American newsmen, and some sampling of Saigon opinion.
Our patient, I think, is still on critical list, but improving. Difficulties seem to be confined mainly to larger cities, affecting only slightly
peasant population in central coastal areas and not at all in Delta.
Saigon and Hue are still very volatile and people are scared. Buddhist
Association leaders, unfortunately,
can still take initiative to bring
down government, but seem to be hesitant to do so. Each day that
passes slightly increases chances of surmounting this crisis. Coup rumors are rife and evidence of plotting exists, but it is my present
judgment that no direct intervention in this matter on our part would
be helpful or wise. (Have passed the word on position to be taken if
approached, as per instruction.) 2
Restoration of Diem’s confidence in US intentions, badly shaken
by several happenings in past weeks, and subsequent leading of him
to take more positive and sensible political actions, will take some
time. I have spent seven hours with him since my return and have,
Thuan reports, made some headway, but I have nothing of significance to report in terms of concrete actions or decisions. He is hurt by
what he considers misrepresentations
and calumnies (both in VietNam and outside), torn by conflicting advice, resentful of US pressure,
and not completely in control of his government’s actions (Nhus). He
is, in brief, in a martyr’s mood himself. We have not yet been able to
persuade him to snap out of it, make a virtue of necessity, and take his
case fully and candidly directly to the people. We are still working on
this. In my judgment, his motives and intentions are still good; some
of his resentments and suspicions concerning the Buddhist agitation
are well-founded. He is visibly tired. Our main problem at moment is
to get him relaxed enough to take the helm and steer the ship on a true
and sensible course.
[During] this difficult period, I think our best bet is to work quietly
along existing guidelines. While making our views and especially US
domestic considerations amply clear, we should not try to blueprint
his course for him. Specifically, we should not reiterate our threat of
’ Source: Department
Repeated to London,
Paris,
’ No such instruction
struction
in the source text,

of State, Central Files, POL S VIET. Secret; Limit Distribution.
Phnom Penh, Vientiane,
Bangkok,
and CINCPAC.
has been found. Wood underscored
the reference
to an inand put a question mark in the margin.
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disassociation,
nor feel stuck with it if other means of easing the
situation (even the passage of time) work in favor of a political modus
vivendi here. Rather, I think, we should continue, as has been done, to
tell him the facts of life about public opinion at home and let him work
out his own accommodation.
We will continue to defend the legitimate
rights of US newsmen here (I have again made very firm representations to Diem on the Browne-Arnett
case), 3 but I think we must accept
the fact that we will probably continue to have a generally bad press
for some time, until political calm returns and we can demonstrate the
success of the overall strategy and plan. With luck-1
emphasize
this-[and?]
an appearance of calm determination4
on the part of
Americans to see this crisis surmounted,
I believe there is a reasonably
good chance of reestablishing
the basis for continued progress here.

Nolting
‘See Documents
210 and 211.
‘Wood
underscored
the reference
to “an appearance
source text, and added the marginal
notation
“N.B.”

220.

of calm

determination”

in the

Memorandum
From the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State
for Far Eastern Affairs (Rice) to the Secretary of State’
Washington, Iuly 15, 1963.

SUBJECT
Reports

that Brother

Nhu is Planning

a Coup

We have four reports’
from Vietnamese Generals of a July 11
meeting of Nhu with officers of that rank. Two (or possibly three) of
these reports indicate that Nhu may be planning a coup. We think it
not unlikely,
however,
that Nhu is responding
to reports of coup
plotting among the Generals themselves, seeking to confuse and divide them, smoke out their intentions, and rally those which he can
reach by such blandishments
as “active” assignments.
He may have
’ Source: Department
of State, Vietnam
Working
Group Files: Lot 67 D 54, POL 26
Coup Rumors.
Secret. Drafted
by Heavner
and initialed
by Rice. A note on the source
text reads: “Secretary
Saw”. Also sent to Ball, Harriman,
and Johnson.
’ These reports are identified
and analyzed
in Tab A below. The four reports were
also attached to the source text, but not printed.
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had the additional intention of improving his personal position with
the Generals against the possibility that they will successfully mount a
coup.
The four reports are not wholly consistent with one another, but
the following
emerges from all four: (1) Nhu asked the Generals for
their support; (2) Nhu criticized the government and/or his brothers
during the meeting; (3) Nhu extended an olive branch to the Generals
by being very cordial and by promising “active” assignments to all.
General Khanh reported Nhu asked for “personal support”;
General Kim stated Nhu said he would not blame the Generals if they
were thinking of a coup and that he would be with them; General Cao
merely said that Nhu had asked for their cooperation in meeting the
present crisis. One unnamed “general officer” who may or may not
have attended the meeting reported that Nhu had spoken of a “lightning” coup with himself leading it. But a large meeting of this sort
would not provide a suitably secure forum in which to make a serious
proposal of this sort, and Nhu’s position on the Buddhist crisis is not
one which would be most likely to appeal to dissatisfied officers.
Unless the Buddhist crisis deepens, the longer the various coup
plots incubate, the less likelihood of anything hatching. We have not
yet heard that any coup group has developed a well articulated plan
with much chance of success, nor do the Generals appear to be
united-and
Nhu’s move is probably shrewdly intended, among other
things, to prevent their uniting. However,
this does not eliminate the
possibility
of a plan being suddenly attempted. We have heard of
several, but the better a plan was the less likely we would be to learn
of it in advance.
The joint Embassy/GAS
evaluation of the four reports (Tab A),
together with the reports themselves (Tabs B to E) are attached.

[Tab A]
Central Intelligence

Agency Information

Report 3

Washington, July 13, 1963.

TDCSDB-3/655,524
SUBJECT
Comments

on reports

of Ngo Dinh

Nhu’s

coup plotting

Following are the joint Embassy/GAS
comments on the four reports concerning the 11 July 1963 meeting at Joint General Staff Headquarters. The first of these came from Brigadier General Van Thanh
’ Secret;

No Foreign

Dissem;

No Dissem

Abroad;

Background

Use Only.
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Cao, delegate to the eastern provinces, Saigon AmEmbtel 80,4 two
other reports on 12 July, one from Brigadier General Nguyen Khanh
Commanding
General II Corps, TDCSDB-3/655,512
[documenf number not declassified], and the other from a general officer, TDCSDB-3/
655,512 [document number not declassified]. The fourth report is from
Brigadier
General
Le Van Kim, Ministry
of National
Defense,
TDCSDB-3/655,523
[document number not declassified]. 5
1. All of these reports have some elements in common. They
differ widely in detail and emphasis. Common elements are:
a. The meeting was called by Nhu;
b. Nhu criticized the Government
of Vietnam
the Buddhist crisis;
c. Nhu promised the Generals a more active
promised to give those Generals whose positions
mate responsibilities;
and,
d. Nhu made an appeal for the loyalty of the
is the question).

(GVN)

handling

of

role in the war and
are sinecures legitiGenerals

(to whom

2. Actually there may have been two meetings between Nhu and
the Generals on 11 July. The first was a formal meeting at Joint General Staff offices. The second followed immediately after the first at the
Officers Club at the Joint General Staff. The general officer states
clearly that his report derives from the Officers Club talk, although he
attended both meetings. We are not clear as to those present at either
meeting. General Khanh states that there were “about fourteen”
Generals in attendance when Nhu made the remarks he reported.
Including newly appointed Brigadier General Do Cao Tri, there are
now nineteen generals in the Army of the Republic of Vietnam
(ARVN).
3. The general officer’s report is the only one of the three which is
explicit with regard to a coup led by Nhu. With respect to specificity, it
is worth noting that Khanh, Cao, and Kim have had long time relationships with the individuals to whom they spoke.
4. It is worthwhile
to compare the remarks attributed to Nhu by
the general officer with the report of the conversation
between Nhu
and an American observer on 25 June, CSDB-3/655,373.
6 At that time
Nhu indicated, as he had previously,
that if he believed the government, meaning Diem, was becoming servile to the United States, he
himself would lead a coup d’etat.
5. Both Cao’s report and Khanh’s reports indicate that Nhu’s
remarks had some considerable
impact upon the Generals. Cao believed that Nhu’s statements had relieved the critical situation, at least
temporarily.
Khanh stated that Nhu had been convincing in his re’ Dated July 12, not printed.
’ Dated July 12, not printed.
’ Not found.

(Department

of State, Central

Files, POL

15 S WET)
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quest for loyalty and support, and that he believed that the majority
of
the general officers would support Nhu. It was not clear from Khanh’s
remarks that this support would be provided within the context of a
coup d’etat. On the other hand, Kim thought that the majority of the
Generals reacted negatively. According to the general officer, Major
General Nguyen Ngoc Le, Chief of Veterans Affairs, commented on 12
July that he believed that the Generals should proceed without Nhu
since Nhu only sought to save himself. We are inclined to believe that
if the Generals should consent to support Nhu, it would be from their
point of view a temporary marriage of convenience.
6. It is still too early to evaluate exactly what Nhu may have in
mind. It is possible that the general officer has misread Nhu’s remarks
which were possibly made in the same vein as Nhu’r; comments to an
American observer on 25 June. This interpretation, however, must
take into consideration Nhu’s statement that the coup must be staged
overnight and must be lightning fast followed by a turnover of power
from the general officers to civilian control. It is difficult to believe that
this construction could be based on the sometimes vague and theoretical utterances of Nhu.
7. We believe that some Generals are planning, or at the very
least, far more intensively thinking about, coup action. How the
Generals plans or intentions may be advanced or retarded by Nhu’s
remarks is too early to tell.
8. Even if one accepts the general officer’s account, it does not
necessarily follow that Nhu is in fact contemplating a coup. It is
possible that Nhu is seeking to entrap the Generals in some fashion
and might even be doing so with the knowledge of Diem.
9. As a subsidiary comment, we conclude from these four reports
that Major General Tran Van Don, Commander of the ARVN, claim to
be a member of a coup group, TDCS-3/552,8227 [document number
not declassified] comprising most of the general officers is exaggerated.
From these reports, it does not emerge that the Generals have reached
a consensus or are plotting as a single group, rather that there may be
two or more groups among them. ’
10. Field Dissem. None.
‘See footnote
2, Document
212.
‘On July 15, an individual
associated
with the Tuyen group reportedly
said that
their coup would
occur “soon”,
but not before July 20. (CIA Information
Report,
TDCSDB-3/655,588,
July 16; U.S. Army Military
Historical
Institute,
Kraemer
Papers,
VN 61-63) According
to another report, on July 16, General Duong Van Minh, Military
Adviser
to President
Diem, lent weight
to reports
of the general
military
desire to
remove
President
Diem and “advocated”
a change of government
in South Vietnam.
(CIA Information
Report TDCSDB-3/655,605,
July 18; ibid.)
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From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, July 16, 1963-I

p.m.

91. CINCPAC for POLAD. At 0900 group estimated at over 100
bonzes gathered before Ambassador’s
residence (Amb was at office).
Bonze Nghiep who has covered public relations for Buddhists made
address in English over portable loud speaker. Nghiep requested US
Government
pursue any possible means solve Buddhist problem in
Vietnam as soon as possible. Stated Buddhists are not VC and have
never made use of anyone including VC nor are Buddhists exploited
by VC. Buddhists are anti-Communist but want cessation of GVN
terrorizing, kidnaping and arresting Buddhist monks and nuns. Buddhists completely disagree with GVN communique on flying of flag;
believe flag symbol of all Buddhist aspirations not of only one Buddhist association. Buddhists favor US aid, US weapons, etc. but disagree with use of aid and weapons to suppress Buddhism in South
Vietnam.
Following Nghiep address bonzes commenced chanting. Reporters for international and local press were present (reportedly were
advised that some event was forthcoming). Buddhist signs displayed
following slogans: “Buddhist flag must be for all Buddhists”; “request
government keep its promises faithfully”; “free world and USA are
expected to do anything possible for Buddhist problem”. Police
cordoned off residence from block away. Small crowds gathered on
fringe cordoned area.
At lo:30 approximately 140 bonzes and nuns formed square in
front of residence. Bonze speaking in Vietnamese and English reFeated
appeal to US and free world nations to intercede with GVN to force
GVN implement joint communique. Bonze also stated demonstration
was sample of what would continue take place and someone will be
sacrificed if Buddhist demands not met. Initial reports indicated Buddhists might be planning carry out burning on spot. Spectators, uniformed police and plainclothesmen estimated at 500 people. At lo:55
group dispersed with bonzes and nuns proceeding to Xa Loi Pagoda,
where they state they will commence two-day fast.
As of 11:20 area quiet.
Foreign press operated freely throughout demonstration and were
in no way interfered with by police.

Nolting
tional

’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Immediate.
Repeated to CINCPAC.

Files, SOC 14-1

S WET.

Confidential;

Opera-
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to the Department

Saigon, July 16, 1963-8

p.m.

92. CINCPAC
for POLAD. Reference: Embassy’s telegram 91.2
When it appeared at about lo:30 that another self-immolation
might
be imminent, I telephoned Thuan and asked him to see Diem urgently.
I proposed that President get word to demonstrators
immediately by
loudspeaker
truck that he would be addressing people personally at a
stated hour, preferably noon. Told Thuan I judged we’re at eleventh
hour and personal action by Diem required. Thuan said he agreed and
would go immediately
to Diem. I asked to see Diem myself if Thuan
thought it would be helpful.
About 15 minutes after above call, word received that demonstration at residence appeared be breaking up and Bonzes planning return
to Xa Loi to commence fast. I relayed this to Thuan (who had not yet
been able to see Diem), but told him in my judgment personal address
by President still urgently required. I offered provide some suggestions
on content and am doing so.

Nolting
’ Source; Department
of State, Central Files, SOC
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
2 Supra.

223.

Telegram
of State’

14-1

From the Embassy in Vietnam

S WET. Secret;

Operational

to the Department

Saigon, July 17, 1963-22

a.m.

95. CINCPAC for POLAD. Reference: Department’s
telegram 81. 2
In confused situation here, believe I should state my present views on
basic issue involved before possible decisions taken Washington
regarding “disassociation”
or other public statement changing US offiI Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S WET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
‘In telegram
81 to Saigon, July 16, the Department
asked, inter alia, for the Embassy’s assessment
of whether,
in light of the demonstration
before the Ambassador’s
residence
and other Buddhist
gestures looking
for U.S. support,
radical and activist
elements might be assuming control of the Buddhist leadership.
(Ibid.)
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cial position. My view is that Buddhist agitation is now predominantly
controlled by activists and radical elements aimed at the overthrow
of
GVN. It may or may not be deliberately connected with coup plots by
military officers, but Buddhists almost certainly aware of these.
This is said without condoning
in a timely and politically realistic
may be some forward
movement
present circumstances,
believe US
diate action to change balance of
press reports of what appear to be
generate a good deal of heat. 4

Diem’s failure to meet the problem
way. (Report just received on what
by him will follow soonest.)3 In
Government
should take no immeits position, even though I realize
repressive police actions today will

Nolting

a The Embassy
reported,
in telegram
96 from Saigon, July 17, that a series of
Buddhist
demonstrations
in and around Saigon that morning
had twice led the police to
take demonstrators
away in trucks to the outskirts
of the city. At Giac Minh Pagoda in
Cholon,
the police action involved
violence:
“US eyewitnesses
report that without
any
apparent
provocation
from crowd, police kicked, slugged and clubbed bonzes and lay
people and loaded them forcibly
in trucks, Beatings continued
while people on floors of
trucks, Police then proceeded
strip loud speaker and banners from pagoda and sealed
off pagoda with barbed wire.” (Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S WET)
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Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, July 17, 1963-6

p.m.

98. CINCPAC for POLAD. Almost continuous discussions, probings and negotiations with Diem, Nhu and Thuan have been aimed at
averting political upheaval here. Some results beginning to show.
Question of course, is whether Diem will take action and demonstrate
his sincerity to his people (and to the world) in time and in manner to
save himself and his government. I hence bore down increasingly hard
on requirements
from our side-in
terms of U.S. public and Congressional opinion. In very frank discussion with Nhu yesterday (during
which there was no sign whatsoever
of any designs on his part to
overthrow
Diem), I was able to get his promise to support a move by
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC.

14-l

S WET.

Secret;

Operational
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Diem to take GVN’s case to the people in a broad and magnanimous
way aimed at calming the situation. This promise extracted despite
Nhu’s conviction that Buddhist agitation represents no real threat.
Thuan reports this morning that Diem talked with Nhu last night
following
our conversation,
agreed in principle that he would make
such a move, and directed that speech be written by Tho committee.
Speech, according to Thuan, was to contain not only a general appeal
but further specifics for guaranteeing full religious liberties and implementation June 16 agreements.
Upon hearing of further demonstrations
in Saigon this morning
(septel), 2 I called Thuan stressing necessity to act quickly. I urged that
Diem not wait until committee had completed draft speech, but that he
should immediately
make a general appeal for calm and order and
engage his own prestige re fulfillment June 16 agreements; this to be
followed as soon as possible by fuller and more specific delineation of
measures to be taken, Thuan is now trying to sell this. I have given
draft speech 3 to Thuan for possible use in this connection.
Incidentally,
Thuan reported that Diem agreed last night not to
rely exclusively on Province Chiefs’ reports re religious grievances, but
to make special investigations
from Saigon of all Buddhist complaints.
This may be belated reaction to our continued questioning of information on which some of his decisions and non-actions have been based.
As to prospects here, experience has demonstrated,
I think, that
there is enormous
potential for stretch in Vietnamese body politic.
Events which normally would indicate imminent downfall of a government would not necessarily do so here. I continue to feel there is
reasonably
good prospect of GVN’s surmounting
the present twoheaded crisis (Buddhist agitation and coup plotting). It is, of course,
imperative that Diem come forward with positive appeal and measures, and this has been made amply clear to him. We have the promise
of Nhu’s support to this end. We may therefore have sufficient influence working in same direction to get Diem to move, although no one
can guarantee what the baby will look like if and when it is born.
Thuan has just informed us that he expects President will deliver
speech today. If it is sufficiently
forthcoming
and conciliatory
(will
cable opinion this point when text available), I believe it is important
that US promptly make supporting statement, * expressing confidence
in GVN intent to carry through on June 16 agreement and to pursue
anti-Communist
struggle with support of all patriotic Vietnamese.
’ See footnote
4, supra.
3 Not found.
‘See Documents
228 and 229.
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Prompt action of this sort by USG will, I believe, have important effect
in getting Buddhists to limit themselves to religious objectives and in
discouraging coup plotters.

Nolting

225.

Editorial

Note

On July 17 at 4 p.m., President Kennedy held a press conference
at the Department
of State. A correspondent
asked if the difficulties
between the Buddhists and the South Vietnamese Government
were
impeding the effectiveness
of U.S. aid in the war against the Viet
Cong. The President answered:
‘Yes, I think it has. I think it is unfortunate
that this dispute has
arisen at the ver time when the military struggle has been going
better than it has l7een goin in many months, I would hope that some
solution could be reached Bor this dispute, which certainly began as a
religious dispute, and because we have invested a tremendous amount
of effort and it is going quite well.”
He next expressed his hope that the dispute would be settled to
allow a stable government in South Vietnam, able to maintain national
independence,
and that “behind this military shield put up by the
Vietnamese people they can reach an agreement on the civil disturbances and also in respect for the rights of others. That’s our hope.
That’s our effort.” (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States:
John E Kennedy, 1963, page 569)

226.

Memorandum

of a Conversation,

Saigon, July 17,1963 ’

PARTICIPANTS
Mr. Ngo Dinh
Vietnam
The Honorable

Nhu,
Robert

Political

Counselor

J. Manning,

to the President

Assistant

Secretary

of the Republic
of State for Public

of
Affairs

’ Source: Kennedy
Library,
National
Security
Files, Vietnam
Country
Series, 7/l/
63-7/20/63.
Secret. Drafted
by Wright.
The source text bears the incorrect date June 17.
Manning
was sent to Vietnam
by President
Kennedy
to investigate
and report on the
Continued

The Deepening
Mr. John M. Mecklin,
Counselor
of Embassy for Public
Mr. Truong Buu Khanh, Vietnam Press
Mr. Marshall
Wright,
Special Assistant to Mr. Manning
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Affairs

Mr. Manning expressed his appreciation for this chance to talk
with Mr. Nhu and said he had wanted for some time to come to
Southeast Asia, an area he had never visited. Mr. Manning said that he
was responsible in the Department of State for dealing with matters
bearing upon public and political opinion, and hoped to be able to
return to Washington with more complete information
and a better
understanding of this area of US/Vietnamese
relations.
Mr. Nhu said he was very glad to see Mr. Manning, particularly
because the area of Mr. Manning’s responsibility, public and political
opinion, is the area in which the Government of Vietnam is weakest.
Mr. Nhu said that Vietnam is a very underdeveloped
country insofar
as public relations are concerned and in its sensitivity to U.S. and
world public opinion. Mr. Nhu said the two fields in which GVN
development
was most laggard were: 1) the collection and use of
security intelligence; 2) dealing with public opinion and public relations,
Mr. Manning said that as a former journalist and a political appointee of the Kennedy Administration,
he was deeply interested in
the practical aspects of government public relations work. Sometimes
the practical solution to Government public opinion problems lies in
simplicity, rather than a massive and formal government public relations program.
Mr. Nhu agreed but said that there were certain principles which
are traditional and which have not been respected and which must be
observed.
Mr. Manning said that there are two kinds of principles, both very
important. The first has to do with reporting itself, and is the justification for the resentment which the victims feel when they are subjected
to unfair and unobjective reporting. Secondly, there is also the important operating principle for the United States in the kind of involvement in which it finds itself in Vietnam. The realities of American
politics make it essential that there be some kind of scrutiny in reporting of US. involvement.
The American political system is such that
U.S. Government involvement
in a situation such as obtains in Vietnam requires, as air requires oxygen, that U.S. correspondents be
present to observe and to formulate and transmit reports back to the
American people.
type of problems
relating to American
the President
by a group of journalists

journalists
which had led to the telegram
on July 7, Document
211.

sent to
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Mr. Nhu said that in theory he agreed with Mr. Manning and he
thought it would all work well if we could cap our efforts with success,
but, Mr. Nhu asked, is it possible to reach success if the US. correspondents do not stick to the principles of fair and objective reporting?
Mr. Nhu said that the GVN feeling of irritability
at the American
correspondents was due not so much to unjustified as to unfair reporting. He understood how the American reporters had arrived at their
views and even recognized that there is some justification for their
point of view, for the following three reasons.
First, the many “bad rumors” both in the United States and in
Vietnam, start with high GVN officials in authoritative positions close
to the President. This is an old phenomenon,
and there have been
fewer bad rumors from Vietnamese Government officials in the past
year. However, the U.S. press, Congressional figures, and even many
U.S. executive officials, have received their “inside information”
not
from opposition sources but from GVN officials themselves. Mr. Nhu
said he could not blame the Americans for attaching credence to antigovernment information received from such sources.
Mr. Nhu digressed to observe that he was speaking to Mr. Manning very frankly about this matter, for without candor there could be
no useful results from their talk.
Mr. Manning expressed his appreciation and agreed that candor
was needed.
Mr. Nhu said he was not simply imagining that GVN officials
were the source of many of the bad rumors. He knew of many specific
cases. For example, he knew who had given Senator Mansfield misleading and inaccurate information,
How, Mr. Nhu asked, can you
expect U.S. reporters not to believe these close friends of President
Diem? However wrong, therefore, the views of the American correspondents, Mr. Nhu did not blame them and, in fact, understood them
and their point of view.
Rhetorically, Mr. Nhu asked why the high-ranking
GVN officials
disseminated these untruths, and more importantly,
the half truths?
He said such behavior was characteristic of underdeveloped countries
where information is imperfect and public relations policies were ineffective. The Government officials themselves know most imperfectly
the true situation and in their own confusion and ignorance lead them
to confuse and to pass on inaccurate impressions to newsmen on
subjects in which they had no real competence. From his own experience, Mr. Nhu thought that the study system which the Government
of Vietnam has been holding for the past year had obtained great
results in giving to high GVN officials a more complete and more
accurate understanding of the national situation and of the activities of
the Vietnamese Government.
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Mr. Nhu said it had been American friends who had advised of
this system and that American money had been made available in
some cases to help finance the activity. Mr. Nhu said that a wide range
of people from university professors to village leaders have personally
told him that these study sessions have afforded them their first real
opportunity
to make a proper assessment of the situation in Vietnam.
Mr. Nhu said that there had been a number of innovations since
the creation of the Committee for Strategic Hamlets: 1) institutional
reform; 2) study sessions and a more active public information
program; 3) the Montagnard program; 4) (translated incomprehensivelynot understood in French). These innovations plus the Strategic Hamlet program, had created a sense of momentum
as well as a better
understanding
among the people of Vietnam’s just cause.
Mr. Nhu then said there were two other reasons why high government officials gave misleading and inaccurate information to correspondents, and both of these reasons were also related to the fact that
Vietnam is an underdeveloped
country. First, it is characteristic
of
officials in underdeveloped
countries to think themselves capable of
holding higher positions. Mr. Nhu emphasized he was speaking not of
the opposition
but of GVN officials. This dissatisfaction
with their
position led them sometimes into captious and critical remarks concerning government programs. Second, a lack of candor and honesty is
a requisite among the subject peoples under a colonial government.
People therefore learn never to speak with complete honesty and
candor but to color their remarks according to their auditors. Many of
the Vietnamese
people and officials have yet to grow out of this
colonial mentality. On every issue they have three or four attitudes to
express, depending upon their interlocutor.
It therefore becomes very
difficult for Americans (both reporters and other Americans) to know
what is objective and what is not.
Mr. Nhu said he had made a special study of this matter and had
to confess that despite his study and despite the fact that he was a
Vietnamese himself, he found it extremely difficult to know the real
opinion of the Vietnamese who came to see him.
For the reasons stated above, Mr. Nhu said, Americans
of all
kinds
(professors,
intellectuals,
government
officials)
cannot be
blamed if their talks with Vietnamese leave the Americans confused as
to where the truth stands. Mr. Nhu said he knew that his government’s efforts could not succeed unless a favorable climate for the free
discussion of all problems was created. However,
a great effort had
been made in this direction in the past year and there had been
progress. The U.S. public opinion at the present time is founded on the
total sum of the rumors built up over the last seven or eight years. It is
this foundation which makes American public opinion so hostile to the
Government
of Vietnam. Mr. Nhu said he was trying to dissipate the
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rumors and untruths through frank talks with Americans, particularly
American officials. He stated that he would continue to try to sit down
and talk with Americans as brothers and comrades. Mr. Nhu said it
was not his job to defend the present regime. Rather, it was his
ambition to solve the very problem of underdevelopment
and the
effects of underdevelopment
on public opinion.
Mr. Nhu said he recognized fully the importance
of Mr. Manning’s second principle. He understood
that the United States cannot
change its institutions
to please the Vietnamese Government,
but the
situation is a very delicate one. He recognized that U.S. opinion is
impatient with the fact that, despite the massive infusion of U.S. aid to
Vietnam, the political, economic and social situation in Vietnam still
does not correspond perfectly to the U.S. pattern.
Mr. Nhu stated he realized there was a kind of “bad U.S. conscience about this war, but one cannot win a war with a bad conscience.” What is needed, Mr. Nhu said, is not perfection-but
improvement.
The problem is not merely a Vietnamese problem but a worldwide one. The starting point here and in Thailand, and in all other
underdeveloped
countries, is the serious difficulty of trying to create a
democracy in an underdeveloped
land. The critical and almost insoluble problem is how to build democratic institutions
upon an underdeveloped foundation. In Vietnam the Strategic Hamlet program aims at
solving this contradiction
between
the state of development
and
yearnings for democracy.
Mr. Nhu observed wryly that he had now done his mea culpa and
would like to speak about the American correspondents.
Their attitude
is a systematic refusal to listen to, to understand
or to report the
attitude of the Vietnamese
Government.
The American correspondents deliberately reflect in their reporting only one point of view and
that is the point of view of those hostile to the GVN. This applies not
only to Vietnamese officials but also to sympathetic American officials.
For example, the American correspondents
were not interested in Admiral Felt’s ideas. They refused to attend a press conference of Admiral
Felt’s last week. In fact, they consistently
refused even to approach
anyone who had a view or a vision different than their own. This
attitude does not accord with a true journalistic
attitude. The U.S.
public needs to be informed of the whole picture. Mr. Nhu said he did
not ask that the American correspondents
tell lies, but was offended
by their refusal of invitations to see or to hear anything not in accord
with their own views.
Mr. Nhu said that these young reporters want nothing less than to
make a government.
This was, indeed, an exalting ambition. It was a
stimulating pastime indeed for three or four of them to get together on
a concerted effort to overthrow
and to create governments.
They find
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in the United States an atmosphere receptive to their efforts because
US. Congressional and executive officials have, for years, been influenced by GVN officials to adopt attitudes inimical to the Diem regime.
Everything is set for a fundamental reassessment by the United States
of the situation in Vietnam. All conditions are favorable for a complete
U.S. change of policy in Vietnam. It is a great opportunity and it would
be tremendous sacrifice for those hostile to the Diem regime to give up
this opportunity.
Mr. Nhu said that these were the realities and it was necessary for
a Vietnamese patriot to face them squarely. He said that a change of
government now would be of benefit only to the Communists. Yet he
realized how difficult it was for the Americans, and for this reason he
had been thinking of a different kind of aid, a kind of aid which would
not involve any moral commitment
on the part of the United States to
the Vietnamese Government, but would, nonetheless, continue to be
effective in content.
Mr. Nhu said he was thinking along these lines because he realized that what is now going on in Vietnam, if presented in a certain
way, cannot but affect the state of the Kennedy Administration.
Mr.
Nhu observed that President Kennedy is a Catholic and therefore is in
a kind of minority. Mr. Nhu said that he, too, was a Catholic, but
tended to mistrust other Catholics because he found that Catholics
always have a guilt complex. Mr. Nhu said that if one is afflicted with
a guilt complex there is a very great difficulty in following through on
an effective program of action.
Mr. Nhu said that he was thinking of aid along the lines of the
wartime Lend Lease program. Such a program would have the advantage of more flexibility and it would not commit the United States
Government in the Vietnamese fight against communism.
Mr. Nhu
said he did not know very much about Lend Lease but believed that
such a program presupposed the existence of a plan. In an underdeveloped country a perfect and complete plan was, by definition, impossible. Insisting upon one has only the effect of delaying the provision of
aid.
Mr. Nhu said that he was attracted to the idea of changing the
U.S. assistance to Vietnam to a Lend Lease type program because of
the precedent of such a program in World War II. He said that American aid to Stalin in World War II obviously involved no moral commitment. The United States was fighting Hitler and was prepared to help
anyone who was fighting Hitler. In that situation U.S. aid did not
imply any approval of the aid recipient.
Mr. Nhu said that his idea on Lend Lease was a strictly personal
thing. However, he observed, if we are to succeed in Vietnam-and
if
the United States’ worldwide strategy against communism is to succeed-the U.S. aid policy must be revised.
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Mr. Mecklin asked if, under the type program envisioned by Mr.
Nhu, the United States would continue to have an advisory role in
Vietnam. Mr. Nhu responded that he supposed it would work as it had
in Russia where he understood
there were a number of American
advisors. In fact, said Mr. Nhu, Vietnam would doubtless ask for more.
Vietnam had a great need for advisors,
particularly
editors. The
Vietnamese can write nothing effective publicizing their own cause
because they are too scrupulous. People ask why President Diem does
not talk more often to the Vietnamese people, as do the American
presidents. A major reason is simply the lack of ghost writers.
As an example of the inability of the Vietnamese Government
to
present its own case, Mr. Nhu cited the GVN White Paper on Communist violations of the Geneva Convention. * He said the United States
had to send Mr. Jorden to Vietnam in order to get an effective job
done.
Mr. Nhu said the Vietnamese
cannot understand
Americans.
Therefore they needed someone to help them interpret themselves for
American consumption.
Yet, when the GVN tried to hire an American
Public Relations firm it was accused of trying to create a lobby. Mr.
Nhu said the GVN had neither the means nor the intention to create a
lobby. He said the United States is new and strange and foreign to
Vietnamese.
He said that he himself had come to understand
his
American friends better in the last three weeks. It was this lack of
understanding
which led the GVN to try to use someone who would
understand
Americans
and know how to convey to Americans the
Vietnamese point of view. As of now, Mr. Nhu said, the American
people do not know our point of view and cannot get to know it since
the public has access only to the point of view of those opposed to the
Vietnamese Government.
Mr. Nhu said the GVN was the target of a
campaign, whether deliberate or not, to convince the U.S. public that
the GVN is not sincere. The United States now believes that. If Mr.
Manning could somehow, during his short stay, reverse that belief it
would be a large accomplishment
indeed. That, of course, was too
much to expect, Mr. Nhu said. However, he said he placed his trust in
American fair play.
Mr. Manning said he would not attempt to speak to all of the
points raised, but did wish to address himself to several matters. Mr.
Nhu urged that Mr. Manning be frank and said that he considered
himself a soldier fighting in a mortal war. Mr. Manning said that Mr.
Nhu had expressed the belief that there was wide-spread
disillusion2 Reference
is presumably
to the letter from the Government
of Vietnam
to the
International
Control
Commission,
dated October
24, 1961, charging
North
Vietnam
with a massive infiltration
of agents into the south for the purpose of overthrowing
the
Government
of Vietnam.
Regarding
the U.S. attitude toward the release of this letter by
the Government
of Vietnam,
see vol. I, pp. 636-637.
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ment about the situation in Vietnam, both on the part of U.S. leaders
and the U.S. public. Mr. Manning said that this belief was in no sense
justified. The views of the United States Government
and of the
American public must be measured in terms of results. The results
show that the American commitment to Vietnam, which was inherited
by the Kennedy Administration
from its predecessor,
has been accepted and is being carried out by President Kennedy and by the
American people. Moreover, contrary to the views expressed by Mr.
Nhu, there is a conviction within the United States Government
that
we are involved in a winning program in Vietnam.
Mr. Manning said that the question of changing the nature of the
American commitment
will not be decided by journalists
either in
Vietnam or elsewhere.
Such decisions will be made by the United
States Government,
and the position of the United States Government
at the present time is clear as is the support of the American people for
that commitment.
Mr. Manning said that his next point might appear to be contradictory, but that it was important that Mr. Nhu understand the point.
Mr. Manning could understand the GVN’s resentment of the criticism
to which it had been subjected. In similar circumstances,
Mr. Manning
said, he would be furious. Certainly, it would be better if the criticism
of the GVN in the American press were less intense. However,
the
very existence of this criticism is one of the things that makes the U.S.
commitment
to Vietnam and the U.S. effort in Vietnam possible. Mr.
Manning said he was not attempting to be glib. No one likes to be
subjected to criticism and Mr. Manning was not suggesting that the
GVN should be happy about criticism of it appearing in the American
press. But President Kennedy and the Secretary of State, both of
whom are earnestly determined to carry out the American commitment to Vietnam, must have the tools to do their part of the job.
President Kennedy is a political leader. He is carrying out a program
which, as Mr. Nhu had observed, was bound to create concern and, as
time goes on, impatience in the United States. Nonetheless,
the President is determined
to continue with the effort in Vietnam and to
continue to generate the kind of leadership which will give that effort
the necessary kind of support in the United States, At the present time,
the program does have such support.
Next year is an election year in the United States and as the
campaign heats up, it will become more and more necessary that the
President have the necessary tools to insure a continuance of American public support for the effort in Vietnam. Just as in Vietnam, the
opposition will look for weaknesses
or for situations which can be
interpreted as weaknesses,
with which to criticize either the program
of the Administration
or its implementation.
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Mr. Manning said he was not referring to the question of images
or public relations in the normal sense, but to the fact that the existence in Vietnam of an American press corps free to observe and report
on the American involvement
was a tool which it was essential that
the President have in dealing with public criticism of this policy. If an
attempt were made to handcuff the press corps and prevent them from
filling their traditional role of reporting to the American public, this
would give the critics of the policy a tremendous
advantage, and it
would make it extremely difficult for the President to answer the critics
and maintain public support of the U.S. involvement in Vietnam.
Mr. Manning said he agreed that there had been much progress in
Vietnam that had not completely come through to the American people. He said it was not necessary
that the United States and
Vietnamese Governments
simply accept that situation. Instead, we
should seek ways to get the news of the progress through to the
American public.
But is is necessary that Mr. Nhu understand
that, in spite of the
sometimes obnoxious reporting from Saigon, the state of United States
public opinion on the Vietnamese program is not bad. The President
still has public support for his policy despite the criticisms that have
been levied at those policies. Mr. Nhu said he was glad to hear that,
and observed that because we are facing hell, all the forces of hell are
leagued against us.
Mr. Manning said that he had, since his arrival in Saigon, met
with the American correspondents.
As Mr. Nhu would doubtless expect, the correspondents
were passionate in their views. Mr. Manning
said that he wished in all candor to tell Mr. Nhu what the correspondents are concerned about. The correspondents,
and some of their
superiors,
with whom Mr. Manning had spoken before coming to
Vietnam, are deeply fearful that the Government
of Vietnam has, or is
about to embark on, a campaign here of physical and technical harassment of the correspondents,
or of expulsion.
Mr. Manning said that he had come to Vietnam mainly to listen
rather than to talk. But in view of the concern of the correspondents
he
hoped strongly that he would be able to take back to Washington with
him certain knowledge
as to whether or not the fears of the correspondents were justified. Mr. Manning said he thought it possible that the
correspondents,
because of their passionate, emotional involvement,
may be magnifying one incident out of proportion. But their concern,
whether justified or not, was real, and was to some extent shared by
their superiors elsewhere.
Mr. Nhu said that there was a need on both sides for wisdom. He
said that it was his very firm impression
that the Government
of
Vietnam was being oppressed by the U.S. press rather than the American correspondents
being oppressed by the Vietnamese Government.
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If, in fact, the American correspondents in Saigon think that the Government of Vietnam could oppress them, then the correspondents are
unrealistic indeed. The Government of Vietnam is weak and in no
position to oppress the American correspondents. The fears of the
correspondents are based on passion, not on reality. Mr. Nhu said that
an examination of the press despatches from Saigon for the past several years would show that the American correspondents have systematically and consistently been extremely critical of the Vietnamese
Government. That is the permanent frame of mind of the American
correspondents. As a result, the Government of Vietnam has not only
to cope with its hot war, but also a continuing cold war with the
American correspondents in Saigon. There is no use to go on with the
fight. The American correspondents have succeeded in isolating the
Government of Vietnam and then presenting us as monsters to the
American people and to the world. Mr. Nhu asked “What do we want,
to win the war or to lose the war?“ Mr. Nhu said he had asked the
American correspondents not to judge the situation in Vietnam only in
its local context, but to view it as part of a world problem of underdeveloped countries engaged in the fight against communism.
In Vietnam it is a hot war. The United States is involved in that war because
it is in the interest of the United States to see that the war is won, not
because it is in the interest of the family of President Diem. In World
War II the United States had no intention of glorifying or stabilizing
the Stalin regime. Yet the United States assisted the Stalin regime
because it wanted to use all available tools in the fight against Hitler.
Mr. Nhu asked why the American correspondents never try to see
him. He said that he would be happy to talk with them and try to
convey to them a better understanding of the real situation. Mr. Mecklin asked if Mr. Nhu would consider holding a press conference. Mr.
Nhu said he did not like press conferences but some of the correspondents could come together if they wished. Mr. Manning pointed out
that such a meeting need not be a formal press conference on the
record and Mr. Nhu agreed that a background conference would suit
him better. Mr. Nhu said he was prepared to receive the correspondents and to talk with them upon any issue in complete candor and
honesty. He said that all issues could be considered and that the
correspondents could insult him if they wished. Mr. Nhu said he
would not mind if he were insulted for he considered that the correspondents, although their attitude might be wrong, were actually comrades-in-arms in the struggle against communism.
Mr. Nhu said that
in dealing with the American correspondents it was good to remember
the Biblical observation, “ . . . 3 in the House of the Lord there are
many Houses”.
3 Ellipsis

in the source

text
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Mr. Nhu said he knew that the American correspondents
carried a
very bad opinion of him. He knew that the correspondents
considered
him basically anti-American,
and that they thought that he was constantly seeking to deceive them. If this were so, asked Mr. Nhu, what
would be “my reason for living ?” Mr. Nhu said that one correspondent in a recent Newsweek issue said that Nhu spent all his time
reading poetry, but in the same article charged him with controlling
everything in Vietnam, the Government,
the police, the army, everything. 4 Mr. Nhu said that neither charge was true. Mr. Nhu said that
so far as poetry was concerned, he supposed that the idea stemmed
from a conversation
he had once with a reporter in which Mr. Nhu
referred to Moses and to the lonely and solitary role he had had to fill
in leading the children of Israel to the Promised Land. In this connection, Mr. Nhu had mentioned a French poem.
Mr. Nhu said that Moses had not really been lonely because he
had God with him. But, said Mr. Nhu, “I do not feel a divine presence
in the American leadership”.
When the correspondent
asked why, Mr.
Nhu replied because he found the American press to be very inhuman
in its treatment of him. Mr. Manning said that it was unnecessary for
Mr. Nhu to be concerned at the charge that he read poetry, for many
Americans admired poetry. Mr. Nhu said he had only been joking.
Mr. Manning said that he agreed with Mr. Nhu on one important
point. That point was that the present state of mind of the American
correspondents
is grounded on passion, This being so, the problem
was not a technical one of press treatment, but a problem of tone. It
was not a question of giving to the reporters access to more complete
information,
but of somehow affecting their treatment of the information already available to them. Mr. Nhu said that this was true, that
the problems with the correspondents
were all long-standing
and old
probiems but that what had changed in recent times was the tone. Mr.
Nhu then apologized for not speaking English and said it would be
possible to establish greater intimacy if he spoke English.
Mr. Manning said that he was not proposing
that either the
Vietnamese Government
or the American Government
get into the
business of holding the hands of the correspondents.
They were, and
should be, on their own. But perhaps some small things could be done
to improve the present atmosphere.
If anything could improve that
atmosphere, Mr. Manning said that he thought it would be the readmission to Vietnam of Mr. Robinson, the NBC correspondent.
Mr. Manning asked if Mr. Nhu had yet seen the cable which Mr.
Robinson recently sent to President Diem.5 Mr. Nhu said he had just
read the cable.
‘Newsweek,
’ Not found.

July 15, 1963, p. 37.
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Mr. Nhu said that he presently believed that the correspondents
should be allowed to come freely to Vietnam, and in greater numbers
than were now present. But Mr. Nhu asked that each reporter observe
self-discipline.
Without self-discipline
on the part of the correspondents Mr. Nhu said, it was impossible to do anything constructive
about the present situation. Mr. Nhu asked Mr. Manning to tell the
American correspondents
on his behalf that he asks of them nothing
but objective, fair reporting. He did not ask them to tell lies favorable
to the interest of the Government
of Vietnam. Mr. Nhu said he would
personally tell the correspondents
that when he saw them.
Mr. Manning said that he wished he could offer some over-night
solution to the problem created by the hostility between the correspondents and the Government
of Vietnam. But he had no solution to
offer. He thought that what was needed was time, and he believed
that the solution to the present situation would be a slow process of
evolution. However,
Mr. Manning added he believed that in the end
the facts of the situation as seen by both the Government
of Vietnam
and the American
government
would prevail and would provide
American public opinion with a balanced and accurate picture of the
Vietnamese situation.
Mr. Manning said that he was in a position to go back to the
United States and to see a number of influential and fair minded
editors and to discuss with them candidly the situation in Vietnam. He
would convey to them the fact that it was necessary to view developments in Vietnam in the total world context. He would convey to them
the need in the complex Vietnam situation for self-discipline
on the
part of the American correspondents,
Mr. Manning said he did not
know what the results of his efforts would be but that he thought it
both necessary and wise to make the effort.
Mr. Nhu said that he thought the change might take place overnight. He said the Americans were capable of that. He said he did not
think that it was really a political problem but was instead a kind of
hysteria-a
disease.
Mr. Manning said he did not think it was that bad. Certainly the
American correspondents
were motivated by passion but he thought
their involvement
still was somewhat short of hysteria.
Mr. Nhu said that he had an example which he thought would
illustrate the present situation. When Ambassador
Nolting returned
(and Mr. Nhu said he admired Ambassador
Nolting greatly in having
the courage to return at all), the Ambassador
had made a statement at
the airport. At this point, Mr. Nhu digressed to say that he was not
being critical of Mr. Trueheart for whom he had great sympathy
in
view of the way everything
fell in on him during Ambassador
Nolting’s absence. Mr. Nhu then reverted to the Nolting statement and
said that some of the Cabinet Ministers were not much pleased by it.
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Some of his colleagues criticized the statement as not clear cut. However, Mr. Nhu said, he personally thought it was a very good statement because Ambassador
Nolting had said exactly what he thought.
Mr. Nhu had asked his colleagues whether they expected the Americans to say what they did not think. Mr. Nhu said the Vietnamese had
no right to expect such a thing. He personally thought the statement
was excellent because it was an honest statement of Ambassador
Nolting’s views.
Mr. Nhu said that we need only be sincere in order to win the
war. He asked how a little country like Vietnam, underdeveloped
and
with a population of only 14,000,000, could hope to stand up to the
world communist
colossus, He asked if the Vietnamese people could
assume this burden on their narrow shoulders. He said such an effort
would be pure folly except with the assistance of sincere friends. For
this reason, Mr. Nhu said, U.S. aid was extremely important to Vietnam. But, he asked, how many Vietnamese die and get crippled everyday? Mr. Nhu said that what the GVN wanted was understanding,
that Vietnam was an underdeveloped
and not an advanced country,
and the actions of the government
be judged in that context. Also, it
should be understood that President Diem does not promise much and
that his few promises are given slowly and only after long consideration. But once a promise is given, it is always honored completely.
Mr. Mecklin said that his office was under daily pressure from
NBC to obtain the readmission of Mr. Robinson. He asked what word
he could give to NBC.
Mr. Nhu said that he could not promise the result, but that he
personally had no objection to the readmission of Mr. Robinson, and
that he, Mr. Nhu, would try to obtain permission
for Robinson to
return to Vietnam, provided that Robinson would give the GVN too a
chance to be heard in the world. That would be only fair play, he said.
Mr. Mecklin said that it would be very good if Mr. Robinson could
return in time for Mr. Nhu’s meeting with the press.
Mr. Nhu said he was always prepared to meet with the correspondents provided they did not distort his remarks. He said he was not
too keen about interviews
on the record because it seemed to him that
in such interviews
it was always necessary to play a defensive role.
Mr. Nhu said he preferred to talk with the correspondents
on a background only basis because this would permit full and free discussions
on all issues. Mr. Nhu said that he liked full and free discussions
because he was sincere.
Mr. Nhu said he knew there had been mistakes made by the
GVN. Still he was prepared to recognize these mistakes because only
through correcting errors could progress be made. Vietnam must either
progress or die. Vietnam could not stand still. Therefore, Mr. Nhu said,
he was willing to do whatever must be done to make progress.
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Mr. Manning said that despite the ofttimes unfavorable coverage
by the American correspondents of the Vietnam situation, it is a fact
that an understanding and sense of involvement in the Vietnam situation is deeply embedded in the American mind. At least in part this is
so because of the casualties which Americans have suffered in Vietnam, as slight as those casualties are in comparison to the sufferings of
the Vietnamese people. Although the American casualties in some
way constitute a great political liability, they also have the result of
getting the United States really committed to success in Vietnam just
as we were committed in Korea. The United States Government is
determined to carry out its commitment
to the Vietnamese.
Mr. Nhu expressed his deep appreciation of this statement and
said that he would relay it to the other Ministers in the GVN. Mr. Nhu
said the other Ministers were, at the present time, very much “intoxicated” with the idea that the United States is slowly preparing for a
withdrawal from Vietnam.
Mr. Nhu said that he once had a conversation with Admiral Felt
in which the Admiral told him not to fear American imperialism but to
be confident that the Americans would withdraw when their assistance was no longer needed. Mr. Nhu said that the Vietnamese fear
was exactly the opposite of what Admiral Felt apparently thought. The
Vietnamese did not fear that the Americans would implant themselves
in Vietnam, but feared instead an American withdrawal before Vietnam could survive alone. But Mr. Nhu said, if Americans and
Vietnamese are to live together in great numbers they must have a
modus vivendi. Mr. Nhu said that before the GVN had given agreement to the introduction of 10,000 to 12,000 American troops, he had
told General Taylor that the American soldiers would be bored to
death without the amusements to which they were accustomed. He
urged General Taylor to make full provision for regular rotation to
Hong Kong and other places for relaxation. Mr. Nhu said his advice
had not been heeded. He said there was still a great need for such a
rotation program at short intervals and that it would be a very good
and important psychological move if the United States were to institute such a program.
Mr. Nhu said that another psychological problem stemmed from
the fact that the Americans in Vietnam did not feel that their losses
and their sacrifices were understood by the American people. Mr. Nhu
wondered if it would not be good to “magnify” the American casualties.
Mr. Manning said he understood the point but felt that if the
casualties were “magnified”
there would be a risk of making an even
greater problem. Mr. Nhu said he recognized that danger and observed that his wife wrote to the families of all U.S. soldiers killed in
Vietnam.
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Mr. Nhu referred to the ad which appeared in American newspapers recently calling for a US. withdrawal
from the war in Vietnam.6
He said that a certain group of American intellectuals look upon the
Vietnam war as a dirty war. It was a dirty war, but it was dirty for the
communists,
not the GVN side. Mr. Nhu said it was astonishing
to
him that a group of American intellectuals cculd still believe that the
American soldiers were involved in Vietnam in fighting a dirty war.
Mr. Nhu said the communists
realized themselves that they are
fighting a dirty war. He referred to a recent Viet Cong Battalion Commander who had defected and had informed the GVN that the communists keep the location of their units secret from all except Battalion
Commanders,
in order to prevent the troops from escaping.
Mr. Manning said that he appreciated this chance to discuss so
many different subjects so candidly. He hoped that he would be able
to return to the United States with some sense of assurance for the
President that the press situation in Vietnam would settle down and
not give an additional weapon to the critics of the President’s Vietnam
policy. Mr. Manning said he wanted to stress that if anything occurs to
prevent American correspondents
from covering the Vietnam situation, it would constitute an extreme danger to the continuity of the
President’s
policy. Mr. Manning said that in the kind of operation
upon which the United States was embarked in Vietnam, the reporting
of the American correspondents
played an essential role. The position
of the correspondents
was analogous to that of building inspectors.
The American public expected that they would be there to observe and
comment and criticize. Their recommendations
are not always accepted nor always believed but the existence of the correspondents
and their ability to report on the American involvement
is a deeply
important psychological
and political fact both in Washington
and for
the American public in general.
’ Reference
is to an advertisement
Times; see footnote
5, Document
193.
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Mr. Manning said that he considered his trip an opportunity to
learn about the situation in Vietnam. He hoped to learn enough to be
able, upon his return to the United States, to convey to American
editors and journalists both the complexity and the progress of the
Vietnam situation. It was very difficult for people outside Vietnam to
understand the complexity of the situation here, but Mr. Manning
hoped that American journalists would recognize the necessity of
viewing developments
in Vietnam in their worldwide context. Mr.
Manning said that much of the present press difficulty stems from the
fact that the day-to-day events in Vietnam are judged narrowly and
only in a local context. Mr. Manning said he would much appreciate
having the President’s views on how the press problem should be
handled.
President Diem said Vietnam would always welcome journalists
with hospitality and expected only that the journalists would meet
their primary duty of reporting objectively. Mr. Manning said there
were differing interpretations
of objectivity, and this difference in interpretation was the core of the problem in Vietnam. Correspondents
have a different function than Government officials and this fact often
creates problems. Journalists are free agents and part of their function
is to be critical of governments. For the United States it is a necessity
that Government activities be submitted to press scrutiny.
Ambassador Nolting said that he thought there was agreement on
the fundamental
point, that the tone of the American press would
change for the better as the evidence of military success became
clearer. Ambassador Nolting said he understood Mr. Manning’s remarks to mean that both the Vietnamese and United States Governments should relax about the press stories and live with the criticism
gracefully until our success solves the problem.
Mr. Manning
said that the existence of press scrutiny, even
though the reporting was critical, was preferable to no press scrutiny at
all. It was essential to President Kennedy’s efforts to continue his
support of the winning program in Vietnam, that American correspon’ Source:
63-7/20/63.
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dents be free to scrutinize and criticize that program. The worst thing
that could happen was not bad reporting but the possibility that the
reporters could be made martyrs by being denied the right of scrutiny,
President Diem said he could not see how the correspondents
could consider themselves martyrs. A country which for twenty years
had been involved in a hot war should not also have to deal with a
cold war waged against the Vietnamese Government
and people by
their friends. President Diem said the calibre of American reporters
was low.
Mr. Manning said he agreed that the President had reason to
complain of the coverage his Government
was receiving but could not
agree that the American correspondents
were not competent journalists trying to do a good job. It was necessary to distinguish between
being wrong and being evil. The correspondents
may be wrong but
they are not evil nor are they maliciously motivated. The Ambassador
agreed. President Diem said that the American reporting has had a
deplorable effect on Vietnamese public opinion, and in a general discussion, it was agreed that, in many ways, Vietnamese opinion was
more influenced by the American press than by the local Vietnamese
press.
President Diem said that some of the reporting was insulting to
the Army and it had a bad effect on Army morale. Mr. Manning
suggested that this effect would be overcome by the actual success of
military operations, but the President replied that the American correspondents seemed unaware of any gains made in Vietnam. Mr. Thuan,
upon the President’s
instructions,
was always ready to arrange for
correspondents
to cover military campaigns but the correspondents
were unwilling to accept the offer.
Mr. Manning suggested that some very high GVN official should,
from time to time, have conferences with the correspondents
to convey to them the general situation and the GVN version on matters of
dispute. For instance, on the Buddhist problem, the correspondents
could not get access to an authoritative
GVN official to discuss the
matter. Thus, they had the benefit only of the Buddhist version of
events and the Buddhist interpretation
of the problem.
The President said that if the Government
tried, on a day-to-day
basis, to deal with Buddhist complaints, this would simply prove Government insincerity for it took time to investigate the complaints and
know where truth lies. The President stressed that all the Buddhist
charges did not have validity but that each charge would get a serious
reception and investigation.
Ambassador
Nolting stated that sometimes the Vietnamese Government did respond quickly, and perhaps too quickly, with its version
of events. He cited the demonstrations
at the Giac Minh Pagoda yesterday. The Ambassador
said that the GVN statement on this incident
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was absolutely contrary to the unanimous account given to the Ambassador by many eye-witnesses.
According to the eye-witnesses,
the
police, without physical provocation, charged and badly mauled about
100 demonstrators
including women and children. Yet the GVN statement issued several hours later said only that the demonstrators
attacked and injured eight policemen, This kind of thing completely
destroyed the credibility of statements by the GVN and its friends.
President Diem then criticized the inaccurate nature of the reporters’
dispatches and gave several examples. Ambassador
Nolting repeated
that the GVN statement was in complete conflict with eye-witness
accounts and that the effect of such a statement was to destroy the
credibility of the accurate reports made from time to time of genuine
progress on the military side of the Vietnam war. President Diem
again referred to the inaccuracy of the reporting of the American
correspondents.
There was a lengthy discussion in which the President
indicated his conviction that the American reporters were consistently
irresponsible
and unfair in their criticism
of the actions of the
Vietnamese Government.
Mr. Manning then reverted to his previous suggestion that there
was a great need for a high GVN official to give occasional background conferences to the reporters. Such a conference would have
the effect of putting the correspondents
under a kind of psychological
obligation to the news source. Even though the same information
might be available from a lower level official, it was good public
relations policy that the Government
attitude from time to time be
conveyed to reporters from a really authoritative
source. Otherwise
a
vacuum was created which was usually filled by forces hostile to the
Government.
The President said such conferences had been tried in
the past but the Government was disappointed at the results.
Mr. Manning said that he had discussed one problem in detail
with Counselor Nhu the previous day* but wanted to make the same
point to the President. The American correspondents
feared that the
GVN might inaugurate a policy of harassing and possibly expelling
the correspondents.
Mr. Manning had been assured by Counselor Nhu
and others that this fear was a figment of the correspondents’
imagination Mr. Manning wanted to convey this to the correspondents
before
his departure from Vietnam. Mr. Manning asked if the President
thought this would be a useful thing to do.
The President said “Yes, but the correspondents
should not put
themselves
into a position where they would face expulsion.”
The
President said he thought the correspondents’
fears stemmed from
their own guilty consciences about their own irresponsibility.
2 See supra.
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The President said again that the American reporting had had a
deplorable effect on opinion in America, and particularly in Vietnam.
The behavior of the correspondents
was neither correct nor responsible considering that Vietnam was at war and that the Government had
accomplished
so much. The President said some people had told him
that this kind of unfair criticism was the kind of thing which had to be
put up with because Vietnam received foreign aid.
Mr. Manning
said that whether
or not the reporting
was
deplorable, it should be remembered that President Kennedy still had
public support for his policy of helping Vietnam win its war. The
reporting has not changed that. The reporting was not one-tenth as
harmful in its effects on American public opinion as would be an
attempt to expel or harass the reporters. Such a policy would make
martyrs of the reporters and would deprive President Kennedy of the
essential tool which he needs. The American involvement
in the Vietnam war is a new type of experience for the American people and the
United Sates Government
has been both surprised and pleased with
the mature way that the public has accepted the situation. Mr. Manning said that the present kind of reporting was something which we
could live with.
President Diem responded that the erroneous reports must inevitably have a bad effect on American opinion. Mr. Manning agreed but
said it was necessary to choose between bad effects. The harassment
or expulsion of the reporters would have an immeasurably
worse
effect than would the mere continuation of the present critical reporting. There was then a general discussion concerning Ambassador
Nolting’s hope that President Diem would publicly take personal charge
of the Buddhist crisis. The President did not commit himself.
There was a lengthy discussion of the progress being made by the
Vietnamese Government
in its various economic and social programs.
The President said that the progress of these programs proved conclusively that the war was being won.

228.

Editorial

Note

On July 18, President Diem broadcast a message in which he
informed the nation that, “at the proposal of the Interministerial
Committee,“ he had issued the following instructions:
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“l-Ministerial
order N. 358, dated July 9, 1963 regulating the
display of Buddhist flag[s , be amended to extend its rovisions, formerly ap licable to the fL eneral Association of Bud Bhist[s] of VietNam, to aP1 sects which on their own initiative adopt the same fla .
“2-The
Interministerial
Committee closely cooperate wit % the
Buddhist dele ation in order to consider, inquire into and settle together, either %y using reports and records or by investigation on the
spot, if necessary, all complaints related to the implementation
of the
Joint Communi
ue.
“3-That
a9 1 cadres of the public and rivate sectors at all levels,
each in his own s here, by word and dee B, actively contribute to the
implementation
o Pthe Joint Communique.”
President Diem concluded his message by expressing his “hope
that all of you, my compatriots, will take note of the utmost desire of
conciliation of the government in settling the Buddhist problem.” He
asked his listeners to “judge the facts objectively and to adopt an
attitude and a behaviour which will permit no one to impede the
march forward of our people in its mission of crushing the Communists for the salvation of the nation.” (American Foreign Policy: Current
Documents, 1963, pages 860-861)
A translation of the message was transmitted to the Department
in telegram 107 from Saigon, July 19. (Department of State, Central
Files, POL 15-1 S VIET)

229.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, July 19, 1963-5 p.m.
109. CINCPAC for POLAD. Reference: Embtel 107.* Urge that
Dept. Spokesman make statement along following lines at noon press
briefing:
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
‘See supra.
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Begin Text.
“President Diem’s broadcast of Jul 18 strikes us as forthright and
statesmanlike.
It reaffirms in unmista lTeable terms the government’s
intention to carry out in letter and in spirit the agreement of June 16.
And it provides a mechanism whereby any complaints about implementation can be amicabl
settled with the participation
of the Buddhists themselves.
It wou Eid seem to us that the way is clear for the
settlement of all religious issues that have arisen in Viet-Nam.”
End text.
In making statement, Dept. should be aware that a) Saigon pagodas still barricaded,
b) Bonzes and others detained after Wednesday’s3 demonstrations still held; and
c) Buddhists reportedly about to make further demands regarding
(a) and (b) above and perhaps other points.
I am working urgently to get GVN open pagodas and release
persons arrested. However, I do not think we should wait for GVN to
do this before making statement above. Statement in my opinion is a
fair characterization of Diem’s broadcast. Moreover, it will help me to
move GVN and to prevent any undercutting of Diem’s broadcast. It
may well also cause Buddhists to hesitate before making further de-

mands.
Nolting
3 July 17.
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of State to the Embassy in

Washington, July 19, 1963--8:53

p.m.

103. Ref: Embtels 109, ’ 112, and 111. 3 In view Buddhist reaction
to Diem broadcast and your estimate (Embtel 95) 4 that Buddhist agitation now controlled predominantly
by activists aimed at overthrow
of
GVN, believe we must anticipate further Buddhist demonstrations
and
violence. In these circumstances
and in light coup rumors, it clear we
have to deal with most uncertain and volatile situation.
It seems to us that outcome remains obscure: We do not know
whether Diem really will do the things he must if his regime is to
survive. We therefore inclined continue for present public posture of
noninterference
this internal affair, neither favoring Buddhists or Diem
in public statements, but merely expressing approval all helpful steps
and hope for peaceful settlement.
At same time we think it essential to continue press Diem resolve
situation by actions and statements designed to meet squarely Buddhists‘ legitimate grievances. We much encouraged by progress you
have registered to date and hope you can prevail on Diem to insure
removal barricades
around pagodas, release those arrested during
Buddhist demonstrations,
and pay compensation
to those injured.
These Buddhist demands seem reasonable even if motivated by politiI Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate.
Drafted by Heavner
and cleared by Kattenburg,
Rice, and Rusk. Repeated to
CINCPAC
for POLAD.
3 Telegram
111 from Saigon, July 19, transmitted
a translation
of a letter reportedly
sent to President
Diem by the Intersect
Committee
for the Protection
of Buddhism
in
response to Diem’s July 18 radio broadcast.
The letter welcomed
Diem’s statement
but
asked for concrete steps to implement
the June 16 agreement,
such as the release of all
Buddhists
arrested since May 8, punishment
of those responsible
for Buddhist
deaths on
May 8, and indemnification
of the families
of those injured.
(Department
of State,
Central Files, SOC 14-1 S WET)
In telegram
112 from Saigon, July 19, 8 p.m., Ambassador
Nolting
reported
on what
he saw as positive
developments:
Diem had ordered
the barricades
removed
from all
pagodas, and bonzes were permitted
to return to their pagodas, but could not congregate at Xa Loi Pagoda. Nolting
noted that he had urged the government
to go beyond
those steps and release those jailed following
the July 17 demonstration,
offer compensation to those injured by police on July 17, and establish the practice of handling
future
demonstrations
by nonforceful
means if possible. South Vietnamese
officials with whom
Nolting
had talked felt that President
Diem was now moving
in the right direction
on
the Buddhist
issue, and Nolting
recommended
again that the statement
which he had
urged the Department
to make in telegram
109 would foster this positive
movement.
(Ibid.)
’ Document
223.
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cal aims. Meeting them appears to be essential if moderates are to
regain control Buddhist movement and if Diem is to rally sufficient
support to reestablish stability.
For above reasons we made text of Diem broadcast available to
newsmen today and commented on it only as follows:
“This broadcast reaffirms the
June 16 agreement. It provides a
implementation
of the agreement
Government
and the Buddhists.
dure and with good will among
resolved.”

Government’s
intent to carry out the
procedure whereby differences over
can be amicably settled between the
We hope that with this new proceall concerned, that the issue can be

Rusk

231.

Letter From the Ambassador in India (Bowles) to the
President’s Special Assistand for National Security Affairs
(Bundy) 1
New Delhi, July 19, 1963.

DEAR MAC: In addition to the more or less routine report of my
impressions of East Asia which I have just sent through the regular
channels, 2 I feel that I must write to you directly about the situation in
Vietnam. Here in brief is the way it appears to me:
1. The highly contradictory nature of reports from South Vietnam
is largely the result of a paradox: while the military situation is steadily
improving, the political situation is rapidly deteriorating. Thus those
who concentrate on military developments are optimistic while those
who focus on the political aspects are gloomy. This state of affairs
cannot continue indefinitely. If the political situation is not vastly
improved, our ability to control the Viet Cong situation is almost
certain to deteriorate.
2. Our mission in Saigon is on the edge of severe demoralization.
The bitter conflict between the U.S. press and our mission is symptomatic. The morale of our military people, particularly the junior ones
who are dealing with the military situation in the field, is high and
they appear to be putting on an extraordinary performance. The same
’ Source: Department
Personal.
‘See Document
216.

of State, Central

Files, POL 27 VIET

S. Top Secret;

Eyes Only;
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is true in the aid program. As you move further up the scale of
authority, however,
you encounter increasingly emotional differences
and antagonisms.
3. We cannot achieve our objectives in Southeast Asia as long as
Diem and his family run Vietnam. I met no one who was in a position
to judge the attitudes of the Vietnamese people who did not stress this
fact.
My own impression of Diem was that of a man quite remote from
reality. For three hours and fifty-two
minutes he gave me his version
of what was happening in the country-a
version which on key questions was inaccurate or distorted, and with respect to the U.S. not only
misinformed
but insulting.
In Diem and his family we have a set-up comparable to that
presented by the Generalissimo
in China in the 1940’s. We failed in
China largely because we failed to find an effective means of dealing
with an inept ruling power that had lost touch with the people. We
will fail in Southeast Asia, and perhaps even more decisively, if we
repeat this mistake in Vietnam.
Although the risks in any political switchover
are formidable, the
risks of staying on dead center are, in my opinion, substantially
greater. Nor am I impressed by the familiar argument that “there is no
available successor”.
It is not too much to say that almost any articulate, courageous, anti-communist
Vietnamese with a good reputation
who puts himself at the head of a group to overthrow
Diem, and who
outlines a policy of continued vigorous anti-communism
combined
with anti-favoritism,
better government
administration
and land reforms, would find himself a national hero in a matter of weeks.
Admittedly
this would be merely the first stage; the ultimate test
would be his capacity to carry out the promises which enabled him to
take charge. However,
it is defeatist in my opinion to assume that
there is no anti-communist
leadership other than Diem’s ready to
blossom in Vietnam.
4. I think it would be a mistake to assume that Cabot Lodge by
some magic can change the fundamental
situation which I have described. Lodge has strong convictions and bluntly expresses his views.
But Diem, according to every observer with whom I talked, is impervious to argument or threat.
It would therefore appear likely that Lodge will either find himself
in a head-on conflict with Diem or be forced into a position of relative
impotence. If the government is to change in Vietnam, there is much
to be said for having the change occur before his arrival.
5. Although a new deal in Saigon appears to me an essential first
step, we still may fail to achieve stability unless we can find some
means of coming to grips with the deteriorating
situation in southern
Laos. For the last two years it has been my belief that the only feasible
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solution is likely to be partition by a line running across Laos from the
17th parallel then moving north and west along the Mekong. In my
opinion we now have very little time to lose in securing this crucial
area. Although I hesitate from this distance to attempt to outline a
specific program, my previous knowledge
of the area and what I heard
and saw on my recent visits leads me to suggest a procedure along the
following lines.
a. Once we are convinced that the neutrality experiment is unworkable under present conditions, an indigenous government
(preferably that of Souvanna Phouma) might issue a statement that the
Geneva agreements have been subverted by the Pathet Lao and that
he is now calling on all loyal government troops to defend the southern Laos area.
b. With a minimum of fanfare introduce some U.S. special service
troops and advisors into Laos to beef up and train the best Laotian
troo s. It is estimated by the military men with whom I talked that
200 f could do the job. At the same time persuade the Vietnamese or
Thai Governments
to provide modest contingents of troops with the
Thais assigned perhaps to the defense of a few strategic points along
the left bank of the Mekong including the ca ital.
There is considerable doubt as to whet Rer the Thais would agree
to move unless we introduce at least a battle group of U.S. troo s.
However, in this first stage at least I suggest that ever effort should %e
made to avoid this direct commitment
since it woul d’ almost certainly
involve us in difficulties with Congress. Several military experts were
of the opinion that we could
et by with the 2000 s ecial service
troops with perhaps [less than 1 Pine not declassified] Thai Pand [less than
2 line not declassified] occupy the area between the western border and
the right bank of the Mekong in what is now northwestern
Laos. [I
sentence (2 lines) not declassified]
c. Simultaneously
a strong effort should be made to keep Cambodia as quiet as possible. Although Sihanouk cannot be expected publicly to a plaud the proposed action, I believe that in his heart he
might we Pcome it. Nguyen N oc Tho, Vice-President
of Vietnam, offered the same jud ment. Alt I?ough the Malayans are currently occuied with the prob Pems of Malaysia and the demagogy of Sukarno, I
Pound them deeply concerned by the Laotian situation, [11/z lines not
declassified].
All of this would take a great deal of doing. However,
I believe
that the long struggle to create a basis for stability in Southeast Asia on
which we have spent several billion dollars since 1951 is now calling
for a major decision. I recognize the risks in the suggestions I have
outlined, yet our continuing support of Diem and our relative inaction
in Laos may result in the entire situation getting wholly out of control
within a matter of months.
On the other hand, a bold political program with modest U.S.
military commitments
plus a bit of luck may enable us to turn the tide
our way and to lay the basis for a far more favorable situation in
Southeast Asia than seemed possible a few months ago.
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I am sending this to you on a Personal Eyes Only basis with no
copies to anyone as I do not want these observations to rattle too
loosely around the Department.
The situation here is sensitive and complex; the staff is riddled
with departures and home leave. I am bogged down with protocol and
it is hot. Otherwise I have no complaint.
Warmest regards.
Sincerely,
Chester Bowles’
3 Printed

232.

from

Telegram
of State’

a copy that bears this typed

signature.

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, July 20, 1963-7

p.m.

117. CINCPAC for POLAD. Deptel 103. * I am very much disappointed in reftel. It gives us nothing to work with, on either side of
equation, A wait-and-see attitude on our part at this juncture will lead
only, in my judgment, to further undermining
of stability here and to
further jeopardizing U.S. vital interests. It will encourage more agitation and demand on part of Buddhists; it will discourage further conciliatory action on part of government; it will increase prospects of a
coup.
For two years (and longer), the U.S. has had to make hard choices
here. We have made them pretty forthrightly,
and the more forthrightly we have made them, the better they have panned out. On these
hard choices, clearly taken, we have helped build what is admittedly a
much stronger defense against Communist takeover than was thought
possible. This has been done despite inefficiencies and goofs on part
GVN (and on our part too). Experience has shown that GVN can be
counted on to be slow, sticky, and uncoordinated
in adopting and
implementing
any policy. There are many cross-currents of opinion
and many free-wheelers. Nevertheless, our best bet still lies in encouraging and prodding and helping them to accept and follow through on
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-l S WET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
Received at 8:24 a.m.
* Document
230.
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policies that look reasonably good, as was done successfully
in military strategy and tactics, in clear-and-hold
operations, in rural development, in Strategic Hamlet concept and execution, in financing, and
in many other fields.
GVN has badly underestimated
and mishandled Buddhist problem. It may-although
I do not think so-have
gotten out of hand, but
at last Diem has come out with something that looks good (and has
already taken certain concrete actions to back it up), publicly committing his government
to a conciliatory course. We should by all available means encourage the GVN in this.
Diem’s statement, and the response to it, may offer the last opportunity to surmount
this difficulty and to get this effort back on the
tracks. The Buddhist response depends in great degree on US. official
and press reaction. (Their agitation and appeals are now directed apparently as much toward Americans as toward Vietnamese.)
I think
the government’s
offer is sincere and that we can help them carry it
out successfully.
The government’s
position promises satisfaction on
religious grievances. It would be a pity if the scepticism reflected in
reftel were to increase Buddhist scepticism and/or intransigence,
and
thus lose the opportunity
to move this problem towards solution.
I again recommend statement along lines previously
suggested,
which certainly does not go overboard but would be effective, and
possibly decisive here.

Nolting

233.

Telegram From the Department
Vietnam 1

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, July 20, 1963-2:58

p.m.

104. Ref: Embtel 117. 2 Reaction of press here to our statement
made re Diem broadcast (Deptel 103)3 was that events (i.e. Buddhist
reaction making acceptance conditional on series GVN actions and
repositioning
of barricades) had already overtaken our statement. As
practical matter do not see how we can further comment without
I Source: Department
of State, Central Files,
Immediate.
Drafted
by Heavner
and Kattenburg
Repeated to CINCPAC
for POLAD.

?Supra.

’ Document

230.

POL S WET-US.
Secret; Operational
and cleared by Mane11 and by Rice,
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another news peg. If Diem releases those arrested in demonstrations,
lifts barricades, meets with Buddhist leaders, or takes further constructive action in line with promising [promised?] approach his broadcast,
we could again express satisfaction and hope. Until then do not feel
that further comment on Diem broadcast would result in anything
here but hostile speculation.
We assume you will tell GVN we encouraged by Diem’s broadcast
and accompanying orders as constructive steps towards easing situation, and that we are hopefully waiting for more of same sort.
Reftel, well as whole situation, under careful study. We intend by
septel send you for comment our estimate situation as it looks from
here and avenues open to us. ’
a The source

234.

text bears no signature

Telegram From the Department
Vietnam *

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, July 23, 1963-651

p.m.

112. For Nolting from Hilsman. As indicated Deptel 104,’ we
have carefully considered present Buddhist problem against backdrop
successful CI program. Current thinking here on stability Diem regime
in general represented by SNIE 53-2-63 (July 1O)3 sent you separate
cover. We keenly aware of distance which separates us from fast
moving situation, and most anxious have your comments on following
estimate which represents our present thinking:
1. We inclined anticipate further Buddhist demonstrations
and
resulting unrest, and believe more protest suicides should be expected.
This view based on: (1) Continuing GVN failure act promptly enough
to meet legitimate Buddhist grievances and to show true spirit of
conciliation; (2) Belief that Buddhist protest movement likely become
increasingly militant. Buddhists probably more and more inclined regard overthrow of regime as only possible solution, thus attracting
growing support (and conversely) from other major elements plotting
regime’s overthrow, particularly in armed forces.
tional

’ Source: Department
Immediate.
Drafted
* Supra.

’ Document

2 17.

of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Top Secret;
by Heavner
and Kattenburg
and cleared by H&man.

Opera-
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2. We also expect that Buddhist unrest and demonstrations
will
increasingly agitate urban populace, and that this agitation, to degree,
may be expected extend to countryside
also, with resulting slowdown
in war effort.
3. In these circumstances
and in light growing crop of reports on
coup plans, we judge odds favor attempted coup within next few
months if not weeks.
4. Odds also seem to favor success of such coup, although we
keenly aware of strong possibility
the GVN might still successfully
weather Buddhist storm by combination
conciliation and repression
and that consequently coup attempts may fail or abort.
5. In these circumstances,
following
courses seem open to us: (a)
We can attempt actively influence events by public statements disassociating ourselves from GVN handling of Buddhist issue, with likely
result being encouragement
or even triggering of coup attempt. (b) We
can go even further and seek directly to encourage certain military
leaders seek “Constitutional
solution” under Tho. (c) Conversely,
we
can seek actively discourage coup plots by both high-level public
statements of support to GVN, and private statements to Buddhists
and potential coup leaders although this, like the above might have
unpredictable
results. (d) Finally, we can hold to present posture of
watchful waiting while continuing privately to press GVN to demonstrate proper spirit and to take all necessary measures to finally resolve
issue.
6. On balance we continue be inclined favor last course for time
being. More active role runs obvious risk of putting us in position of
having backed loser, and even of prolonging
crisis and increasing
violence, with all bad effects on war effort that would flow from such
error. We may well come to point where we would want to throw all
our influence behind either Diem or an acceptable alternative leader or
junta (preferably
Constitutional
successor supported by military) in
order to stabilize situation as rapidly as possible. But in light info now
available to us here, we do not believe situation has yet jelled to that
point. At this moment, though alternatives to Diem seem to be emerging, it is not yet clear who and what they are.
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to the Department

Saigon, July 24, 2963-7

p.m.

130. CINCPAC for POLAD. Had a rather reassuring and encouraging session with Thuan today. Discussed many subjects bearing on
political situation here, including attitudes of various GVN officials
toward Buddhist problem, military attitudes bearing on possible coup
d’etat, and Diem’s own convictions and especially his control of government.
I found Thuan in more sanguine frame of mind than heretofore.
He confirmed that Diem, having finally adopted conciliatory line toward Buddhist problem, was now confidently pursuing that course. I
asked whether he was being undercut from any quarter, or whether
Thuan expected such undercutting.
Thuan replied that, at least for
time being, all Cabinet ministers and Nhu were lined up together on
line Diem had adopted. He said disciplinary action taken against Lt.
Col. Chieu (who had organized yesterday’s S.D.C. Veterans’ demonstration against Buddhists) had been ordered by Diem with approval
of Nhu, who wished it in first place. I asked whether this demonstration had been ordered by anyone above Lt. Col. Chieu. Thuan replied
that insofar as he could discover it had not been, but was Chieu’s own
idea. He also said that at President’s request he had just given orders
to Ranger company which was planning pro-government
demonstrations against Buddhists (in retaliation for alleged Buddhist manhandling of member of company distributing literature at Xa Loi Pagoda)
to refrain from any such action.
Remarking that these signs looked good, I asked Thuan how we
could help move this problem along. I referred to Washington’s encouragement to date, to talks with a number of other Mission heads
here, all of whom agree that Diem is now on right line. I urged
specifically: (a) that explicit instructions be given to Minister of Interior
and through him to police re tolerant and gentle handling any further
Buddhist demonstrations;
(b) that President continue to take every
possible initiative to demonstrate good faith and increase perceptible
trend in public opinion toward clarification this issue. Thuan remarked
that he had noted from talks with several U.S. newsmen that they
were becoming more balanced in reporting on this situation. (Perhaps
it is more accurate to say they are becoming somewhat disenchanted
’ Source: Department
Repeated
to CINCPAC.

of State, Central

Files, POL

S VIET. Secret;

Limit

Distribution.
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with Buddhists.)
He said he would speak to Diem along suggested
lines this evening. Diem is now on trip in provinces-second
trip this
week.
I took occasion to leave with Thuan a piece of paper2 containing
suggestions for another initiative on part of Diem-namely
to invite
Thinh Khiet to confer with him, and in such public invitation,
to
express President’s own distress at loss of life in Hue, his determination to prevent repetition and to compensate insofar as possible for
loss of innocent victims. I urged that would not involve government’s
assuming responsibility
deaths, but would transcend this point, in
,manner which could only redound to President’s credit. It might also
well break deadlock with Buddhists. At least, such action would show
government’s
intent to meet 100 percent religious grievances, leaving
burden of proof on Buddhists if in fact their aims are to overthrow
government.
Thuan seemed very receptive to this idea, took the paper
and promised to let me know if I could help sell it to Diem. He was
appreciative of our continued support of line he had been advocating.
He felt that government had at last put itself in stronger position, and
had a good chance of weathering
this storm. I believe he is sincere in
this. Nevertheless,
there are obviously a number of explosive possibilities which have not yet been defused-including
further manifestations and resulting police actions, human sacrifices, counter-propaganda manifestations,
etc.
I sounded Thuan out on his thoughts on possibility of military
coup, factionalism and division in GVN itself, about President’s leadership. On all these points he was reassuring. I do not believe he is
ignorant of kind of reports reaching us (although I did not spell them
out). He seemed rather to discount them as more of same old stuff.
Specifically regarding Nhu, Thuan said that he had apparently had a
change of heart and is now supporting
Diem’s conciliatory line. He
said that this might be attributed to recent talks that we have had
together. He also warned that it might not be permanent. On question
regarding President’s control of government,
Thuan was quite forthright, saying he felt Diem, once he had reached a clear decision, was
very much in control of government
and able to have his decision
carried out.
I do not attach too much significance to this conversation, as there
are many obvious pitfalls ahead, but I do believe it represents the
assessment of some one who is much less worried now than he has
been in the recent past. My own estimate of the chances of survival of
this government has risen accordingly.

Nolting
’ Not found
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Memorandum
From the Director of the Vietnam Working
Group (Kattenburg) to the Assistant Secretary of State for
Far Eastern Affairs (Hilsman)’
Washington, July 24, 1963.

SUBJECT
Luncheon

with

Lansdale

1. The luncheon convinced me that Lansdale assesses the situation quite objectively. He is most cognizant of the steady deterioration
in the Diem regime over a period of years, He alluded several times to
the difficulties he found on his last trip in late 1961 2 and which he felt
to a large degree remained uncorrected.
2. He mentioned that his judgments must be based on what he
sees in the reports, and not on what on what he feels since he has not
been there for nearly two years. “There is nothing like talking to
someone face to face in order to assess him.”
3. He brought up himself the idea of a possible trip on his part to
suggest to me that if we wanted him to he would be willing to go out
for an assessment of the whole picture. I moved into this opening and
asked him how he felt this would be received by various elements on
the spot. He thought he could play out any problems on this score and
that he could have contact with, and come up with an assessment of,
both elements in and closest to the regime and those plotting its
overthrow.
4. He definitely does not seem to me to be wedded to the regime.
He has, I think, felt for a long time that it is moving to its own funeral
but he is not sure whether the moment has yet arrived.
5. For these reasons and because of point 3 in the message to you 3
-i.e.,
“I think Lansdale would be helpful in discovering
intents
among the generals and relieving pressures;
in event coup is attempted Lansdale would be most helpful in assessing prospects and in
evaluating potential leadership. ” -1 continue to urge that you favor
this move, subject to Lodge’s approval. As far as I am concerned there
are no “eyes and ears” at this time whose assessment I would rather
have.
6. If you were to decide positively, and to discuss the matter with
Lodge, I would suggest you waited until after Lodge’s own talk with
’ Source: Kennedy
Library,
Hilsman Papers, Country
Series-Vietnam.
Secret. After
initialing
the memorandum,
Kattenburg
added the following
note: “Please call me in on
this ton&ht-will
be gone all day tomokow.”
’ Reference
is to the Tavlor-Rostow
mission to South Vietnam,
of which Lansdale
was a part, in October
196i. For documentation
relating
to the mission,
see vol. I, pp.
380 ff.
’ Not found.
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Lansdale, which is now scheduled for 0900 Thursday morning4
In
such case, however,
Lodge will not be available until some time late
Friday morning.
’ No record

237.

of a Lodge-Lansdale

Telegram
of State’

meeting

on July 25 has been found.

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, July 25, 1963-8

p.m.

134. Hilsman from Nolting. Deptel 112’ delayed by servicing. I
find myself more sanguine about prospects of GVN’s settling Buddhist
problem and avoiding coup d’etat than general tenor reftel and SNIE. 3
I would put question marks by all of first four numbered paragraphs
reftel, which seem to me too gloomy-or
at least too logical-for
this
situation. Without trying to spell out nuances of difference between
our respective analyses, perhaps it is sufficient I feel that heat is slowly
going out of this crisis and that this government is quite likely survive
this crisis, as it has many others in past.
As you know, I also hold that, despite shortcomings
of present
GVN, it is government
which stands best chance (as compared with
realizable alternatives)
of carrying to successful conclusion counterinsurgency effort here. Therefore, without putting all our eggs in one
basket or alienating possible successor governments
or leaders, we
should, I think, help, by all means consistent with our own principles,
to maximize this government’s
chances of survival.
Since transmission
your message, atmosphere
has perceptibly
calmed, at least on surface. GVN has at last gotten itself into sound
posture on religious issue and may be said to be “one up” on Buddhists. In effect, GVN has pledged and repledged itself to implementation June 16 agreement and has offered Buddhists joint investigation
any complaints on this score by examination of records or on-the-spot
investigations.
’ Source: Department
’ Document
234.
3 Document
217.

of State, Central

Files, SOC 14-1

S VIET. Top Secret,
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If GVN pursues its initiative and avoids actions inconsistent with
its announced policy of conciliation,
Buddhist leadership may well
find it best to settle on basis June 16 agreements and more radical
elements will then, I think, cease agitation.
Just how solution of Buddhist issue will affect coup plotting it is
impossible to say, but this is a threat which is always with us.
Thus for present I would advocate a course somewhere
between
para 5(d) and (c). Specifically, I think we should publicly welcome
conciliatory
steps as they are taken by GVN, and any constructive
steps taken by Buddhists, with view to encouraging more of same and
disabusing
those Buddhist leaders whose aims appear to be open
ended. 4
Finally, I agree that situation has not reached point where we can
sensibly think about throwing our support to any particular alternative
to Diem regime 5 (para 6 reftel).

Nolting
I A marginal

notation

on the source

text at this point,

in an unknown

hand,

reads:

“No.”
didn’t

5 A marginal
notation
on the source text at this point,
mean this and I don’t think we said it.”

Memorandum
Washington,

238.

of a Conversation,
July 26,1963l

in the same hand,

Department

reads:

“We

of State,

PARTICIPANTS
Roger Hilsman
Robert Manning
Ambassador
Henry

Cabot

Lodge

SUBJECT
Press Problems

in Viet-Nam

Mr. Manning,
who had just returned from a trip to Saigon,
thought that the essence of the press problems lay in getting more of
the members of the press corps in that city in frequent and meaningful
touch with the “horse’s mouth”, i.e. the Ambassador
and other top
U.S. officials. This was certainly not the best press corps in the world
I Source: Department
of State, Vietnam
Working
Group Files: Lot 67 D 54, PR-11
Press Relations.
Confidential.
Drafted
by Kattenburg
who is not listed among the participants.
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nor the worst. It was divided between those who remained permanently in Saigon and who tended to be somewhat in-bred and to suffer
from localitis and those coming in on trips from the outside who were
more seasoned and had better perspective. Key reporters among the
first group were Halberstam
of the New York Times and the Al? and
UP1 correspondents.
In the second group the leading reporters were
Keyes Beech, Pepper Martin of U.S. News and World Report, and Jim
Robinson of NBC.
Mr. Manning thought the main aspect in removing the dissatisfaction of some of these correspondents
was to take them into our confidence more, give them an “in” feeling, and invite them more often not
only to ritualistic type functions but specifically to say small dinners
given by the Ambassador
for Vietnamese officials and leading personalities including perhaps one correspondent
at a time.
Ambassador
Lodge indicated he intended to do just that, that one
of the first things he planned to do was to have lunch with several of
the key correspondents,
Mr. Manning said as a whole the correspondents approved the program we are pursuing in Viet-Nam and supported our effort there-though
they were unanimous in despising the
Diem regime and in their conviction that we could not win with it.
The impasse between the GVN and the American press corps was
well nigh insoluble. Diem’s and Nhu’s recent offers to have backgrounders with the American press, laudable as this offer was on their
part, would almost certainly not result in changing the conviction of
the correspondents
that the government is doomed. Yet Mr. Manning
thought that we should continue encouraging Diem and Nhu in this
direction and to seek as much contact with the correspondents
as
possible. Ambassador
Lodge indicated that he was well aware of this
whole problem and very concerned about it. He was also concerned at
the feeling among American intellectuals regarding the Diem government and had been harassed by communications
on their part advocating that we change our policy on the Diem regime. He thought it
likely he would try to return here after some six months in Saigon to
make several speeches to improve the domestic atmosphere.
Mr. Manning suggested that Ambassador Lodge may wish to keep
the present USIS team and the press attache in Saigon who he thought
were handling the situation well. Ambassador
Lodge agreed and indicated he did not intend to make personnel changes in this area.
Mr. Manning referred to Director of Information
Dang Due Khoi
who is under Civic Action Secretary Hieu and who he said was very
savvy. There had been some discussion in Saigon of sending Khoi to
New York to endeavor to correct editorial impressions
there on VietNam. Mr. Manning thought this suggestion had merit.
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Report From the Assistant Secretary of State for Public
Affairs (Manning) to the President 1
Washington,

REPORT

ON THE SAIGON

undated.

PRESS SITUAIION

The press problem in Viet-Nam is singular because of the singular
nature of the United States involvement in that country. Our involvement is so extensive as to require public, i.e., press, scrutiny, and yet so
hemmed by limitations
as to make it difficult for the United States
government to promote and assure that scrutiny. The problem is complicated by the long-standing desire of the United States government
to see the American involvement in Viet-Nam minimized, even represented as something less than in reality it is. The early history of the
handling of the situation is marked by attitudes, directives and actions
in Washington and in the field that reflect this United States desire.
The effect of these generally restrictive practices had the shortterm virtue of keeping the escalating American involvement in a low
key in the world and United States press. But a long-term result has
been serious deterioration
in the credibility attached by American
correspondents to the information
and assessments given to them by
United States military and political authorities in Viet-Nam, and to a
certain extent in Washington.
Additionally,
it can be argued that,
whatever the merit of those practices in earlier days of the involvement in Viet-Nam, the public attitude in the United States has been
mature and unexcitable-so
much so that earlier fears of reaction to
American casualties and other aspects of the program may be said to
have been exaggerated. This last point argues strongly for relaxation of
some-but
not all-of
the strictures still imposed on American press
coverage of the Vietnamese situation, and it argues for a more relaxed
attitude on the part of US officials to the reports and assessments of
the US press. This would do much to reduce the somewhat sullen
Alice in Wonderland
miasma that surrounds the Vietnamese press
situation, and it would help to build a degree of mutual confidence
and mutual credibility between American authorities and American
correspondents covering Viet-Nam.
’ Source: Kennedy
Library,
National
Security Files, Vietnam
Country
Series, 7/21/
63-7/31/63.
Secret; Eyes Only. Sent to McGeorge
Bundy on July 26 under a covering
memorandum
from Executive
Secretary
Benjamin
H. Read. Read commended
the report, and the attached memoranda
of conversation
between
Manning
and Nhu on July
17, and Manning
and Diem on July 18 (Documents
226 and 227), as providing
“a
lengthy but fascinating
window
into the present state of mind of both Ngo Dinhs.”
Read
noted that a copy of the report
was also being sent to Presidential
Press Secretary
Salinger.
A note on the covering
memorandum
indicates
that the report was placed in
the President’s
weekend
reading file.
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The absence of this confidence and credibility lies close to the core
of the press problem as it appears on the conclusion of a four-day
mission to Saigon, The situation is a troublesome
one, and it is unlikely to evolve into a happy one. There are, however, possibilities of
improvement.
The basic problem will be removed as a critical factor in
the US operations in Viet-Nam only by time and decisive GVN victory
over the Viet-Cong. But it can be ameliorated.
First, a look at the parties involved:

1. The American Correspondents
The Saigon press corps consists of a dozen Americans,
mostly
staffers but some (Time, Newsweek) stringers. These are augmented by
periodic visits by Far Eastern correspondents
from the Tokyo, Hong
Kong or New Delhi bureaus of AI’, UP, the networks
and major US
publications,
With two exceptions those we talked to at length were
regularly stationed in Saigon, It became apparent that, save for a
higher intensity on the part of the locals, the locals and the periodic
visitors share generally similar views and assessments
of the press
situation. The local correspondents
verge on unanimity also in their
assessments
of the Vietnamese
government,
the effectiveness
of
GVN-US
military and political programs and the virtues or shortcomings of the American involvement and American officials. The periodic
visitors may differ somewhat
with many of the locals’ assessments,
but for practical purposes they differ chiefly in degree only.
At the time of the visit to Saigon, the correspondents
were concerned with their own safety and ability to operate, almost to the
exclusion of problems of access and other relations with the GVN and
US officials, Several maintained in fact that they feel able to get all the
information
they need (a statement which many will probably qualify
once their concern over the recent roughing-up
by GVN police fades
away). 2 The main burden of their several hours’ discussion
was a
desire for assurances that they could continue to work in Viet-Nam
without
threat of physical or technical harassment,
or the threat of
expulsions
by the GVN. They were more scared than hurt by the
fracas with police on July 7. Reporters covering the South have had
rougher experiences. But the problem goes deeper than the matter of
these fears.
The correspondents
reflect unanimous bitterness toward, and contempt for, the Diem government.
They unanimously
maintain that the
Vietnamese
program cannot succeed unless the Diem regime (cum
family) is replaced; this conviction, though it does not always appear
in their copy, underlies all the reports and analyses of the correspondents.
‘See Documents

210 and 211.
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The correspondents
profess to have little faith in the information
or guidance they are given by top officials of the US Embassy, and
they treat with disdain what they believe to be the over-optimism
of
General Harkins and his top command. Where US officials maintain
that the military program is making decided progress, and the strategic
hamlet program is developing favorably, the correspondents
maintain
either the direct opposite-that
the situation is retrogressing-or,
that
the situation is little better than a stalemate. Some correspondents
go
so far as to charge that they are systematically
lied to by US officials.
All of them maintain that to get what they consider to be “straight
facts” on given operations, battles or situations (e.g., how well the
Vietnamese
fight), they have to go to lower echelons in the field.
However
justified these attitudes and allegations (I believe many are
exaggerations),
their very existence deserves to be recognized and
attacked as a major obstacle to a healthy information
situation in
Saigon.
Beyond their own treatment at the hands of US officials, the
newsmen generally feel that US officials have become so committed
themselves to “winning
with Diem” that their own official reporting is
subject to serious question. This finds many of the correspondents
convinced that their own assessmentsrepresent a more authoritative
and more realistic picture than is being given to Washington by its
own representatives. One need not agree with this view of correspondents in order to suggest that it must change before we can expect
healthy press relations in Saigon.
Amid these many unpleasant facts about the correspondents’ state
of mind sits a most important and encouraging fact: They seemto agree
to a man that the US involvement in Viet-Nam is a necessaryfree world
policy and that the programs, military and political, are basically necessary and feasible. Without this, the situation would be discouraging to
the extreme; with this belief on the correspondents’ part, there is much
to build on. Where they disagree is in questions of assessmentof the
progress and, more precisely to the point, the wisdom of continuing to
rely for the program’s execution on the Diem regime.
From all of this, it is obvious that the correspondents place much
faith in their own abilities to report and assessa situation that is as
complex and as tricky as any in the world today. Is such self-confidence, coupled as it is with considerable disdain for the official assessments, justified?
The local correspondents for the most part are young and of
limited experience. There are some more seasoned correspondents
among the periodic visitors and this, combined with their ability to get
frequent relief from the confines of Viet-Nam, often produces more
balanced reports of the fighting and the political situation. The locals
seem for the most part to be given to quick-rising emotionalism, and
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they unquestionably
are severely afflicted with “localitis,”
the disease
which causes newsmen long assigned to the confines of one given
situation to distort perspective
by over-concentration
on their own
irritations, adventures and opinions.
This group contains no journalistic giants, though at least one is
very promising and several are obviously bright men. And I would say
that all are decent, patriotic Americans who are striving to do credit to
themselves and their profession. The personal manners of some vis-avis the Viet-Nam
officials leave something to be desired, and they
suffer the common newspaper tendency to let the immediate dominate
the long view.
As an overall assessment of the correspondents,
I am inclined to
accept the following
opinion of John Mecklin, US Public Affairs Officer in Saigon:
“The American newsmen working here are as good or better than
the average in such boondocks
assignments.
They are exceptionally
hard-workin
; they manage to stay on top of the news despite extraordinary
E andicaps; they are unafraid to face frequent personal
danger; and they must work under conditions of notable emotional
stress. Their reportin
has thrown light on the sordid, bitter depths of
the situation here w t ich would not otherwise
be generally known,
thus in effect forcing a healthy confrontation
between the American
people and the reality of this kind of big power responsibility.
This has
inevitably complicated US operations in Viet-Nam,
but ironically it
has also reinforced US efforts to ersuade the GVN to take various
unpalatable actions by providing t K e argument that US public opinion
cannot be ignored.
“The newsmen
have often been accused of ‘irresponsibility.’
In
eneral, I don’t think this is either accurate or fair, though there have
%een some damaging errors. There have been numerous
occasions
when the reporters have deliberately withheld information that would
have damaged the US interest; e.g., a number of shabby incidents
between American military personnel and Saigon police, and the case
some months ago of a homosexual American civilian official who was
attacked and seriously wounded by his Vietnamese partner. The newsmen have, however, insisted on reporting matters that they considered
of true significance to the US position here, regardless of the resulting
broken crockery, and thus in effect have forced a basic issue: that just
as the US will not attempt to unseat a sovereign government, however
tempting, so it cannot engage in a semi-covert
struggle such as this
except in the full glare of the free American press.
“This is a reality which had been wide1 overlooked in develo in the US advisory role here. It will be equa Yly important if and as t K e
U 8 is obliged to engage in similar efforts elsewhere. How to handle it,
hopefully, should be one of the major ‘lessons learned’ in Vietnam.”
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2. Vietnamese Officials
The bitterness and contempt displayed by American correspondents for President Diem and his top officials (especially for Counselor
and Madame Nhu) is fervently reciprocated by Diem and company.
Madame Nhu has repeatedly remarked that the American correspondents are “Communists”
or “as bad as Communists.”
The government
says (and, I believe, has become convinced) that the newsmen
are
chiefly concerned with bringing about the downfall of the Diem government. “These young reporters want nothing less than to make a
new government,”
said Ngo Dinh Nhu bitterly in my talk with him.
“This is an exalting ambition, a stimulating pastime for three or four of
them to get together to overthrow
a government and create another.”
(Please see attached memos of conversations
with Nhu and President
Diem.)
More perhaps
than American
officials
on the scene, the
Vietnamese see the American press in Saigon (and back home in the
US) as an important political factor, one that can in fact play a large
role in altering or even undermining
the American commitment
to
Viet-Nam.
Believing this, and believing that the correspondents
are
eager for Diem’s overthrow,
the GVN officials see the correspondents
as deliberately cooperating with and encouraging any and all political
opposition-such
as the Buddhist protests-as
a means of achieving
said overthrow.
Extremely sensitive to personal criticism, Diem and his relatives
take particular affront at the kind of personal references that enter
(inevitably, in view of the autocratic family role) into much American
reporting. While on the one hand reacting by expelling correspondents
who displease them (both expulsions, of Francois Sully of Newsweek
and James Robinson of NBC, were for stories dealing with family
personalities),
GVN officials talk of needing “public relations advice”
to improve their image with the American public. They have plainly
given up hope of achieving any of this improvement
through an
improvement
in relations with the correspondents
stationed in VietNam, and talk somewhat wishfully
of trying to reach over their heads
to editors and editorial writers in the United States. They are insistent
that the American correspondents
willfully refuse to talk with officials
or recognize facts that tell the favorable side of the Vietnamese story.
(On the other hand, correspondents
say that when they try to talk
with a Vietnamese official they get either lies or lectures.)
In talks with Nhu and Diem, it was apparent that they are bitterly
resigned to the conviction that the newsmen are incorrigible. For our
part, we believe that the point was clearly made that the United States
cannot guarantee its ability to maintain its full effort in Viet-Nam if the
GVN, by expulsions or harassment of correspondents,
turns the entire
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American press into enemies of the program. Interestingly,
Nhu at one
point conceded that much information
unfavorable to the regime has
been given to American correspondents,
and visiting US officials and
legislators, by officials of the Vietnamese government. Said Nhu with
a wan sneer: “All conditions are favorable for a complete US change of
policy in Viet-Nam. It is a great opportunity
and it would be a tremendous sacrifice for those hostile to the (Diem) government
to give up
this opportunity.”
3. US Officials
The senior American officials of the Embassy and MAC/V
view
the correspondents
with a distaste that is difficult to conceal. They
consider most of the correspondents
young, immature and irresponsible. Some consider that the correspondents’
criticism of and opposition
to the American effort in Viet-Nam transgress the line between journalistic independence
and patriotism.
They consider the correspondents’ behavior toward GVN and US officials to be sometimes rude,
insulting, and insufferable.
There is some justification
for the above
views, but the fact remains that the responsibility
for the gulf between
the correspondents
and the senior American officials is something the
two groups share.
To put it bluntly, the senior US officials have not been good
enough in their handling of the press. Although they devote perhaps
more time and effort than any post in the world to press problems,
their contacts with the press often serve to make the situation worse.
The major cause for this is the complete difference in the official and
the correspondents’
assessment of the situation, but another serious
cause is the reluctance of the official family to treat the press with
candor. Background information is, apparently, almost never given. A
too determined effort is made to give a rosy picture, with the result
that the correspondents
consider themselves to have been lied to. In
short, the correspondents
are viewed as a nuisance and an inconvenience to be endured, not as a valuable tool.
The Embassy’s instincts are to keep from the press all but the
most transparently
desirable stories. Thus the Embassy either refuses
to talk about, or is disingenuously
selective in its information,
about
even minor stories which might prove unhelpful to the GVN or to the
US effort in Viet-Nam. Faced with a passionately hostile press corps,
the Embassy is entitled to sympathy for its wariness in dealing with
the correspondents.
But the result of its efforts has been the complete
destruction of the Embassy’s credibility.
Senior US officials should not be condemned for the situation
which exists. It was in part inherited and in part predestined by the
unrealistic policy directives under which they were forced to deal with
the press until recently. Finally, they are dealing with an almost
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unique public relations problem which grows out of the almost unique
nature of the American involvement
in Viet-Nam and the peculiar
nature of the Vietnamese government. No one-until
recently-has
realized how essential a role the press would play in our policies in
Viet-Nam.
Nonetheless, it has now become essential that the Embassy recognize the press as what it is-an independent and important separate
force bearing upon both the political situation in Viet-Nam and the allimportant matter of domestic support in the United States for the
American involvement
in Viet-Nam. Unless I am mistaken, one element in the present hostility between the press and the Embassy is
wounded ego on the part of the correspondents who have a highly
developed sense of importance. The Embassy certainly possesses the
diplomatic
skill and maturity to bring the correspondents at least
partly into a deeper sense of participation.
It requires only that the
correspondents be viewed and treated as politically important individuals, rather than as a group of socially objectionable and professionally incompetent young cubs.
A word on the USIS installation in Saigon. Under John Mecklin, a
long-time journalism pro, the public affairs activities are in especially
talented and dedicated hands. He seems to have achieved the confidence of top officers and the fullest access to important Embassy,
MAC/V
and intelligence
information.
He, too, has been severely
handicapped by the restrictive regulations imposed from Washington
and by the tendency of his superiors to over-caution. It is likely that
the Mecklin team is one of the best USIS combines in the world;
certainly it is superior to most, seasoned in the tough complexities of
the Vietnamese situation and convinced that the job is a compelling
challenge. Relations between USIS and the military, both PIO’s and
top officers, appear to be excellent and Mecklin has taken great pains
to familiarize himself with officials in the field. He also has obviously
close and friendly contacts with many Vietnamese officials and has
had considerable direct contact with Diem and Nhu.
It should be noted most correspondents, while satisfied to get
most of their information from public information officials, and to a
great extent dependent on it, still feel a strong need for steady and
mutual confident relations with the major officials themselves.
4. The Buddhist Issue

The Buddhist controversy in Viet-Nam is pertinent to this report
for two reasons. First, an incident growing out of the controversy
inspired the visit to Saigon. Second, the controversy itself demonstrates the direct and potentially influential role that correspondents
on the scene can play in the execution of a foreign policy. The Buddhist activities, however genuine their original religious motivation,
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have evolved into political activities aimed at the overthrow
of the
Diem government.
The Buddhist activists, and whoever on the VietNam scene is encouraging or supporting them, premise their potential
effectiveness
to a large extent on exploitation of the American correspondents. With a press agent’s flair, Buddhist leaders take pains to
notify newsmen
in advance of processions
or other activities. They
count heavily on word and photo coverage to keep the issue alive, and
to extend and illustrate the evident unwillingness
of the American
government
to condone Diem’s handling of the crisis, thus separating
Diem and the US.
In view of the correspondents’
hostility to the government and in
view of their concentration
on spot news, the anti-government
activists sense that the newsmen are predisposed
to give full play to the
demonstrations,
the Buddhist grievances and the government’s
countermeasures.
The GVN, on the other hand, knows full well that its life is at
stake, and considers the American correspondents
to be an essential
and enthusiastic
element in the attempt to bring down the Government. Despite the correspondents’
complaints
of Embassy indifference, there is little doubt that the GVN would have moved against the
correspondents
some time ago were it not for the cloak of sanctity
which they wear because of their nationality and the representations
made on their behalf by the Embassy.
The GVN is belatedly attempting to deal helpfully with Buddhist
complaints.
The GVN is attempting to stave off the religious issues
and to do this in such a way as to make it clear to all that subsequent
demonstrations
are political. The success of this effort is problematical,
among other reasons because the American correspondents
are apt to
be sympathetic
and understanding
to opposition efforts to keep the
crisis alive.
The GVN policy implies (and Minister Hieu explicitly told my
Special Assistant)
that subsequent demonstrations
will be put down
“with brutality if necessary”.
At that point, Vietnamese and world
opinion must either accept the Government’s
version of events, which
is unlikely, or the crisis will continue to grow in intensity. The American correspondents
may well be the prime determinants
of opinionand they are hostile to the Government.
It is unlikely that the crisis can be settled without considerable
violence. It is still possible the GVN will decide that it cannot be
settled unless some way is found to moderate press coverage of the
situation. If the crisis is not settled, the Government will probably fall.
Ironically, this crisis comes at a time when US and GVN officials
are convinced that we have turned the corner in our efforts to defeat
Communist
subversion.
There is general agreement that the Strategic
Hamlet program is the answer, and that progress, although still spotty,
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is real. According to the official assessment (with which the correspondents passionately
disagree) we need only keep the political situation
under control in order to reap significant and lasting successes from
our present effort. Yet, all agree that the present crisis can easily undo
the progress made thus far, and seriously reduce if not destroy the
prospects for early success.
Thus, even though there can be no great improvement
in relations
between the GVN and the press, an improvement in relations between
the US press and the Embassy-MAC/V
has become an exigent requirement of American policy in Vietnam, both for reasons of domestic US public support and, if it is desired, for the immediate survival of
the Diem government in Viet-Nam.
Usefulness

and Accomplishments

of the Mission

Despite some initial doubts, I am now convinced that the mission
was timely, necessary, and useful. The accomplishments
were as follows:
1. It was made completely clear to the three highest officials of the
Vietnamese Government
that continuing scrutiny and criticism by the
American press of the American involvement in Viet-Nam constituted
an absolute requirement of United States policy. Diem and his principal advisors were made to understand that free reporting from VietNam (however
unfavorable
it might be) was infinitely preferable to
the situation in which expulsion or physical harassment made martyrs
of the pressmen. Criticism of the Viet-Nam program was the essential
ingredient
to a public debate on the merits of the program. Press
scrutiny and criticism enable the President to defend his program on
its merits and accomplishments.
But such a defense would be effective
and credible only so long as free press scrutiny and criticism were
allowed.
I believe Diem and company understand
this argument and its
validity. They have no reason for failing to understand the importance
attached by the U.S. Government
to continuing free press scrutiny of
the American involvement in Viet-Nam.
2. We received from Diem, Counselor Nhu, and Secretary of State
Thuan a virtual pledge against harassment
of correspondents.
The
value of this pledge is tempered by the fact that the correspondents
are
so passionately
opposed to the Government,
and could conceivably
engage in activity so clearly upsetting or insulting as to leave the GVN
little alternative but expulsion. Barring such activity on the part of the
pressmen I think it unlikely that the GVN will undertake either harassment or expulsion of correspondents.
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There remains, however,
the possibility
of inadvertent
contact
between police and U.S. correspondents
in the event of further street
violence with the Buddhists, and such a clash-even
though accidental-could
revive fears that correspondents
are in danger. I would not
predict calmness on the part of correspondents
were this to happen.
3. We obtained the permission of the GVN for the readmission to
Viet-Nam of NBC Correspondent
Robinson. His actual re-entry took
place prior to our departure from Viet-Nam.
This action served not
only to moderate the passion of the correspondents
and to improve
the tone of the moment, but also served to underline the fact that the
U.S. Government
has both the intention and some capability of protecting legitimate interests of the correspondents
in Viet-Nam.
4. We reduced substantially
the fear of the correspondents
for
their own physical safety. Although their concern was probably exaggerated, the correspondents
genuinely feared, upon our arrival, that
the GVN had embarked upon a deliberate campaign of harassment
and intimidation
which,
some of them maintained,
might well
culminate in either the savage beating or actual death of one or more
correspondents.
The correspondents’
reaction to their fear was embittered determination
not to give in, and passionate resentment of what
they considered the Embassy’s inability or unwillingness
to give them
protection.
The correspondents
now at least partly recognize that the atmosphere is changed and the physical harassment by the GVN is unlikely.
5. We received a pledge from Counselor Nhu to try background
briefings with selected groups of the correspondents.
Such meetings, if
they go well, could contribute toward filling the vacuum which now
exists in regard to authoritative GVN presentations
of policy and interpretations
to the American
pressmen.
With uncertain results, we
pressed President Diem to hold similar meetings occasionally
with
individual American pressmen. The Times correspondent
is now seeking a Presidential appointment.
6. During the visit, the GVN agreed to
two correspondents
of assaulting Vietnamese
in train before our arrival.) Similarly, we were
AP correspondent,
Browne, to agree to drop
the Vietnamese police. This issue now seems

drop the charges against
police. (Nolting had this
able to get the American
his own charges against
dead.

7. Finally, and importantly,
the visit gave the American correspondents a chance to blow off steam and to voice their own views to
a receptive official American audience. How lasting the benefits may
be of this psychological
release will depend on an improved public
relations program in Viet-Nam, but there is no question that there has
been a temporary improvement
in the atmosphere.
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Recommendations
1. That the President direct that the occasional meetings on VietNam between the President’s Press Secretary and the principal information officers of State, Defense and USIA undertake on a regular
basis to give centralized, professional and authoritative direction to the
effort to improve U.S. public relations in connection with our involvement in Viet-Nam. The Group should, at an early date, formulate new
and comprehensive guidance applicable to all elements of the U.S.
involvement in Viet-Nam.
justification:
An improvement
in relations
between Embassy-MAC/V
and the press corps in Saigon has become an exigent
requirement
of U.S. policy in Viet-Nam. The present relations are
poisonous, and an improvement
will require continuing leadership
and momentum
from Washington of the type that can only be given
by an inter-Departmental
authority.
Without such leadership, a substantial improvement is not likely.
Professional diplomatic and military minds find it difficult to accept
and even more difficult to deal with a situation in which public relations must take precedence over all but the gravest military and diplomatic requirements. Without centralized direction, the requirements of
military security, the privacy of diplomatic negotiations, and protocol
and procedural considerations will continue to dilute and frustrate the
effort to improve relations between the press and the official family in
Viet-Nam.
It is not intended that major substantive decisions should be
shaped to meet the need of public relations. But it is imperative that
the requirements of an improved public relations program no longer
be subordinated to and thwarted by routine diplomatic and military
procedures and considerations.
2. That Ambassador Lodge’s arrival in Saigon be used to involve
the correspondents as participants in a reassessment of the real situation in Viet-Nam.
]ustification: At the present time there is an unbridgeable gap
between the official and the correspondent’s
assessment of the
Vietnamese situation. The officials believe that the war is showing
great progress and that success is predictable if the political situation
can be kept in hand. The correspondents believe that the program is
stalled, that no progress is being made, and that no success is possible
so long as the Diem Government is in power. In the present situation
no dialogue is possible between the two parties for each dismisses
with contempt the views of the other.
Ambassador Lodge’s arrival presents an opportunity to get before
the correspondents in credible form the evidence upon which the
official views are based. It also affords an opportunity
to bring the
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correspondents
into the official family in a sense, by giving them a
purposeful
opportunity
to present to senior American officials their
own views and information,
The mechanics for doing this should be Ambassador Lodge’s reassessment, for his own purposes, of the situation. He can tell the correspondents that he is aware that their assessment is in conflict with the
official one, and intends to arrive at his own assessment through an
examination of all the facts available including their own. He can seek
their assistance, and thus possibly involve them in a reassessment
of
their own. The correspondents
in Viet-Nam
are sincere and deeply
committed
to the success of the U.S. effort to thwart Communist
subversion. If they can be brought to consider the evidence of progress
it is not credible that their views would not be influenced and moderated thereby. Moreover, the correspondents
have sources and information of their own, more knowledge
of which would doubtless be
useful to the Embassy.
3. That a concerted effort be undertaken
to obtain the publication
in a broad range of U.S. periodicals of authoritative
articles on the
situation in Viet-Nam.
These articles should stress the exciting and
unique nature of the U.S. involvement
in Viet-Nam and the appositeness of the effort to the Communist
penchant for victory by subversion. Classified information
should be made available as necessary to
ensure that these articles reflect both the difficulties and the progress
which characterize our effort.
4. No effort should be made to underplay or hide the magnitude
of the U.S. involvement
and casualties in Viet-Nam. In the first place,
the effort will certainly fail in the end. In the second, as stated before,
the reaction of American public thus far to news of U.S. casualties has
been remarkably
mature. Thirdly, there is even a chance that U.S.
public support for the effort in Viet-Nam will be enhanced, not lessened, by the knowledge
of American sacrifices made in this struggleproviding the unhealthy political situation in Saigon is cured. Finally,
any attempt to disguise the American casualties or involvement
in
Viet-Nam
will (as it has in the past) poison relations between Embassy-MAC/V
and the correspondents
and ensure the failure of efforts to create a more sympathetic and understanding
press treatment
of the U.S. effort in Viet-Nam. Similarly, we should be more honest
and outgoing with the correspondents
about our setbacks and our
difficulties
with the GVN. Our progress will become credible only
when our failures (which the correspondents
know about anyway) are
admitted freely.
5. The American press, both here and in Viet-Nam,
should be
made aware that the U.S. Government
considers continuing press
scrutiny and free coverage of the U.S. involvement
in Viet-Nam to be
an absolute requirement of American policy in Viet-Nam.
The press
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should be informed-on
a background basis-that
this has been vigorously conveyed to the highest levels of the Vietnamese Government,
and that we have reason to believe that American correspondents will
be free from harassment and expulsion.
The press should be informed of the attitude of the Vietnamese
Government toward the American correspondents, and reminded that
the unprecedented support which the correspondents are receiving
from the U.S. Government makes it incumbent that their personal
behavior toward the Vietnamese Government
and its officials be
proper and circumspect. The U.S. Government has used some of its
currency with Diem in its effort to guarantee to the press the right to
report freely and honestly. We can succeed in this effort only if the
correspondents in Viet-Nam behave and report with responsibility and
reasonable objectivity and fairness. No one can protect the press
against retaliation for public and profane insults to GVN officials. No
one can protect them against retaliation for participation
in coup
movements. No one can protect them against retaliation for contemptuous behavior toward the GVN (e.g. refusing to accept interviews
with President Diem or Counselor Nhu).
6. A deliberate and calculated effort should be made to establish
good personal relations between senior Embassy-MAC/V
officers and
individual
correspondents. This effort should be pursued with the
same tact and skill that is used in establishing personal relationships
with GVN officials.
At the present, the correspondents are too in-bred. Conscious of
the distaste and disapproval with which they seem to be viewed by
senior Embassy and some military officials, they respond with a passionate and unanimous contempt of their own. They have formed a
closed group, cemented together by a sense of maltreatment
from the
GVN and the Embassy. They have convinced themselves that they are
the only ones who know or will recognize the truth about the situation
in Viet-Nam. Any contrary views from Embassy-MAC/V
officials are
dismissed as untruthful and deceitful.
It is essential that a useful dialogue be re-established and this can
be done if Embassy-MAC/V
officers embark upon a concerted effort
to woo individual reporters.
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From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, July 27, 19634

p.m.

143. For Lodge from Nolting.
1, When I was in Washington,
I had some discussion on economic
aid levels for FY 1964. These conversations
neither very definitive nor
conclusive largely for lack time to go deeply into matter. Since my
return Saigon, have reviewed
five-year
military plan prepared by
MAAG connection 1965 MAP submission
and economic projections
prepared by USOM. In my view, most difficult economic-financialpolitical problem looms ahead here during next few years. Elements of
problem are: meeting security objectives in face increasing belligerence
part ChiComs, getting GVN come forward with necessary increased
levels financing necessary prosecute war, avoidance dangerous inflation, planned reductions U.S. economic aid.
2. Last year U.S. provided $95 million for commercial import
program; there was additionally available about $30-35 million from
prior years’ funds (pipeline), making total $125 million approximately
for licensing imports. Most recent messages from Washington indicate
plans for $80 million or less this year with no prior years’ funds to add.
This figure should not be frozen, I think, until all elements of equation
have had careful consideration by you.
3. In summer 1961, U.S. and GVN undertook joint study which
resulted in what is now referred to as Staley-Thuc report * in context of
conditions as they existed that time. From this study resulted mutual
understanding
and/or governmental
agreement on force levels, exchange rates, appropriate
levels of GVN exchange reserves, deficit
financing of war expenditures,
and need for other economic reforms
on part GVN. Though their performance
uneven with respect such
matters as in deal [sic] tax collections, reduction unessential imports,
etc., GVN have followed
through on important parts undertakings
including deficit financing for war activities, and exchange rate revisions. Furthermore,
they have drawn down exchange reserves substantially below figure set in report. It is perhaps unfortunate that level
of reserves only item quantified
giving VN strong talking point
whereas other measures connected austerity which do not have such
benchmarks
have not been pursued to our satisfaction.
4. We now facing changed set of conditions
from those confronting us in 1961 when primary emphasis on war build-up. We now
(in terms military planning) looking to termination active insurgency
I Source: Department
of State, Central
’ See vol. I, pp. 179 ff.
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by end 1965, involving changes force levels thereafter with its own set
political problems, peak military expenditures 1964, 1965 and high
plateau continuing expenditures for economic development, expanded
police, and essential military needs thereafter, We encountering increasing difficulty obtaining large-scale appropriations
for mutual
security in light our domestic budgetary deficits and balance payments
problems. GVN image in U.S. has not improved-quite
the contrary in
recent months. Lack of forcefulness their part in imposing austerity, by
decreasing unessential imports and increasing tax collections (there
has been increase in tax collections, but not enough) and their lack of
drive in promoting exports make case for more economic aid difficult.
Nevertheless, even if they take all possible measures, the facts would
argue for amounts substantially greater than those now being proposed.
5. I therefore come to conclusion it in our interest to undertake a
new study, preferably by same people (Staley and Thuc), in light of
new conditions both here and in U.S. Otherwise we face series partial
negotiations, some dealing with force levels and military expenditures,
some with austerity and self-help measures, others with aid levels and
local currency financing of war. And yet these all inter-related in fact
and, equally as important, inter-related in a political and psychological
sense. When Staley Mission first proposed in 1961, many skeptical as
to this approach as substitute for normal bilateral negotiations. When
completed, we all convinced results good especially since GVN recognized study as sincere joint effort get at facts and reach conclusions on
basis those facts rather than as exercise in negotiation from preconceived position. This both tribute to Staley’s and Thuc’s handling of
study and sine qua non for confidence and performance on part GVN.
I would hope that a new study would lead not only to understandings
on a broad front in specific and quantified terms but also agreement on
specific measures to be taken during next few years.
6. In light foregoing, I would suggest that before your departure,
you might wish fully explore all aspects this thorny problem with
Washington offices concerned, with view to(a) Obtaining Department approval to pro osal for new study and
determine if and when Staley available three- Pour week study.
(b) Urging DOD reach early decision on military
lan submitted
by CINCPAC to JCS. This important element in any stu z y to be made.
(c) Urging AID/W hold open question economic aid levels 1964
and be prepared accept major changes to 1965 submission which just
going forward.
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’ On August
13, the Department
of State and AID
ting’s proposal
that a decision
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Lodge has had time formulate
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responded
to Ambassador
Nolmission”
should be deferred
his own evaluation.”
(Telegram
S WET)

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, July 28, 1963-4

p.m.

144. Some encouraging
news and symptoms
over past several
days re Buddhist problem-but
also several perplexing developments.
Was assured yesterday by Bui Van Luong (Interior Minister) that
government
would use no repressive measures against further Buddhist demonstrations,
having concluded that most people bored with
Buddhist agitation and becoming convinced that GVN proposals just
and sincere attempt settle religious problem. Thus he thought no real
risk in letting up on security measures. This checks with info received
independently
from Diem’s doctor, who told me that in his presence
Diem had called Interior Minister, Colonel Y (secret police chief), and
Saigon Police Chief to instruct them not to use force or arrests against
Buddhist agitators or demonstrators,
This may be overly optimistic
reading, but nevertheless
instructions
are along lines we have been
advocating.
May be crucial in connection with big demonstration
planned by Buddhists for Tuesday, July 30, which is seventh and final
weekly memorial of Quang Due’s death. There has been much publicity about this, with Buddhist appeals to shopkeepers and civil servants
and others to quit work and demonstrate.
Self-sacrifice of Buu Hoi’s
mother also forecast by her for this date. (Buu Hoi has not yet returned
to Saigon as expected and requested by government,
and this is disturbing.)
Meanwhile,
Vice President Tho tells me that Buddhist leaders
have semi-agreed
to meet with government
commission
on provisional basis (i.e., with no terms of reference set and free to leave if they
’ Source: Department
of State, Central
bution. Repeated to CINCPAC.
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don’t like set-up) on July 31. Tho said that in telephone talks his
contact, a moderate Buddhist leader, said in effect that they (Buddhist
leaders) wanted to try one more wingding before agreeing to sit down
in joint sessions. Tho worried re outcome Tuesday’s events, but unable
persuade Buddhists to meet beforehand.
Thuan tells me that Diem couldn’t bring himself to invite directly
and publicly Tich Tinh Kiet to come to see him, but did send word
through Tho that he would see him if requested. (This of course misses
main point my recommendation,
but may nevertheless help some.)
Talked to Mau about getting Buu Hoi back here quick, and he
agreed to send him another SOS. Said Buu Hoi had heart condition
which made it dangerous for him to travel (somebody else said bad
liver). I said I reckoned he’d have worse than that if he didn’t come
back soon.
Several members of government
have assured me that, for present, nobody seems to be trying to undercut policy of conciliation.
However,
one report to contrary is that Nhu did order veterans demonstration, which he later repudiated (cannot vouch for accuracy).
Finally, I have had serious word from Vice President, Thuan, and
Mau that GVN continues to receive reports (with some details) that
several official Americans are encouraging Buddhists to continue agitation until Lodge arrives and U.S. pulls rug on Diem. Disavowing
again such nonsense (which my informants
also discounted),
I am
nevertheless
taking measures to cut to essential minimum contacts of
American officials with Buddhists in pagodas (especially Xa Loi), and
investigating
certain apparently
unauthorized
contacts, which may
have given rise to suspicions among many gullible people. One good
reason for doing so is possibility
that Saigon police, already overstrained, may come to put credence in such rumors, which would be
bad. I shall lay out facts fully to Diem and Tho when I get them.
Atmosphere calm over weekend.

Nolting
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From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, 11.4~30, 1963-l

p.m.

151. CINCPAC for POLAD. Dept pass DOD, JCS for action. Task
Force/Saigon Message. Deptel 1055 ’ requested by first week July full
report and evaluation all herbicide operations to serve as basis decision whether to continue defoliation and crop destruction.
During period 1 Jan-30 June 63, only two herbicide operations
conducted, first consisting of crop destruction in western Thua Thien
Province and second of defoliation of segments of Cua Lon-Bo De
Rivers in An Xuyen.
Crop Destruction

Crop destruction operation by hand spray was initiated 6 Feb but
discontinued
after destruction approximately
12 hectares as result
change in military plans and logistical difficulties. Operation which
resumed 13 May 1963 has resulted in destruction of approximately
75
percent of approved 140 hectares. Crops include rice, corn and manioc; susceptibility to agent demonstrated by fact marked changes visible 30 minutes to one hour after treatment. In 24 to 48 hours crops lose
all color and signs of life.
It is considered too early to evaluate effects on VC of destruction
these crops. Moreover, it will be difficult differentiate between food
denied VC as result use herbicides and that resulting from crop destruction by other means. Nevertheless, there numerous indications
VC food shortage Thua Thien Province, and it is estimated that destruction capability of unit using herbicides as much as four times that
of hand destruction. As part of 1st ARVN Division food denial program, it is estimated that a total of 69.8 tons of food will be denied to
VC as result current Thua Thien food destruction operations (this is in
addition to 140 tons of VC stored food destroyed).
No Montagnards have been relocated as result this operation,
Active psywar program using leaflets carried on.
Defoliation

An Xuyen defoliation operation carried out June 6-9, 1963. Complete evaluation of the results of this operation are premature since
reaction time of different species involved varies from 15-60 days. In
those target areas where growth consisted of mangrove, complete
’ Source: Department
CINCPAC.
*Document
110.

of State,

Central

Files, POL

27-10
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defoliation occurred within two weeks after treatment. Approximately
one to five percent of leaves on hardwood trees appear to have turned
yellow and fallen off to date. Continuing evaluation in process,
Although in mangrove areas visibility has increased 60-70 percent, no change in VC tactics as yet reported. Intelligence indicates few
people in the target area at time of spraying aware mission had been
executed. Psywar efforts were directed to leaflet distribution immediately after spraying.
There has been no apparent damage to crops in sprayed area. In
view of limited extent and recent execution of these operations, they
are not considered to provide sufficient information on which to base
decision on future use of herbicides. TF/Saigon is hopeful operations
scheduled for near future will provide additional
information
on
which base such decision. One additional
defoliation
operation,
Danhim powerline, was completed on July 27. Approval for three
additional defoliation (including defoliation of road and road right of
way Zone D) and two crop destruction operations has been requested
by RVNAE
There have been a total of 10 defoliation projects to date in addition to a number of defoliation research trials. Of these, 8 were essentially concerned with proof test of the system in the environment of
which 6 designed to function. As such tact wage [tactical?] considerations were not in all cases paramount. The remaining two projects, i.e.
Vau Lon-Be De rivers and Danhim powerline, have been based, in
toto, on tactical needs and considerations.
TF/Saigon recommends Washington decision on future use herbicides be deferred until results further evaluation report, which we
propose send prior October 1, are received.
Nolting
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Memorandum
of a Telephone Conversation Between the
Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs (Harriman) and
the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs
(Hilsman), Washington,
August 1,1963,9:55 a.m.’

WAH told RH that he was disturbed about the reports of Nolting’s
statement on the Buddhists2-WAH
said he ought to be recalled at
once. RH said he couldn’t agree more but in his defense he ought to
say that it was distorted and taken out of context. WAH said why
should he make public statements and RH replied he shouldn’t. WAH
said he thought when he leaves he ought to be instructed not to make
any public statement-or
on second thought WAH said that might be
awkward
but should clear his statement first in the Dept. WAH also
said since he was due to come home about the 13th it was probably
not necessary to recall him. RH said he would draft a cable. 3
I Source: Library
of Congress,
Harriman
Papers, Telephone
Conversations,
Transcribed by Eleanor G. McGann
of Harriman’s
staff.
’ In an interview
with UP1 on July 28, Nolting
replied to a question about religious
persecution
and the Buddhist
crisis as follows:
“I myself, I say this very frankly,
after
almost two and one half years here, have never seen any evidence
of religious
persecution, in fact I have the feeling that there is a great deal of religious
toleration
among
Vietnamese
people at all levels.”
(Telegram
161 from Saigon, August 1; Department
of
State, Central Files, SOC-1 S VIET)
On July 31, the Inter-Sect
Committee
for the Defense
of Buddhism
released
a
statement
taking issue with Nolting’s
statement.
An open letter to Nolting,
August 1,
signed by “a group of Vietnamese
patriots”
and distributed
to the news media at Xa Loi
Pagoda on August
1, attacked
Nolting’s
integrity
and understanding
of the Buddhist
situation.
Superior
Bonze Tien Khiet on behalf of the Inter-Sect
Committee
sent President Kennedy
a telegram
protesting
Nolting’s
statement.
Nolting
also received
a letter
from bonze Tam Chau deploring
his statement
to the UP1 correspondent,
(Telegrams
156, 159, and 160 from Saigon, July 31, August 1, and August 1, respectively;
all ibid.)
’ The cable, telegram
144 to Saigon, August 1, 7:25 p,m, reads as follows:
“Press play here of Buddhist
communique
(Embtel 156) commenting
on your statement is, as you can imagine,
unfortunate,
preserving
distortion
your actual statement,
This raises question of how to handle your farewell remarks,
which I presume you could
not avoid. What ideas do you have about this? Would appreciate
opportunity
to comment on planned remarks
from Washington
vantage point.” (Ibid., POL S VIET-US)
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Report’

Washington, August 2, 1963.

SUBJECT
Assessment
of the Progress of the War Against
During the First Half of 1963

the Viet Cong

in South

Vietnam

The following assessment was prepared by the source in response
to a request and also reflects the opinions of Ambassador Frederick E.
Nolting, Jr. and other Embassy officers.
1. Summary. Although the progress made in the complex counterinsurgency program in the last six months failed to produce a turning
point in the war against the Viet Cong (VC), nothing occurred to
change our basic belief that the VC will eventually be defeated, provided that the Buddhist crisis is resolved satisfactorily and the security
of South Vietnam is not endangered by the deterioration of the situation in Laos. The war with the VC is being brought under control
through the successful implementation
of:
a. The isolation of the VC from the people b means of the
Province Rehabilitation
Pro ram and the Strate ic x amlet Program,
which have as yet not camp f eted the task, but w a ich have made solid
progress as evidenced by the increasing VC harassment and attacks on
strategic hamlets and the initially encouraging results of the Chieu Hoi
(Surrender) program.
b. Military operations designed to keep the VC off balance, harass
their base areas, and ultimately to destroy the regular VC formations
are difficult to assess. However, the VC have been hurt in I and II
Corps areas, to a lesser extent in III Corps area, but, whether they have
been si nificantly hurt in IV Corps area is problematical.
c. f nterdiction of reinforcements from North Vietnam through an
effective border program is most difficult to implement, but the training and em lacement of border control teams have accelerated durin
the period. F he problem of atrolling the long borders between Sout i?
Vietnam and Laos and Cam %odia is a staggering one and perhaps the
ultimate answer to the roblem of infiltration is to deny the infiltrators, along with the V P already in South Vietnam, any theater of
operations within the country.
2. The Buddhist crisis has placed an increased strain on the Diem
regime and raises the possibility of jeopardy to future progress in
counterinsurgency
operations. Much will depend on the manner in
which the crisis is resolved, most particularly with respect to the degree to which the Diem regime has been weakened or to the viability
of any successor regime should Diem fall. At the moment, Diem seems
to have an at least temporary advantage over his Buddhist antagonists.
’ Source: U.S. Army Military
Historical
Institute,
Routine; No Dissem Abroad;
Background
Use Only.
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For the first six months of 1963, there is little evidence that the
counterinsurgency
campaign is materially affected by the Government
of Vietnam (GVN) difficulties with the Buddhists.
In any event, a
recapitulation
of the developments
over the past six months is valid at
this time if only to show how much we have to lose in terms of
momentum in the anti-VC operations if the current crisis persists and
becomes more serious.
3. Although the past six months failed to produce a turning point
in the war against the VC, a slow but steady progress was recorded in
the many facets of the complex counterinsurgency
program. The period under review saw the essential completion of the joint GVN/US
buildup of the necessary manpower
and resources to do the job; the
refinement of the National Campaign Plan guiding the war against the
VC was worked
out jointly by the USMACV
and the GVN Joint
General Staff; and, in an accelerated implementation
of these programs in the field, marked especially by the stepped-up infusion of
American fiscal and material aid into the Province Rehabilitation/
Strategic Hamlet Programs. The progress made perhaps failed to live
up to the expectations held at the beginning of the year and was of
course more discernible in some areas than in others, but nothing
occurred to change our basic belief that the GVN/US
partnership is on
the right track and that the VC will eventually be defeated, provided
that the Buddhist crisis is resolved shortly in a reasonably satisfactory
manner, and provided that the deterioration
in Laos does not further
endanger the security of South Vietnam.
4. In order to provide a more detailed analysis of the counterinsurgency effort during the past six months, the balance of this report is
divided into three parts according to what we consider the broad areas
of endeavor which must be successfully
carried out if the war is to be
brought under control.
A. The isolation of the VC from the people with the rogressive
constriction
of the enemy into mountain, Piedmont and B elta wastelands, and the channelling of the eoples’ energies into political, economic and social development of t K eir hamlets;
8. The military operations designed to keep the VC off balance,
harass their base areas and ultimately to destroy the regular VC formations; and,
C. The interdiction
of reinforcements
from North
Vietnam
through an effective border program.
[Here follows

a 16-page detailed analysis of parts A, B, and C.]
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of State to the Embassy in

Washington, August 5, 1963-3:03

p.m.

160. Embtel 173.’ Madame Nhu’s attack on Buddhists plus reported threat by Nhu (Reuters despatch of August 3) 3 to crush Xa Loi
as part of “coup” attempt appears here to indicate GVN may well be
preparing move from conciliatory to strong repressive policy. Burning
of second monk 4 and “fortification”
Xa Loi suggests Buddhists will not
be easily put down.
If you have not already done so, you are to make it clear to Diem
and Nhu that we regard both Nhu’s statements as inflammatory
and
most unwise. These statements give us as well as Buddhists
little
ground to hope GVN is actually interested in carrying out conciliatory
policy promised by Diem on several occasions. You may say further
that public opinion in US is such that if Xa Loi is “crushed”,
they must
expect that USG would promptly and publicly denounce the action.

Ball
I Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limited
Distribution.
Drafted
by Heavner
and Kattenburg
and approved
by
H&man.
Repeated to CINCPAC
for POLAD.
’ Telegram
173, August 3, reported
on Madame
Nhu’s August 3 speech before a
Women’s
Paramilitary
Youth training
class. She “denounced
the Buddhists
as seditious
elements
who use the most odious Communist
tactics to subvert
the country.”
(Daily
Summary;
ibid., Daily Summaries:
Lot 65 D 142. Telegram
173 is ibid., Central
Files,
I’OL 6 S VIET)
’ The Reuters despatch was printed in The New York Times, August 5.
’ At noon, August 4, novice bonze Huyhn
Van Le burned himself to death in front
of the Monument
aux Morts,
Phan Thiet, Binh Thuan Province.
This self-immolation
was not part of a larger demonstration
nor procession,
and it was not witnessed
by news
reporters
or photographers,
Telegrams
178 and 183 from Saigon, August
5 and 6,
contain reports
of U.S. officials
who later investigated
the suicide.
(Ibid., SOC 14-S
VIET) Both telegrams
are published
in Declassified
Documents
1975, 3198 and 319C,
respectively.
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Memorandum
From the Assistant Secretary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs (Hilsman) to the Acting Secretary of State’
Washington, August 6, 1963.

SUBJECT
Buddhist

Problem

The following
Viet-Nam.

in Viet-Nam

is a status report on the Buddhist situation in South

1. Situation Summary

Certain events in the last two weeks have pointed to an amelioration
of the situation:

a. Diem’s radio broadcast of July 18 2 expressing the Government’s
“utmost spirit of conciliation;”
b. Removal of the barricades around the agodas in Saigon;
c. Release by the Government of most, iPnot all, those arrested in
the Buddhist demonstrations;
d. The July 30 Buddhist manifestations were orderly and peaceful
and the Government police were at pains to avoid incidents.
On the other hand, the following events of the last two weeks point to
continued trouble and unrest:
a. The Buddhists continue to refuse to meet with Vice President
Tho’s committee to investigate complaints.
b. The Government continues to refuse to identify and punish the
officials responsible for the May 8 deaths, which it considers an impossible Buddhist demand.
c. Ngo Dinh Nhu, in an August 3 interview, 3 virtual1 threatened
to crush the Buddhist headquarters at Xa Loi Pagoda. B n the same
day, Madame Nhu made a speech violently attacking the Buddhist
leadership. 4
2. Analysis
We conclude that the situation remains tense, volatile and potentially
explosive. We anticipate further Buddhist demonstrations quite possibly
resulting in violence and additional incidents.
a. There are increasing signs that the Buddhist leadership will
attempt to prolong the dispute until the Government is overthrown.
’ Source: Kennedy
Library,
Hilsman
Papers, Countries,
Vietnam.
Kattenburg.
‘See Document
228.
3 Nhu also warned
that if the Buddhist
crisis was not resolved,
anti-American
and anti-Buddhist
coup. See footnote
3, swpra.
’ See footnote
2, supra.
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b. It is increasingly likely that the Buddhist leaders now feel that
they have gone too far to sto and revert to atience and conciliation.
They may well fear later reta Piation by Ngo LYinh Nhu if the dispute is
resolved and Diem remains in power.
Continued unrest will, of course, play into the hands of the various
coup groups which we know to be plotting Diem’s overthrow.
a. We estimate the chances of an attempted coup in the next few
months at SO-SO.
b. The odds of success of a coup are much more difficult to
estimate but may also be about SO-SO.

lf Diem is overthrown, the risks of the interregnum period are great
but they are probably lessgreat than they were a year ago.
a. The insur ency situation is under considerably better control.
b. There stiP1 has not emerged a clear alternative leadership to
Diem, but a military junta-with
or without Tho as figurehead-is the
most likely. Yet, neither the rise of Ngo Dinh Nhu to power, at least
for a period, nor civil war between several non-Communist factions
can be ruled out of the equation.
c. We have an approved contingency plan,5 which [we?] are continuousl reviewing and attempting to perfect, to throw all our influence bex ind Tho and the military if a serious, and likely successful,
attempt were made against Diem.
d. In addition, we are urgently seeking further but discreet contact
with oppositionist elements, military and civilian, in order to give us a
better chance to manipulate the outcome of a coup attempt.
lf Diem is not overthrown, it is becoming increasingly likely that he
will ultimately try to resolve the Buddhist problem by meansof repression.

If so, it is quite possible that his popular support will be so reduced that he could no longer hope to defeat the Viet Cong.
3. Policy Guidelines
On the Buddhist issue, we should continue privately to press
Diem and the GVN to take all measures required to conciliate the
dispute. Our public praise of the GVN should continue to be reserved
for specific acts, and we should avoid praise of the regime in general.
On the more general question of Diem and his regime, our policy
should continue to be neither to encourage nor to discourage coup
attempts. We do not know whether or not Diem can survive. With all
that is at stake in Viet-Nam, we obviously cannot afford to back a loser
but we are not yet in a position to pick a winner with any confidence.
This should remain our posture until the trend of events has
further crystallized and Ambassador Lodge has had a chance to establish himself.
’ Enclosure

to Document

133.
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Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State ’

to the Department

Saigon, August 7, 1963-9

p.m.

189. CINCPAC
for POLAD. Deptel 160. ’ I have received today
categoric assurances from Ngo Dinh Nhu that he is supporting
fully
and with both hands Diem’s announced policy of conciliation vis-&vis
the Buddhists.
In answer to direct question of whether
he favors
“crushing”
Xa Loi Pagoda or its inmates through any means (i.e.
directly, or by means of a coup d’etat or by a false coup d’etat), he said
that he did not favor any such move. On contrary, he is convinced, he
said, that government must continue to try to conciliate Buddhists, to
make further concessions,
and to demonstrate
to Vietnamese people
and to world absolute sincerity of President Diem’s July 18 declaration. 3 He claimed that he had been urging this course upon the Tho
commission
as well as upon Diem, specifically that Tho commission
should commence investigations
of all complaints immediately, unilaterally if Decessary, keeping door always open for Buddhist participation. (I understand
from other sources that this is going to be done
next week.) Nhu stated that any other interpretation
of Reuters dispatch was erroneous. I summarized
long discussion this point in approximately
above language and told him I was going to so report to
my government.
He said that this would be an accurate report and a
truthful statement of his position. He added that this position represented a politically
risky course in Viet-Nam,
since many people,
including large segment of the Army, felt that it represented weakness
on the part of the government towards a movement which was standing in the way of, if not actually subverting, the war effort and victory
over the Viet Cong. He nevertheless
reiterated that he would stand
behind this policy, since he was convinced it offers the best way out. I
told him, as I have once before, that if he was telling me the truth, he
is a most misunderstood
man. He replied that he knew he was misunderstood, but I could rely on his word. The conversation was direct but
friendly.
Regarding Madame Nhu’s speech to the Women’s
Solidarity
Movement, I told him that it was considered by my government
and
myself, as well as by a number of Vietnamese with whom I had
spoken, as inflammatory
and directly contrary to the President’s policy
of conciliation. I said that our own governmental,
Congressional
and
public opinion could not understand or accept the contradictions
be-

Limit

’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
* Document
245.
‘See Document
228.
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tween the government policy and her speech. I was sorry to say this
but it was necessary if we were to retain our present relationships.
Nhu did not defend the content of his wife’s speech, but defended at
great length her right to make it as a private citizen who “does not
speak for the government”.
I told him in all frankness that he and the
President could not expect this explanation to be accepted in my
country, and I thought not in Viet-Nam. He said nobody realized, for
example, that Madame Nhu had not seen President Diem for two
months, that he and his family do not have meals with the President
except on special occasions (under a mutually satisfactory arrangement), that she is in fact a private citizen who, he insisted, has the
right to express her own views.
I am seeing President Diem on this matter and on others early
tomorrow morning.
Nolting

248.

Telegram From the Department
Vietnam ’

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, August 8,1963-g

p.m.

178. Just as report your interview with Ngo Dinh Nhu (Embtel
189) 2 reassured us somewhat, Halberstam story carrying Mme Nhu’s
latest outburst appeared this morning NY Times (see septel). 3
You are accordingly to seek new interview with Diem and tell him
again that while we recognize Mme Nhu is private citizen rather than
GVN official it clear we cannot ignore such destructive and insulting
statements by person so clearly identified with him. Diem cannot
overlook effect this has of undercutting
his authority and creating
image abroad that he being led around by apron strings.
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, I’OL 15-1 S VIET. Secret. Drafted
by
Heavner
and Kattenburg,
cleared in substance by Harriman
and in draft by Forrestal,
and approved
by Hilsman.
Repeated
to CINCPAC
for POLAD.
2 Supm.
3 Reference
is to telegram
175 to Saigon, August 8, in which the Department
sent
the Embassy summaries
of two related front-page
stories on Vietnam
in The New York
Times, August
8. The first was by David Halberstam
in Saigon, entitled
“Mrs.
Nhu
Denounces
U.S. for ‘Blackmail’
in Vietnam”;
the second was by Tad Szulc in Washington and reported
on growing
concern
in the Kennedy
administration
that the Diem
government
would not survive
unless it became more willing
to compromise
on Buddhist demands.
(Department
of State, Central Files, POL S VIET-US)
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Contradictory
statements on Buddhist policy by President and
Mme Nhu leave us, and Vietnamese people as well, in dark as to
actual policy GVN pursuing. Seems essential to us that GVN at this
time and without any equivocation publicly reaffirm conciliatory posture on Buddhist issue. This will require at lease implied repudiation
Mme Nhu’s remarks.
Tell Diem that since he has assured us he following
policy of
conciliation and since Nhu has reiterated his support this policy to you
as late as August 7, USG now regards it as absolutely required that
Nhu make public statement confirming he in fact supports this policy.
Public statement Nhu and further conciliatory
statements
by
Diem would go some ways toward assuaging doubts in USG. Tell
Diem frankly, however,
that at this crucial juncture most convincing
action vis-a-vis both Vietnamese and US opinion would be to remove
Mme Nhu from scene. We have in mind action similar to that taken in
early years Diem regime when she sent to Hong Kong convent.
You could note that in Halberstam’s
story Mme Nhu claims Diem
has no following his own right, and that he must depend on her and
his brothers for popular support. 4 In Time magazine cover story,5
Mme quoted as stating “scornfully,”
connection Diem’s policy of conciliation: “President
too often wants what French call ‘a circle with
corners’. He would like to conciliate as the Americans desire, smooth,
no bloodshed, everyone shaking hands.“
Ball
’ In telegram
180 to Saigon, August 9, the Department
of State informed
the Embassy that 7%e Nem York Times and The Washington
Post of August
9 both contained
editorials
critical of Madame
Nhu. The Department
provided
extracts and noted that
they might also be useful to Nolting
in his upcoming
discussion
with Diem. (Ibid.)
’ Time, August 9, 1963, pp. 21-25.
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Memorandum
From Michael V. Forrestal of the National
Security Council Staff to the President 1
Washington, August 9, 2963.
SOUTH

VIETNAM

The principal recent development
in the situation in South Vietnam has been the growing number of contradictory
statements made
by official and semi-official Vietnamese on the Buddhist question.
Brother Nhu was reported late last week to have told a Reuters
correspondent
that he favored the forceful crushing of Buddhist political activity. ’ Two days later, when queried by Ambassador Nolting, he
denied having made such a statement and insisted that he was “2fistedly behind the Government’s
policy of conciliation.“3
Three days ago Madame Nhu, in a speech to a graduating class of
the Women’s Solidarity League, attacked the Buddhists violently and
followed this up in an interview with a New York Times correspondent
(Halberstam)
which I am sure you have seen. 4
The Department
has instructed Nolting to go back to Diem and
suggest to him that Madame Nhu is undermining
his position as
President and should be sent out of the country. Nolting has also been
instructed to ask Diem publicly to reaffirm the Government’s
policy of
conciliation (Saigon 178 attached). ’
In the meantime Madame Nhu has issued another blast, which is
carried on the front page of the government
newspaper
“Times of
Vietnam”. (Saigon 190 attached) 6
Hilsman is opposed to going any further at the moment and
specifically does not think that the time has come for the United States
publicly and officially to indicate disapproval
of the GVN’s actions
’ Source: Kennedy
Library,
National
Security
Files, Vietnam
Country
Series, S/l/
63-S/20/63.
Secret. A note on the source text reads: “Taken
from Pres. week-end
reading dtd S/9/63.”
’ See footnote
3, Document
245.
3 See Document
247.
’ See footnote
3. suzrru.
’ Supra. Telegram
178 to Saigon was not attached to the source text, but a copy is in
the Kennedy
Library,
National
Security Files, Vietnam
Country
Series.
b According
to telegram
190 from Saigon, not attached, ‘the Times of Vie&Nam
on
August
8 carried a declaration
by Madame
Nhu reiterating
her contention
made in a
CBS News interview
of August
1 that the Buddhist
leaders were trying to topple the
Government
of the Republic of Vietnam.
She defended
her statement
made on the news
broadcast
that all the Buddhists
had done was to “barbecue
a bonze”
with “imported
gasoline.”
Madame
Nhu claimed the Buddhist
leaders were neither true religious
leaders nor representative
of the Vietnamese
people. (Department
of State, Central
Files,
SOC 14-1 S WET) A copy of telegram
190 is in the Kennedy
Library,
National
Security
Files, Vietnam
Country
Series, S/1/63-8/20/63.
I
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and policies. My own feeling is that we must take into consideration
a
growing domestic and international body of opinion which is becoming more and more critical of our intimate association with Diem.
Cambodia, Ceylon and Nepal have raised the Buddhist issue with
the Secretary General of the UN and it is our best judgment that it is
likely that the matter will come up in the General Assembly.
I am suggesting to Roger and Averell that we consider the kind of
U.S. statement which will tread the difficult line between accidentally
precipitating
an upheaval in Saigon and affirming publicly the U.S.
position on questions of religious tolerance, specifically in Vietnam.
Military and economic activities against the VC in the provinces
still show no signs of having been adversely affected by the Buddhist
controversy;
but it is now the estimate of the intelligence community
that the possibilities
of a successful coup in the next 3 months are
about even. In this connection, I have asked on your behalf that the
Defense Department review their contingency planning for the protection and evacuation of Americans who are in Saigon; and the CIA to
work with State in producing a re-evaluation
of all information
we
have on coup plotting, so as to give the Department
and the field a
basis for decision in the event an accident occurs.
No decisions are required from you at this time, but you may wish
to give some guidance during the next week when it becomes more
clear what the real intentions of the GVN or the Buddhists are.

250.

Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State ’

to the Department

Saigon, August IO, 1963-7 p.m.
204. This report dictated before receipt Deptel 178. ’
Regret my delay reporting series talks with Diem, Nhu and others
in effort curb Madame Nhu and make clear GVN policy conciliation
on Buddhist issue. This business has been fast-moving,
and Dept will
appreciate difficulties keeping reporting up to date.
Fact is Madame Nhu is out of control of everybody-her
father,
mother, husband and brother-in-law.
’ Source: Department
Limit

Distribution.
2 Document

Repeated
248.

of State, Central
to CINCPAC.

Files,

POL

15-1

S WET.

Secret;

Priority;
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President Diem promised me, after talks in which I pulled no
punches (Deptel 178), to “consider”
what he could do about her; said
he’s been thinking she ought to take a rest. That is as far as he would
go. Results to date have been worse than negative. At same time, there
have been positive developments
on side of GVN: reaffirmations
by
Diem, as well as Nhu, that GVN through Tho committee intends
faithfully to pursue policy of conciliation. Tho committee’s announcement of investigation
of all complaints and request for details,3 keeping door open for joint investigations-measures
which are having, I
think, noticeable effect on Vietnamese public opinion, despite Madame Nhu.
I told President Diem very frankly, when he said that she spoke
only as a private citizen, that this would not wash in the outside world
and I did not think it would wash in Viet-Nam. I told him he could not
expect to maintain present relationship
with US Government
if he
would not take this matter into his own hands, back-up his Ambassador in Washington,4
and remove the appearance of schizophrenia
from his government. He took this seriously and promised to consider
what he could do. I also bore down heavily on the UN aspect.
In talks with Vice President, Thuan, Nhu, Mau, [less than 1 line
not declassified], Buu Hoi, and others, have been trying to line up ideas
and solid front on next moves.
Following
(a)
(b)
(c)
I intend

are possibilities:

“Leave of absence” for Madame Nhu, perhaps in Rome;
Further church admonition to Archbishop
Thuc;
Direct approach to Madame Nhu by me, after telling Diem that
doing so.

Re Deptel 178, action proposed para 2, 3 and
taken and being pressed. I do not think it is a good
to have Nhu make public statement of support for
this brings into question who is running the GVN

in part 5 already
idea to urge Diem
Diem’s policy, as
and related prob-

3 In telegram
191 from Saigon, August 8, the Embassy reported
that on August 7 the
Interministerial
Committee
on the Buddhist
problem,
headed by Vice President
Tho,
issued a communique
inviting
relatives
of any person detained
as a result of the events
of July 16-l 7 in Saigon to write or telephone
the Committee
and provide
details so that
the Committee
could begin any necessary
investigation.
(Department
of State, Central
Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET)
’ Apparent
reference
to the statement
by the Vietnamese
Ambassador
in Washington, Tran Van Chuong
(Madame
Nhu’s father), that Madame
Nhu’s remarks
that all the
Buddhists
had done was “barbeque
a bonze”
with “imported
gasoline”
were impertinent and disrespectful.
Ambassador
Choung’s
remarks
were broadcast
by the Voice of
America in Vietnam,
August 6. (Telegram
190 from Saigon, August 8; ibid.)
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I am seeking

another

appoint-

Nolting
‘According
to telegram
185 to Saigon, August
12, the Department
of State, including
Ambassador-designate
Henry Cabot Lodge, reconsidered
and agreed with the
Embassy that Diem himself
should make a gesture in support
of the policy of conciliation with the Buddhists.
(Ibid., POL 15-1 S WET)

251.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, August 12,1963-6

p.m.

208. CINCPAC
for POLAD. Deptel 178.* Had very serious talk
with President Diem this morning. I feel he is impressed by gravity of
situation confronting
him, both internal and external. When he told
me that he would take seriously what I had said and would consider
what he could do to meet our demands, I told him this was not
enough-that
time was running out and that he had promised me the
same last week. Since then the situation had been made much worse
by Madame Nhu’s intemperate utterances. He then promised to let me
know this afternoon what he would do.
During course of lengthy conversation
(in which I did most of
talking), read him reftel word for word, explained points and pointed
out inter alia that we were now talking about doubts and misgivings in
US Government
itself, not in US public opinion. I drew heavily, perhaps exhaustively,
on store of goodwill and confidence, spoke absolutely frankly from point of view of partner in joint enterprise, could
detect no resentment
but rather a great sense of struggle between
family loyalties and public duty. In this connection I stressed to him
that as President his family is entire Vietnamese people and it must be
their welfare which must prevail.
My talk with Diem was preceded by a visit at my home last night
by Thuan (please protect source). Thuan summed up the feelings of
most Cabinet members and his own by saying that it was the 11th
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, POL 15-1 S Viet. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated
to CINCPAC.
According
to a note on another
copy, this telegram
was part of the President’s
weekend
reading
file of August
13.
(Kennedy
Library,
National
Security Files, Vietnam
Country
Series, g/1/63-8/20/63)
’ Document
248.
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hour for Diem to take charge of the government
and to act as President. I have reason to believe that this is an accurate summary of most
Cabinet opinion from conversations
I have had separately with nearly
all of them. I gave President Diem my own observations
and convictions regarding the attitude, not only of high officials of his own
government,
but of many lower Vietnamese; stressed absolute necessity for him to take account personally
of the crisis resulting from
Buddhist problem. I told him that not only abroad, but here in VietNam, it seemed clear that Madame Nhu, with the support of his
brother, was usurping his prerogatives
and control in this matter (he
vehemently
denied this) and that in my opinion and in that of my
government nothing would now eradicate that impression except vigorous and positive public action by him, demonstrating
his control
over his own government and repudiating Madame Nhu.
I will report further after hearing from him.
Another point should be added: Thuan (protect source) told me
last evening that he was convinced Madame Nhu had organized a
secret police squad of her own, headed by her brother, Tran Van
Khiem, and that already “illegal arrests” have been made by this
group. I asked him whether Nhu was in on this and he said he found it
impossible to believe that he was not. I told Diem that I had received
certain unverified information to this effect. He flatly denied that there
was any substance to it, saying among other things that he disliked
and distrusted Khiem and that his family would never do such a thing.
I told him I thought he had better look into it.
Throughout discussion, there was evident on Diem’s part a feeling
that it was not so much what Madame Nhu said but how she said it
that gave him trouble. He reverted again and again to the bad faith of
the bonzes, to their sabotage of the war effort, etc. He also mentioned
the pressure he was under from “good people” in the provinces and
elsewhere
not to knuckle under to the false monks. He complained
that nobody in the outside world recognized the falsity of the religious
issue or the fact that it was being used for subversive action, I told him
that what he had just said confirmed my suspicion that his policy was
in fact schizophrenic,
that he had entrusted a policy of conciliation to
the Vice President to implement and was himself condoning public
attacks upon the Buddhists
which made that policy impossible
to
implement; that he had to choose and do so decisively; that so far as
the US was concerned he had to stick to and implement fully the
policy of conciliation, and had to make certain public demonstrations
that he was doing so. Otherwise,
we could not support him.
He said that Vice President Tho was scheduled to make a restatement of government policy tomorrow,
and that he expected, after talks
with certain bonzes, that they would agree to joint investigations
of
the events in Phan Thiet. I seized upon this to press him most strongly
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to make that public declaration himself, in his own name and to take
advantage of this opportunity to subdue the rising tide of public feeling, at home and abroad, that he is not master of his own government.
If he responds at all positively to our demarche, I think it will be to
make this declaration himself, as a first step.
Nolting

252.

Telegram From the Department
Vietnam ’

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, August 13, 1963-7:20

p.m.

193. Embtels 219 and 220. 2 Appears here that Tho press conference projects essentially unbending and non-conciliatory
policy which
is in flat contradiction to Diem promise to take our advice and make an
announcement of GVN determination
to follow policy of conciliation.
We note that Tho appears indicate GVN intends prosecute Buddhists
for May 8 affair, which is in direct conflict with Buddhist insistence
GVN officials responsible for May 8 deaths. Such action is not only
refusal of Buddhist request that these officials be identified and punished but is sure to provide further and legitimate grounds for Buddhist charges of persecution. Tho statement to effect that Buddhists
arrested after June 16 may not enjoy clemency also sure to stimulate
further Buddhist protest. Comparison of Madame Nhu and Senator
Mansfield will not be well accepted here, and his remarks on Mme
Nhu will not suffice as GVN repudiation of her intemperate attacks on
Buddhists. 3
I Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Drafted
by Heavner,
cleared by Kattenburg,
and approved by Hilsman.
Repeated
to CINCPAC
for POLAD.
’ In telegram
219 from Saigon, August
13, the Embassy
sent highlights
of Tho’s
press conference
of August 13 based on the notes of a USIA employee
who attended
it.
(Ibid.) In telegram
220 from Saigon, also August 13, Nolting
reported
that at a farewell
dinner in his honor on the evening of August 12, Diem promised
to take U.S. advice and
issue a declaration
conciliatory
to the Buddhists.
According
to Nolting,
Diem also implied, without
actually
saying it, that his declaration
would repudiate
Madame
Nhu.
(Ibid., POL 15-l S WET)
‘According
to the account
contained
in telegram
219 from Saigon, Tho, in the
question-and-answer
part of his press conference,
described
Madame
Nhu’s recent
public statements
as the “personal
opinions”
of a prominent
member
of the Vietnamese
National
Assembly
and compared
them to Senator Mansfield’s
earlier reports
which
were critical of South Vietnam.
Tho noted that Mansfield
was a prominent
member
of
the U.S. Congress
and his criticism
did not result in a change in the Kennedy
adminis-
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Request your comments on above4 and estimate Diem intentions
at this time. FYI: Unless he takes appropriate actions soon we will be
compelled make public statement strongly critical of GVN handling
religious issue. End FYI.
Do you believe there is any chance that Diem would be willing to
take a “vacation”
together with Nhus at this time?5 It is conceivable
that Buddhist issue could be resolved in his absence, by Tho as Acting
President and brother Luyen filling Nhu’s role (or new job as caretaker
“Premier”)
and defending Ngo family interests. We suspect Diem was
fishing when he mentioned vacation, seeking to discover US desire to
get him off scene in order promote coup, but if there is possibility he
was in earnest, believe he should be taken up promptly on it. Would
be absolutely essential of course that both Nhus accompany him.
Worst sort of situation would be Diem on vacation and Nhus in full
charge.

Rusk
tration’s
support
of South Vietnam.
Tho suggested
that Madame
Nhu and Senator
Mansfield’s
situations
were comparable.
’ In telegram
222 from Saigon, August 14, the Embassy replied that it believed
the
Department
of State had interpreted
the Tho press conference
too negatively.
(Department of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S WET)
‘In telegram
222 from Saigon, the Embassy
stated that it believed
there was no
chance that Diem would take a vacation in company
with the Nhus.

253.

Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State ’

to the Department

Saigon, August 14,1963-g

p.m.

226. CINCPAC for POLAD. Deptels 178, 185, 193, Embtels 208,
220. * Delay and much hard negotiation on issuance of statement by
Diem. I saw him early this morning and he had slipped back into
postponement
and vacillation, which he attributed to Buddhist attacks
(banners, etc. in Saigon) against him and government and to attacks in
US press, especially New York Times story by Szulc from Washington
sources that Buddhist affair was affecting, or about to affect, war effort.
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, POL 15-l S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated to CINCI’AC.
2 Telegrams
178 and 193 to Saigon and telegram
208 from Saigon are Documents
248, 252, and 251, respectively.
Regarding
telegrams
185 to Saigon and 220 from
Saigon, see footnote
5, Document
250, and footnote
2, supra.
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In face these factors, he said that Ministerial Council had advised him
not to issue another conciliatory statement. I told him bluntly that for
our part we could not accept this; I had given him before our reasons
and he had promised to take positive action explaining clearly government’s position and, at least by implication,
repudiating position set
out so intemperately by Madame Nhu. This exchange occurred following ceremony this morning. I was supported by Chinese Ambassador
Yuen and Australian Ambassador Hill.
At eleven o’clock appointment to say goodbye to President Diem,
the exchange continued. We were absolutely frank with one another. I
drew heavily on reftels (minus last para Deptel 193 re vacation). He
maintained stoutly that neither the American press nor apparently the
American government understood the real dimensions or all complexities of Buddhist problem, nor did we understand the true situation
concerning the Ngo family and their individual contributions to the
independence of Viet-Nam. He went into great detail on this, stressing
particularly the absolute selflessness of Ngo Dinh Nhu’s contribution
to the cause. I stuck to the position it would be impossible for the US
Government
to continue our present relationship to him and to his
government if he did not promptly make a declaration which would
show clearly who was running the country, would undo some of the
damage done by Madame Nhu’s statements and would restore faith in
GVN’s intention to carry out its announced policy of conciliation.
Upshot finally was that he promised to make such a statement, if
possible before I leave tomorrow. We are working hard on the followup.3
At the close of this rather strenuous goodbye, President Diem was
courteous enough to say that he considered my tenure here to have
been one of the best souvenirs of his life, and that such frank exchanges as we had today would in no way mar our friendship. I said I
heartily reciprocated his sentiments, and I felt that Ambassador Lodge
would wish to deal with him on a similar basis of absolute frankness
in the interests of our two countries.
He asked me to thank President Kennedy for all he has done for
Viet-Nam. 4
Nolting
3 Diem’s statement
was made to newspaper
correspondent
Marguerite
Higgins.
As
quoted in The Herald Tribune, August 15, Diem stated “the policy of utmost reconciliation is irreversible”
and “that neither any individual
nor the government
could change it
at all.” In a veiled reference
to Madame
Nhu, Diem was quoted as saying, “It is only
because some have contributed,
either consciously
or unconsciously,
to raising doubts
about this government
policy that the solution
of the Buddhist affair has been retarded.”
’ On August
15, President
Kennedy
received
and read the President’s
Intelligence
Checklist,
August 15, which contained
an item entitled “South Vietnam”:
Contimed
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Note

Ambassador
Henry Cabot Lodge met with President Kennedy on
August 15 from 11 to 11:35 a.m. at the White House. (Kennedy Library, President’s
Log Book) No record of their discussion has been
found. Lodge subsequently
recalled that when he met with President
Kennedy on this occasion, he found the President “very much concerned by what was going on in Vietnam. He referred particularly
to
the famous Associated
Press picture of the Buddhist monk, Quang
Due, burning himself alive. I suppose that no news picture in recent
history had generated as much emotion around the world as that one
had. President Kennedy referred to that picture, to the overall importance of Vietnam, and to what was going on in Saigon-to
the fact
that apparently the Diem government
was entering a terminal phase.
He also mentioned the extremely bad relations that the Embassy had
with the press. He said, ‘I suppose that these are the worst press
relations to be found in the world today, and I wish you, personally,
would take charge of press relations.“’
(Oral history interview
with
Henry Cabot Lodge, August 4, 1965; Kennedy Library, Oral History
Program)
William J. Miller’s biography of Lodge, Henry Cabot Lodge, pages
337-338, also contains an account of this meeting based on Lodge’s
recollections.
“a. It took more pressure
from Ambassador
Nolting
during
their final meeting
yesterday
to get Diem to issue any statement
at all reaffirming
his government’s
policy
towards the Buddhists.
“b. The statement
seems to do this well enough and, implicitly
at least, to rebuke
Mme. Nhu, but it takes the form of an answer to a question from Marguerite
Higgins for
publication
in today’s Herald Tribune. Thus it could be disavowed
if need be, and few
Vietnamese
are likely to be aware of it anyway.”
It was also noted that tension in Hue was mounting
and more Buddhist monks and
nuns were volunteering
to sacrifice themselves.
(Kennedy
Library,
National
Security
Files, Chester V. Clifton Series)
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Memorandum
From the Director of the Vietnam Working
Group (Kattenburg) to the Assistant Secretary of State for
Far Eastern Affairs (Hilsman)’
Washington,

August 15,1963.

SUBIECT
GVN

Progress

in Struggle

Against

the Viet Cong

During

First Six Months

1963

REFERENCE
Saigon

203, August

10’

Reftel provides an excellent, thorough, very detailed account of
progress made by the GVN in the struggle against the Viet Cong
during the first six months of 1963. The most important aspects of the
progress made are as follows:
Population: MACV estimates GVN effectively controls 6,766,OOO
as of July 1, 1963, increase of 966,000 over July 1, 1962. (Total population SVN approximately
14.8 million.) GVN has predominant
control
of 3.5 million, decrease of about 100,000. Under neither GVN nor VC
control, about 600,000, increase of 489,000. Viet Cong controls about
700,000, decrease of over 400,000. Viet Cong has predominant
control
over l,OOO,OOO, decrease of almost 700,000. Overall, changes reflect
shift of population into GVN effective control category at more rapid
rate than a shift of territory into GVN effective control category.
Villages: GVN effectively controls 939 villages as of July 1, 1963,
an increase of 80 over July 1, 1962. GVN has predominance
in 741
villages, an increase of 41. Neither GVN nor VC control 148, an
increase of 114. VC controls 341 villages, a decrease of 113. Viet Cong
has predominance
in 375 villages, a decrease of 47.
VC Attacks: The VC was responsible for 6929 incidents of all kinds
during the first six months of 1963, compared to 10,270 during the first
half of 1962. VC attacks dropped by 36% and the scale of attacks also
declined. ARVN forces, during the first six months of 1963, inflicted
casualties on the VC at a somewhat higher rate than during the first six
months of 1962. Although weapons losses by GVN forces continue to
be a problem, improvement
has been noted on a statistical basis, and
greater proportion
of ARVN weapons losses occurred during a few
’ Source: Department
of State, Vietnam Working
Group Files: Lot 67 D 54, POL-1,
General Political.
Secret. Drafted by Conlon.
’ Telegram
203 contained
the summary
highlights
of the Embassy’s
Task Force
Weekly Progress Report. (Ibid., Central Files, POL 2 S VIET)
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well-conducted
actions on the part of the VC. In contacts with VC
forces the GVN forces continued to show improvement
in offensive
capability.

256.

Memorandum
From the Deputy Director for Plans, Central
Intelligence
Agency (Helms), to the Assistant Secretary of
State for Far Eastern Affairs (Hilsman)’
Washington, August 16, 1963.

SUBJECT
Transmittal

of Estimates

on Situation

in South

Vietnam

Attached hereto are estimates prepared by CIA in Saigon with
regard to Government of Vietnam instability, and the likelihood of a
coup d’etat, brought on by the continuing Buddhist crisis. Discussions
held at our 14 August meeting’ were based upon these reports.
For the Deputy Director (Plans):
W. E. Colby
Attachment

13

SUBJECT
Provisions

of the Constitution

which

Deal with

the Succession

to the Presidency

1. The President and the Vice President of South Vietnam are
elected for five year terms. After initial election they are eligible for reelection for two more terms and can therefore serve a total of 15 years.
Consequently, if Diem remains in office, he can run for re-election in
1966 for the third and final time, unless the Constitution is amended
in the interim. See Article 32.
2. Article 33 notes that apart from death in office, the President
may, after a medical examination, be declared incapacitated because of
serious illness by a four-fifths majority of the total number of delegates
in the National Assembly. Also, he may tender his resignation to the
National Assembly, and Article 33 puts no limitations upon his rea’ Source: Department
of State, Vietnam
Working
Group
Coup Rumors.
Secret, Copies of the covering
memorandum
sent to Krulak and Forrestal.
2 No record of these discussions
has been found.
’ Secret.

Files: Lot 67 D 54, POL 26,
and the attachments
were
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sons for resigning. Article 33 also provides for the President’s deposi-

tion by the Special Court of Justice, which consists of the President of
the High Court of Appeals and 15 deputies elected by each house of
the National Assembly, or 30 in all.
3. The Constitution provides for the simultaneous election of the
President and Vice President. In the event of departure of the former
from office for any reason, it is further provided that the Vice President
shall assume the title and office of President, with full rights and
duties, for the balance of the five year term. If both the President and
the Vice President fail to complete their term, however, an interim
caretaker arrangement is prescribed as indicated below.
4. Article 34 provides that in a circumstance in which there is no
President and no Vice President, the President of the National Assembly shall temporarily exercise the function of the President of the
Republic in order to expedite current affairs and to organize the election of a new President and a new Vice President within a maximum
period of two months.
5. Articles 41 and 42 conceivably could have some bearing on this
subject. Article 41 provides that for reasons of emergency the President may, between two sessionsof the National Assembly, sign orders
in council (meaning, presumably, that he can govern by decree). Article 42 provides that in case of emergency, war, internal disturbances or
financial or economic crisis, the National Assembly may vote a law
conferring on the President the power to sign orders in council for a
definite time and within definite limitations, with a view to enforcing
the policy defined by the National Assembly in the law by which it
delegates power to the President. Article 42 says nothing one way or
the other about whether the National Assembly could pass such a law
in favor of a former President of the National Assembly who might be
temporarily exercising the function of President of the Republic as
prescribed under Article 34. In other words, the Constitution does not
provide a mechanism under which a caretaker head of state may
govern by decree although neither is forbidden.
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SUBJECT
The Possibility

of Ngo Dinh

Nhu

Succeeding

President

Ngo Dinh

Diem

1. The circumstances
of President Ngo Dinh Diem’s departure
from the scene will be an extremely important predeterminant
to Ngo
Dinh Nhu’s succession as President of South Vietnam. The possibilities include:
a. Resignation
b. Death by natural or accidental means
c. Death by assassination
d. Overthrow
by coup d’etat, possibly, but not necessarily
ing death.

involv-

2. Nhu is, of course, a member of the National Assembly, Khanh
Hoa Province being his home constituency.
Given the elimination of
Diem, it therefore follows that Nhu could, without violating the constitution, aspire under Article 34 to exercise the powers of the President for a period not exceeding two months, if he could first persuade
both Vice President Nguyen Ngoc Tho and Truong Vinh Le, President
of the National Assembly,
to resign their present offices, and then
contrive his own election by the Assembly as successor to Le. Nhu
would then have two further months during which to arrange and win
a general election which would legally install him in the office of
President. Vice President Tho, in this connection, represents an imponderable.
Although he has never been considered a particularly
strong man, he is probably not a cipher like Le and has never had an
opportunity
to show his mettle. It is possible that in a Government of
Vietnam (GVN) crisis Tho might, on his own initiative, generate
enough support to thwart Nhu’s ambitions, even if he might not
ultimately
succeed in maintaining
himself in the Presidency
long
enough to finish out the constitutional
term. Although it is extremely
difficult to assess the likelihood that Nhu could successfully
carry off
this gambit, it is technically possible and could be done within the
letter of the law, if not its spirit, provided Diem had left office under
circumstances
not involving a coup d’etat as such. It is clear that Nhu,
second only to Diem, is at this time the strongest political power in
Vietnam.
3. In the aftermath of the fourth possibility, namely violent overthrow of Diem, Nhu’s chances of succession would be poor, whether
he tried to do so by either constitutional
or unconstitutional
means.
While perhaps conceding Nhu’s competence to hold high office, in
terms of experience, organizational
capability, and as the driving force
a Secret.
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behind the strategic hamlet program, etc., there exists considerable
opposition to him among the educated and articulate elements of the
population, including the military. Unquestionably,
his greatest liability is Madame Nhu, towards whom these same elements express an
intense and indeed very personal hostility on the ground that she is
vicious, meddlesome, neurotic, or worse. Whether this opposition to
Nhu and his wife is based on cold logic or on supercharged emotions
is immaterial,
it is important because it exists. It would be difficult, if
not almost impossible, for Nhu to install himself in office, by any
method whatever, after the removal of his brother by a coup d’etat.
Nhu and his wife would be fortunate to escape with their lives, and in
fact there have been reports of at least one plot in which the Nhus
would be murdered, but Diem retained in power to preside over a
reoriented GVN.
4. In a conversation with an American observer on 25 June
(TDCSDB-3/655,297
and CSDB-3/655,373),’
Nhu gradually worked
himself into a highly emotional state of mind. Among other things he
expressed strong opposition to Diem and his government, to such an
extent that it would be unwise to exclude totally the possibility that
Nhu would be capable of attempting a coup d’etat against Diem. This
is not the first time Nhu has expressed himself so violently. In a
conversation about two months ago, in which Dang Due Khoi interpreted for Nhu and two Time/Life staffers, Nhu flatly said that the
present regime (though not necessarily Diem himself) must be destroyed. He repeated this statement several times and lent emphasis to
it by resorting to the Latin “Carthago delenda est”. On many occasions in the past he has then qualified such remarks by saying that he
views the Diem regime as a transitional stage and the child of historical necessity, but neither to the Time/Lifers nor to the American observer on 25 June did he express such an intermediate point of view. In
general, Nhu’s chances for succession to the Presidency tend to diminish as the extent of violence attending Diem’s removal increases, but
there does remain a possibility that Nhu could attain the Presidency
even in a violent situation, perhaps even including assassination of
Diem, provided such situation had been organized by Nhu and was
controlled by him.
5. The key to any plan to prevent Nhu’s accession to the Presidency will be Vice President Tho, and the best plan would be to form a
nationally supported action committee, outside the present government, whose task would be, in the event of Diem’s departure, to assist
Tho to attain the Presidency and then to maintain himself in power as
prescribed by the Constitution.
’ Neither

found
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6. We are pessimistic about the possibility of improving Nhu’s
domestic or international image by any means which we can envision.
He has been the subject of volumes of adverse comment both in
Vietnam and abroad, and the importance of Madame Nhu as a liability
has been mentioned above. So far as the Army of the Republic of
Vietnam (ARVN) is concerned, it can probably be said that Brigadier
General Huynh Van Cao, Commander, IV Corps, is the only general
officer who has a reputation of having unequivocally supported Nhu
thus far-even
this statement must be qualified, however, by noting
that it is a moot point whether the troops of the two divisions in Cao’s
command would remain loyal to him. It thus follows that it would be
as difficult to raise Nhu’s stature in the ARVN eyes as in the case of
the Vietnamese and foreign public at large. As the ARVN commanders
are certainly fully aware, Diem has always exercised close personal
control over the assignment of his top military leaders, and the military leaders have no compelling reason for being deeply loyal to Nhu
on this score.
7. The relationship between Nhu and Ngo Dinh Can involves a
number of complexities. The two brothers have differed on many
issues over the years and have constructed internal political organizations which frequently compete with one another on such matters as
appointment
to lower and medium level jobs and access to lucrative
economic franchises. Madame Nhu is again a factor, in that she and
Can detest each other. Additionally,
Can has often expressed a low
opinion of Nhu’s judgment and practical ability as a leader. Nevertheless, in a crisis involving Nhu’s efforts to attain the Presidency, afterand only after-Diem’s
disappearance from the scene, Nhu could
probably count upon Can’s assistance and would make strenuous
efforts to obtain it. A large measure of Can’s power in Central Vietnam
is derived from support from Saigon, and to retain that power over a
long period, he must have continued support. Can would reason that
with Nhu in office in Saigon, he would stand a better chance of
continued support than he would from any other leadership. Can‘s
influence during a crisis period would be in a measure independent of
Saigon, in that it is based upon a sense of identification
with him on
the part of provincial authorities, both civil and military, who obtained
and hold their own positions with, at the very least, his concurrence.
Can’s hold over his subordinates is not so much a matter of their
loyalty to him as a realization on their part that without him they
could very likely lose their own positions. In speculating upon Can’s
relations with Nhu, and his likely course of action if the latter makes a
bid for power, past experience suggests that Can, in a crisis, cannot
always be counted upon to play a rational role, even in terms of his
own best interests. Though a shrewd politician, he nevertheless has
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several times shown a tendency to panic in emergencies, or simply to
withdraw
in the face of situations which he regards as presenting
difficult problems.
8. In conclusion, Nhu’s chances of achieving the Presidency are
assessed as follows:
a. In a situation other than a coup d’etat directed against Diem,
chances of initially taking over the Presidency are fair.
b. In a coup d’etat against Diem, it would be almost impossible for
Nhu to become President. In fact, he and his wife could very well be
victims of the coup.
c. If Nhu should initially take over the Presidency, his chances of
solidifying
his position and maintaining
himself in power over an
extended period are poor.
Nhu’s
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Section I: The Stable Transfer of Power
1. Vice President Nguyen Ngoc Tho would, at least initially, succeed to the Presidency through the normal constitutional processes
should anything happen to President Ngo Dinh Diem. Tho’s possible
succession immediately presents basic policy questions requiring a
United States Government decision. If Diem should leave the Presidency under any circumstances whatever, constitutional succession of
Tho would be the most desirable next step and the least dangerous in
terms of both Vietnamese and U.S. Government self-interest. Implicit
in this statement would be a decision (a) to strengthen Tho’s position
by all the means at our disposal, as soon as Diem was out of the way,
and (b) to oppose a power grab by Nhu, either initially or at some later
date. It is obvious that if Diem should be overturned in a chaotic and
violent situation, it might be extremely difficult for the U.S. Government to contribute significantly to bringing the situation under control.
In this eventuality the most readily presentable outcome would probably be some form of military junta or other “abnormal transfer of
power”.
2. A U.S. Government decision to back the constitutional succession of Tho would be thus based on a number of factors:
a. The conclusion that Nhu’s chances of maintaining himself in
power for an extended period are poor.
b Secret.
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b. Acceptance of the opinion that, regardless of his chances of
survival, Nhu’s past behavior and that of his wife are such that we
could not tolerate him as president, in terms of U.S. Government
policy.
c. Agreement that Tho re resents the only presently foreseeable
alternative to Nhu who wou Pd have a fair chance of survival and
whom we might be able to guide along lines acceptable to U.S. Government policy.
d. Acceptance of the view that strong and immediate expressions
of U.S. Government
su port of Tho, following the departure of Diem,
would make it more di R icult for Nhu to attract and consolidate various
Vietnamese power factors which he would need to install and maintain himself in power.
3. We should be under no illusions as to the sanctity of the
Vietnamese constitution
in the eyes of many Vietnamese. Some of its
provisions
are a legal fiction (e.g., prohibitions
against illegal arrest,
brutal treatment, etc.) and, in any case, the constitution has not existed
long enough to develop deep-rooted prestige in terms of tested historical precedent. From the American point of view, however, the constitution probably does provide the best available tool with which to
force a succession solution which we can accept, and thwart the ambitions of Nhu, whom we cannot accept, in such a way as to maintain a
tenable U.S. Gcvernment
policy stance in the eyes of American and
world opmion.
Section 11: Abnorma: Transfer of Power
1. It is difficult to forecast with any degree of confidence how an
abnormal transfer of power might come about, nor precisely who
might be involved. General possibilities include the following, descending order of likelihood:
a. A non-communist coup d’etat by the army, perhaps drawing on
civilian oppositionists, though not necessarily.
b. A ‘ alace” coup d’etat, perhaps engineered by Dr. Tran Kim
Tuyen anB his colleagues, directed against the entire Ngo family
(probably with cooperation of the militar ).
c. A “palace” coup d’etat engineere cf by Nhu in an effort to unseat
Diem and install himself in office.
d. A communist coup d’etat mounted by the Viet Cong.
2. Key power centers among the military and police services are as
follows:
a. Presidential Guard. Stren th 2,500. Heavily armed with ten
M-24 tanks, six M-113 armore f personnel carriers, six M-114 armored personnel carriers, vehicles with mounted quad 50’s, recoilless
rifles, bazookas. Some personnel billeted on palace grounds, but most
are at other locations in Saigon. This unit will probabl remain completel loyal to Diem. There is strong friction between tE;e Presidential
Guar CIand the Airborne Brigade.
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b. Armor command, which is controlled by the Joint General Staff
(JGS) and has subordinate
squadrons
under operational
control of
corps commanders
(except III Corps, where the JGS still exercises
operational control). There are considerable armor units scattered at
various points in and around Saigon. These units could, under their
own ower, be brought into play within various
eriods of time up to
four K ours, depending upon their distance from tK e center of the city.
The different units of the 1st armor squadron are the most significant,
as they have many access routes to Saigon and cannot easil be
blocked. Owing in considerable part to the divisive effect of the f; uddhist question, the loyalty of the armor command to Diem may have
been impaired.
c. Airborne Brigade. There are six battalions, all based in the
vicinity of Saigon. Whenever trucks are made available to one of the
battalions for an operation, an armor unit is placed on alert. Recently
armor units have been attached to two airborne units in an operation
near Saigon. Airborne
Brigade has mounted one coup d’etat, and
indications are that it might be willing to mount another. Many of the
key officers participated
in the first cou , and some have recently
expressed regret that it did not succeed. f he loyalty of the Airborne
Brigade to Diem is very doubtful.
d. Marine Brigade. There are four marine battalions.
The 3rd
battalion is based near Saigon, and the 4th battalion is currently stationed in the city to help during the crisis situation. The loyalties of the
Marine Brigade were split during the 1960 coup.’ Diem has worked
hard to gain the marines’ loyalty, and he has probably succeeded. The
Brigade Commander,
however,
has just rotated battalions on emerency duty in Saigon, thus removing from the city a strong Catholic
%attalion commander and replacing him with a Buddhist whose loyalties, while unknown,
might be mixed.
e. Ranger Companies. The loyalty of these companies, of which
there are perhaps 200, is difficult to assess, Some companies reportedly were formed
redominantly
of Catholics. A number of the comanies have been & rought into Saigon during the Buddhist situation.
Pn a crisis they will be led by picked Vietnamese Special Forces officers
who are considered
loyal to the Diem regime. The Ranger Commander, Colonel Ton That Xung, has no great loyalty to the regime.
f. ARVN Corps Units:
(1) III Corps. Troops from the III Corps would be the first to
arrive in Saigon during a crisis, apart from s ecial units, such as
those mentioned above. Bri adier General f on That Dinh is reportedly engaged in coup p Yotting, but the information
is rather
scanty on this point.
(2) IV Corps. The Corps Commander,
Bri adier General
Huynh Van Cao, is considered to be the enera P most loyal to
Diem. It is doubtful, however, that he coul Lf control the two divisions under his command unless there was an identity of interests
between them and himself. The 7th Division Commander,
Lieutenant Colonel Bui Dinh Dam, is said to be loyal to Secretar
of
State Nguyen Dinh Thuan. The troops of the IV Corps coul Ll be
‘For
Relations,

documentation
on the unsuccessful
1958-1960,
vol. I, pp. 631 ff.

coup

of November

1960,

see Foreign
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blocked from entering Saigon by the destruction of several highway bridges or by the second armor squadron, which holds a
potential locking position at My Tho.
(3) The I Corps and the II Corps are too far from Saigon to
play an immediate role in a coup crisis.
g. Navy. Captain Ho Tan Quyen, Navy Commander, personally
led two companies of marines to the defense of Diem in the 1960
coup, and is generally believed to be loyal. The Navy vigorously
defended the palace against the air attack on 27 February 1962. ’
h. Air Force. It is at least doubtful that the air force would defend
Diem. Several high level air force officers have advocated a coup
d’etat.
i. Police and Security Services:
(1) The latest strength figures show 21,000 uniformed regular
police, of which 5,900 are in Saigon, and 1,301 combat police, of
which 534 are in Saigon. So far as is known, the combat police
have no heavy weapons except a few old Malayan (British) armored cars and a very few 30 caliber machine guns. The uniformed police have nothing heavier than submachine guns.
(2) During the 1960 coup, large numbers of Saigon police,
including several of their leaders, absented themselves from their
duty posts and thus were not of help to the government. There is
no reporting to suggest that leaders of the police could be counted
among the oppositionists, but conversely there is little to suggest
that the police would be any more effective in behalf of the
regime than they were the last time, if another coup should be
attempted. An important factor is that the police are well aware
that they are unable to stand up against heavily armed regular
military units.
3. Even if the foregoing assessment of the loyalties of the armed
services and police is not certifiably accurate, it can be said, with some
confidence, that the regime has sustained a significant loss of prestige
and support in these services. The Buddhist unrest of the past two
months has had a divisive effect, and in a new crisis the Diem government would be leading from a much weaker position than in November 1960.
4. Conclusions and recommendations:
In the event of an attempted coup d’etat, there will be an initial period of confusion, perhaps characterized by fighting in the streets of Saigon and other disturbances. This phase may be a matter of hours, or it may extend over
several days. After this period, it will be clear either that Diem has put
down the coup and will remain in office, or that he has failed in this
objective. The following actions will be called for from the U.S.:
* For documentation
ff.

II, pp. 181

on the air attack

on the Presidential

Palace

in Saigon,

see vol.
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a. Initial period of confusion. All assets will be utilized to obtain
as much information
as possible-identif
coup leaders, their plans,
the extent of their armed support, etc. d uring this
eriod it seems
doubtful that the U.S. Government
could take any de Pinitive position.
If Diem should succeed in putting down the coup, he will later resent
the U.S. Government inaction, but this cannot be helped.
b. Diem victory. If Diem wins, or if the indications that he is going
to do so are sufficiently convincing, the U.S. Government
will have no
alternative but to issue a statement reaffirming support.
c. Successful coup d’etat. The U.S. Government
position should
be to intercede with the coup leaders to the extent that this may be
feasible, to urge that they set up a stable, broadly based, anti-communist and anti-neutralist
regime. They should be urged to put as good a
face as possible on the new government,
in terms of its legality and
constitutionality,
puttin Tho in office as Diem’s successor as provided
under the constitution.
Pf the coup leaders are a form of military junta,
we should still urge them to utilize Tho, even if only as a front man. It
should be pointed out that in attempting to influence American and
world opinion in favor of the new regime, the task will be more easily
done if the new re ime installs itself in an orderly way.
d. Unavailabi Pity of Tho. The remaining contingency is that the
coup will succeed, but that Tho either is swept away in the course of it
group, even as a front man. In this
or is unacceptable to the rulin
situation, and bearing in mind t?I e need to put a facade of respectability on the new government, the best, if not the on1 U.S. Government
course, would be to recognize the status uo and ta z e all possible steps
which
to influence the junta to install a broa 1 ly based government
would also utilize competent civilians.
5. A change of government
in Vietnam could occur at any time,
with little or no warning and in an orderly or disorderly fashion. It is
recommended
that the policy questions herein presented be resolved
as quickly as possible, in order that we can move quickly in Saigon if
the need arises.
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1. The type of succession crisis is the determining factor in judging
which personalities will play important roles. Those persons involved
in a stable transfer of power are likely to be different from those
figuring prominently
in an abnormal situation, e.g., an assassination or
an attempted coup d’etat. However,
there will be some overlap in the
personalities listed due to the fact that certain key military units provide a common denominator
in the analysis of any succession crisis.
The degree of loyalty toward the regime and the probable actions of
’ Secret
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the commanding
officers, the dominant officers and the men in these
key units must be considered by participants in any succession crisis,
since they are the final arbiters re success or failure in establishing a
successor government.
2. The dominant

personalities

of the key units:

a. Lt. Col. Nguyen Ngoc Khoi, CO Presidential Guard. All reports
indicate that Khoi is strongly loyal to President Diem, Ngo Dinh Nhu
and Ngo Dinh Can. Following the 11 November
1960 coup attempt,
Khoi assumed command of the demoralized guard, and proved highly
capable in the improvement
of the morale and the efficiency of the
unit by intensive training, including patrol action against the Viet
Cong near Saigon. High morale combined with heavy armament make
the guard an important power center.
b. Col. Nguyen Van Thien, CO, Armor Branch. A devout Buddhist from Central Vietnam, Thien has expressed dissatisfaction
with
the regime apparently because of current Buddhist crisis. The Armor
Branch has no operational control over armor units and is the repository for officers not trusted by the regime. Chief of Staff Major Nguyen
Dinh Bang, Chief of Operations Captain Nguyen Quang Nguyen, and
Major Duong Hieu Nghia, a Dai Viet, are among this group. They are
listed here because they have influence among the officers and men of
the armor squadrons. This is especially true of Thien.
c. Major Huynh Ngoc Diep, CO, First Armor Squadron, outskirts
Saigon. A passionate defender of the regime in the Buddhist crisis,
Diep is undoubtedly
loyal. Strongly pro-regime company commanders
Captain Bui Nguon Ngai and Captain Tran Van Thoan assist Diep to
maintain the loyalty of the squadron to the Government
of Vietnam
(GVN).
d. Major Nguyen Van Ba, CO, Second Armor Squadron, two
hours from Saigon. His loyalty to the regime is unknown.
He is highly
regarded by Col. Thien and commands a unit whose composition is
mostly Buddhist. Probably Ba would respond to Thien’s orders in a
crisis.
e. Col. Cao Van Vien, CO, Airborne Brigade. Vien describes himself as the only loyal officer to the GVN in the Airborne. He is not
popular with the men, but is respected because of his leadership ability. In a crisis, he would probably not be able to rally the Airborne
behind him against a coup with good potential success.
f. Major Ho Tieu, Second Task Force Commander, Airborne. Tieu
participated in the aborted 11 November
1960 coup and frequently
ex resses regrets that it failed. He is considered, like most Airborne
of Picers, as highly likely to join coup forces, and may be able control
the Airborne as a unit.
g. Lt. Col. Le Nguyen Khang, CO, Marine Brigade, Saigon, is a
nominal Buddhist from North Vietnam, Privately, he has expressed
some dissatisfaction
with the regime, but is believed to be strongly
loyal to the GVN. He is an exceptional officer as commander, trainer,
and in staff work. He has won the loyal sup ort of almost all his
subordinates
because of his interest in their we Pfare. He could probably swing the Brigade as a unit behind the regime in a crisis.
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h. Captain Nguyen Van Tinh, CO, Fourth Battalion, Marine Brigade. Located in Saigon. Tinh is regarded by advisors as an exceptional officer. He is very close to Khang, but nothing is known of his
loyalty to the regime.
i. Captain Ma Viet Bang, CO, Third Battalion, Marine Brigade,
Saigon. Bang is a maverick in the Brigade and is considered the least
likely Battalion CO to remain loyal to Khang and the regime.
j. Col. Le Quang Tung, Commander, Special Forces, Saigon. Tung
is a key officer in the Can Lao party from Central Vietnam. Both Tung
and his outfit are considered
to have unquestioned
loyalty to the
regime, and reports concerning various coup plots refer to the necessity of eliminating Tung.
k. Col. Huynh Huu Hien, CO, Air Force, Saigon. A nominal
Buddhist, Hien supports the regime but not strongly. He is commander of an Air Force whose senior officers have ex ressed extreme
criticism of the regime. Hien is close to Brigadier c! eneral Nguyen
Khanh, CO, II Corps, and would probably support Khanh if the latter
organized a coup.
1. Lt. Col. Nguyen Cao Ky, CO, First Transport Group, Air Force,
is a swashbuckler
type and idolized by pilots. He has many adherents
among Air Force officers and is known to be close to Tran Kim Tuyen.
m. Captain Ho Tan Quyen, CO, Navy, led two companies of
Marines to aid President Diem during the 11 November 1960 abortive
cou , He is considered loyal to the regime and is a capable administrator & ut has had little background experience for his present position.
n. Brigadier General Ton That Dinh, CG, III Corps, bordering
Saigon on the North. If any unit could be considered as the key unit,
this is it. Dinh is a member of the Can Lao and nominally a Catholic.
He has been reported as plotting a cou , but nothing is definitive.
Dinh is an opportunist
who would proba %ly choose the winning side
in a crisis.
o. Cal. Nguyen Van Thien, CO, Fifth Division, III Corps, is a
Catholic from Central Vietnam. A supporter of Ngo Dinh Nhu, he is
probably loyal to the re ime. There is no information
on Thien’s
ability to command the 7oyalty of his division, which has a high
percentage of Nungs.
p. Brigadier General Huynh Van Cao, CG, IV Corps, bordering
Sai on on the South, is robably loyal to the regime. He is a Catholic
an cf a member of the P an Lao. Highly intelligent with an excellent
record as a division CO, there is some doubt if he could swing the
Corps as a unit to support the regime in a crisis.
q. Lt. Col. Bui Dinh Dam, CO, Seventh Division, immediately
South of Saigon, is a Catholic from North Vietnam. Dam is close to
Major General Tran Van Minh, Permanent Secretary General, Ministry
of National Defense, and Ins ector General, ARVN, and Secretary of
State at Presidency Nguyen 8 inh Thuan. He would be likely to support the latter in a crisis. According to Gen. Minh, Dam would support
a nationalist, anti-communist
movement aiming at overthrow
of the
regime.
r. Brig. Gen. Mai Huu Xuan, CO, Quang Trung Training Center, is
a key figure because Quang Trung has a large quantity of weapons and
is close to Saigon. Xuan is a Buddhist from South Vietnam, and is
believed to be a dissident, but to an unknown
degree. He is friendly
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with Brigadier General Pham Xuan Chieu and Major General Tran
I;Leyon.
He is an excellent administrator
and an experienced security
s. Col. Phan Dinh Thu (nickname, Lam Son), CO, Thu Due Reserve Officers School, is a Buddhist from Central Vietnam and close to
Ngo Dinh Can. The regime has made efforts to insure Thu’s loyalt :
He was promoted
to a full colonel and his promotion
was ma J e
permanent; he was awarded the National Order Third Class, which
previously
was given to only three other officers. Thu’s loyalty is
difficult to assess, but he certain1 has the courage to mount a coup if
he is so inclined. Thu Due, whit i: is near Saigon, has many students
who are discontented because they were drafted and for various other
reasons.
3. The personalities who would be involved in a stable transfer of
power and who might be recommended
to Vice President Tho for
appointment to the key positions cited are:
a. Major General Duong Van Minh as Chief, Joint General Staff.
“Big Minh” is close to Tho and is a Southerner. He probably has more
officers than any other single officer, and
prestige with other Arm
could swing the Army be K ind Tho.
b. Bri adier General Le Van Kim as Chief of Staff, JGS. He is
probabl
t1 e best staff man in the Army and its most fully qualified
officer. K e is close to General Duong Van Minh.
c. Maj. Gen. Tran Van Minh, as alternate to General Kim as COS,
JGS. He is a ca able staff man but not as good as Kim. He is a
Southerner and cPose to Duong Van Minh.
d. Nguyen Dinh Thuan as Secretary of State at Presidency. Tho
ma not approve of this appointment
as Thuan is publicly associated
wit K the present regime. However,
Thuan is by far the most capable
civil servant extant and works well with the U.S. mission.
e. Dr. Pham Huy Quat, former Dai Viet leader and founder of The
Front for National Unit , as an alternate to Thuan. He is a former
Minister of Defense an 2 Minister of Education, and helped draft the
code of military justice and the curriculum
now used m the public
schools. He is a moderate oppositionist.
f. Tran Trung Dung as Secretary of State/Assistant
Minister of
National Defense. Formerly held this position, as well as other ublic
posts and is a ood administrator.
He has impressed American o Pficials
m the past wit ii his ability.
g. The Ministries
of Interior, Civic Action, and Information
are
key ministries. (Directorate General of Information should be elevated
in status.) The following
list of qualified men should be presented to
Tho for serious consideration
for appointment to these or other Cabinet positions:
(1) Tran Van Lam, Ambassador
to New Zealand and Australia. A Southerner,
former National Assembly
President, and a
delegate for the southern provinces.
(2) Tran Quoc Buu, President of the General Confederation
of
Vietnamese Labor. He turned down the Vice Presidency at one
time, is dedicated to the cause of labor, and is honest and intelligent.
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(3) Tran Kim Phuong, Charge d’Affaires in Malaya and Consul General in Sin apore. One of the younger men who is qualified for a high ran a He has impressed American officials with a
those conmature outlook and rasp of problems, particularly
nected with foreign af Pairs and economics.
(4) Tran Le Quang, Secretary of State for Rural Affairs. He
has handled a difficult job well because he is a generally good
administrator
and understands peasant problems.
(5) Pham Khac Suu, an oppositionist
now under sentence for
participation
in 11 November
1960 abortive coup d’etat. He is
included here because he is held in high public regard, and is
renowned for personal and moral coura e. He could be the means
of selling the public on the sincerity of Ta o’s government.
(6) Dinh Trinh Chinh, Counselor at Law, is highly regarded
by many o ositionists.
He has a brilliant mind, particularly
in
the politica PPield. He is regarded b some Vietnamese as a Tuyen
man, but this is not true. Politica 7ly ambitious, he would work
well with Americans, whose viewpoint on anti-communist
war he
largely shares.
(7) Luu Van Tinh, Director General of Budget and Foreign
Aid and also acting chief of the Foreign Exchange Office. He is
generally accorded recognition
by U.S. mission economists
as
quite knowledgeable
in his field. Probably he should be only
appointed as an economist or to a position with similar functions
to those which he now holds.
(8) Bri adier General Le Van Kim, has been proposed as
COS, JGS, %ut he could also fill position as Minister of Interior or
of National Defense.
4. Power grab by Ngo Dinh Nhu. It is almost impossible to categorize those who would support Nhu in this venture, and who would
turn on him. His assets include the ability to divide his opposition,
considerable political acumen, support of his brother Ngo Dinh Can (a
case of preserving Can’s own position) and a few persons who depend
upon Nhu for their own positions or who genuinely feel Nhu is necessary for the stability of the country. CIA feels that he could reasonably
expect support from: Ngo Dinh Can, Lt. Col. Nguyen Ngoc Khoi, Lt.
Col. Le Quang Tung, General Huynh Van Cao, Lt. Col. Le Nguyen
Khang, Col. Nguyen Van Thieu, Major Huynh Ngoc Diep, and Madame Nhu. Gen. Dinh could be expected to give support to Nhu if he
thought that the latter had a good chance of success.
5. Personalities
involved in coups d’etat. All officers listed in
paragraph 2 will figure in varying degrees of importance in any coup.
Their reaction will depend upon who the coup leaders are, and their
chances of success. Some, like Nguyen Ngoc Khoi will fight for the
regime, others, e.g., Major Ho Tieu will probably be against it; most, if
not actually part of the coup, will wait and see how the coup is going
before commitment.
CIA does not assess many high ranking officers as
having the necessary courage to initiate genuine coup. Brig. Gen. Do
Cao Tri, CO, First Division,
I Corps, and dominant officer in that
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Corps, Col. Lam Son, Brig. Gen. Nguyen Khanh, CC, II Corps, possess
this moral courage. Other possibilities are, in lesser degree, Duong
Van Minh and Maj. Gen. Tran Van Don, Commander, Land Forces.
CIA still does not have sufficient information
accurately to assess
possibilities of a revolt by a group composed solely of captains, majors,
or lieutenant colonels.
6. CIA is well aware most civilian old line oppositionists want the
regime deposed. Many engaged in coup plotting to some extent, but so
far this amounts only to talk without adequate military backing. Good
examples of this type oppositionist are the “caravellistes”. An exception may be Tran Kim Tuyen who reportedly is engaged in serious
coup plotting, as has been reported.
7. In the event of a successful coup, CIA believes a great effort
should be made to convince the leaders (who would probably be some
form of military junta) to honor constitutional
procedure as far as
possible. The United States may well be confronted with a fait accompli in which civilian leaders have been appointed, but the recommendations contained in paragraph 3 provide a good basis for negotiations. CIA has yet to discover an outstanding civilian personality
acceptable to all factions.
8. Assassination may be an integral part of projected coups or may
be done in hope that something better will somehow emerge from the
resulting chaotic situation. This was apparently the plan of the instigators of the palace bombing in February 1962. Tran Kim Tuyen is
allegedly plotting a palace coup with assassination of the Ngo family
planned. Paragraph 3 still appears valid in such a case but with this
difference, the U.S. should notify appropriate military leaders that the
Tuyen group is not acceptable and ask them to install Nguyen Ngoc
Tho as President. If this is not done, it is likely that coup will follow
coup in an increasingly anarchic situation.
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Memorandum
From the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s Special
Assistant for Counterinsurgency
and Special Activities
(Krulak) to the Secretary of Defense (McNamara)’

SACSA

468-63

Washington, August 16, 1963.

SUBJECT
Vietnam

1. I know you are aware of and concerned with yesterday’s
Halberstam
article in the Times. * We, as well as others, are dissecting
it, exposing its factual and statistical weaknesses.
2. This is easy, but misses a key point, which I feel may be of use
to you apart from our point-by-point
analysis, which is coming. It is
this-Halberstam,
in his comments on the temperature of the battle in
the Delta, exhibits a lack of understanding
of our entire Vietnam
strategy. From the start, that strategy involved a purification process,
north to south; driving the Viet Cong southward-away
from their
sources of strength and compressing them in the southernmost
area of
the peninsula. This has proceeded. I Corps is fairly clean; II Corps, not
much less so; III Corps, warmer; and IV Corps, still tough.
3. This was expected. The gradual redisposition
of Vietnamese
power, from the less to the more critical areas, portrays this. As General Cao, CG, IV Corps, said in June, “We want to see all the Viet
Cong squeezed into the Ca Mau Peninsula, and then rot there.”
4. If Halberstam
understood
clearly this strategy, he might not
have undertaken
to write his disingenuous
article. Perhaps this strategy should be more fully explained to the press.
Respectfully,

V. H. Krulak
Major General, USMC
’ Source: Washington
National
Records Center, RG 330, OSD Files: FRC 69 A 3131,
Vietnam
381. Secret. A note on the source text indicates
that McNamara
saw this
memorandum.
2 In a New York Times article of August 15, entitled “Vietnamese
Reds Gain in Key
Area,”
Halberstam
concluded
that the military
situation
in the Delta had seriously
deteriorated
over the past year. This decline, Halberstam
reported,
occurred
notwithstanding
the previous
20 months of a U.S. build-up
of South Vietnamese
forces there.
Halberstam
noted that while the Delta comprised
less than a quarter of South Vietnam’s
land mass, it contained
a majority
of its population
and resources.
According
to the
Halberstam
article, U.S. military
sources stated that the Viet Cong moved large units of
600 to 1,000 men into the Delta and were well armed with captured
American
weapons.
Instead of attacking
the paramilitary
Self-Defense
Corps or the Civil Guard,
the Viet
Cong now took on the regular Armed Forces of South Vietnam.
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to the

Washington, August 19,1963.
SUBJECT
Observations

on Viet Nam

If the conflict in Viet Nam is at least as important to us as it is to
the Vietnamese, then there is little room for manoeuvre in the present
situation. We are stuck with it and must stay with it whatever it may
take in the end in the way of American lives and money and time to
hold South Viet Nam.
In such circumstances whether to support the present government
or not is the secondary or tactical question. It is the question, to state it
simply and frankly, of which way is likely to be least costly in American lives and money. Indeed, the reports in the press suggest that this
is now the subject of intense discussion among the agency-technicians.
In any event, those in day-to-day command of policies should be best
qualified to advise on this question since they will have to make the
day-to-day decisions on operations which, in effect, act either to bolster the present government’s position or to encourage a replacement.
Certainly, the selection of Mr. Lodge for a principal role in these
decisions is an excellent one. The framework in which he is to make
them ought to be clear in his instructions. It ought to be made equally
clear to all concerned-Americans
and Vietnamese alike-in
Viet
Nam and in Washington that on behalf of the President, Mr. Lodge is
the man who will make the decisions and, insofar as official Americans are concerned, their obligation is to support his decisions fully
and actively. If it is necessary to remove personnel to make the point
emphatic that should be done promptly.
However, it is necessary to face the fact that either way-with
the
present government or with a replacement-we
are in for a very long
haul to develop even a modicum of stability in Viet Nam. And, in the
end, the costs in men and money could go at least as high as those in
Korea. This is the reality of our situation, if we remain wedded to the
premise that South Viet Nam is at least as important to us as it is to the
Vietnamese. At this point, with the changing of Ambassadors, therefore, it is pertinent to examine this present premise of policy. The die is
not yet finally cast but we are very close to the point when it will have
to be. Therefore, we may well ask ourselves, once more, not the
tactical question, but the fundamental question: Is South Viet Nam as
’ Source: University
of Montana,
Mansfield
Papers, Series XXII, Box 103, Folder
A note attached to the source text reads: “Believe
Senator took this and gave original
the President.”
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important
to us as the premise on which we are now apparently
operating indicates ? Is it really as important
to us as it is to the
Vietnamese themselves? Or have we, by our own repeated rhetorical
flourishes
on “corks in bottles” and “stopping
Communism
everywhere” and loose use of the phrase “vital interests of the nation” over
the past few years given this situation a highly inflated importance
and, hence, talked ourselves into the present bind? In short, have we,
as in Laos, first over-extended
ourselves in words and in agencyprograms and, then, in search of a rationalization
for the erroneous
initial over-extension,
moved what may be essentially a peripheral
situation to the core of our policy-considerations?
It would appear that there is, at least a presumption
that such is
the case in Viet Nam and for the following reasons:
1. Even the most san uine view of defense needs in the Western
Pacific, such as the so-ca Bled McArthur
Line of a decade or so ago,
never envisioned the inclusion of a direct U.S. defensive bastion in
Viet Nam.
2. It is almost inconceivable that any olicy for the defense of the
United States in the Western Pacific woul cpbe based upon the commitment of hundreds of thousands or millions of Americans on the Asian
mainland, where our naval and air power would be least effective;
(Recall Eisenhower’s
dictum: “Let Asians fight Asians”). Note, too, the
decision not to pursue the conflict in Korea into Manchuria and beyond which was made as much by President Eisenhower
and Secretary Dulles in negotiating the truce, as it was by President Truman and
Mr. Acheson in initiating those negotiations. Are we now to find, at an
enormous potential cost, “vital U.S. interests”
in South Viet Nam
when we did not find them in Korea?
3. The most compelling argument for a vast commitment in South
Viet Nam and Southeast Asia in terms of U.S. interests is the negative
one of denying the resources of the region to Chinese domination and,
thereby preventing
China from solving its food and other resourceproblems. This is an understandable
argument but it presup oses a
genuine common international interest in this objective. If sue K cooperation is not forthcoming,
a real question arises as to the point at
which the cost in men and mone to the United States of essential1
unilateral action to achieve the o ii jective outweighs
any ossible a 2 vantage which it might provide to the security and we Pfare of this
nation.
4. Certainly, there is no case for holding South Viet Nam on the
positive
rounds of commercial or other economic interests to this
nation. v$ e will be decades, at least, in recouping from all of Southeast
Asia, in a commercial sense, what the attempt to hold Viet Nam alone
has already cost the people of the United States, let alone what it
promises yet to cost.
What the above suggests is that the situation in Viet Nam is not
“at least of as much importance to us as it is to the Vietnamese”
(the
present premise under which we are apparently operating) but that we
have talked ourselves and “agencied”
ourselves into this premise. It
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suggests that Viet Nam is not central to our defense interest or any
other American interest but is, rather, peripheral to these interests. It
suggests, further, that the way out of the bind is certainly not by the
route of ever-deeper involvement.
To be sure it is desirable that South
Viet Nam remain free of Communism
but it is also desirable that we
do not spend countless American lives and billions of dollars to maintain an illusion of freedom in a devastated South Viet Nam. And it is
also desirable that we do not find ourselves, militarily,
so bogged
down in South Viet Nam or throughout Southeast Asia that we have
few resources, short of nuclear, for deployment
elsewhere in other
critical peripheral situations.
If we go back to the period prior to the first Geneva conference we
may find the clue to a valid premise of United States policy in South
Viet Nam which can be supported at a cost somewhat commensurate
with our peripheral national interests in the situation. We did not, at
that time, have even the remotest idea of becoming involved, as the
French were, with armies on the mainland of Southeast Asia. The
most sanguine proposal, as I recall, was for a one-strike aerial attack to
relieve the French garrison at Dien Bien Phu and, in the end, even that
was rejected by Mr. Eisenhower.
And when the civil war against the French finally came to an end,
the extent of our commitment
was, at most, for financial and economic
aid to the successor non-Communist
government in Saigon and, militarily if at all, through S.E.A.T.O. which was thoroughly international
in original concept, if not in its subsequent evolution. It is this limited
commitment
which has been agencied, through the years, to what is
now close to irrevocable total commitment.
In terms of specific U.S. interests, however, it would seem that
any premise for Vietnamese and Southeast Asian policy should bind
us less not more tightly now than it did at the outset of our involvement. A reasonable premise for present U.S. policy might follow these
lines:
We are concerned with the freedom of Viet Nam and the other
nations of Southeast Asia, as we are with freedom throughout the
world. We join with other nations, within and without the region, via
the United Nations or other international combinations in support of
such social evolution as these nations seek. But we do not propose to
attempt, unilaterally, on behalf of any government what it can only do
for itself; that is, to so conduct itself as to marshal its own peoples in
support of free political evolution. We reserve to ourselves the right to
determine when such circumstances exist and, hence, when to assist,
when not to assist, and when, if necessary, to withdraw assistance. In
the absence of responsible and responsive indigenous leadership or
adequate international
cooperation in supporting social evolution in
freedom, the essential interests of the United States do not compel this
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nation to become unilaterally engaged in any nation in Southeast Asia.
Indeed, it is doubtful that it is in the interests of the peoples of those
nations themselves, for the United States to become so engaged.
If this is the more valid premise for United States policy than the
present premise, then certain courses of action stem from it:
1. Agency spokesmen should cease to indulge in rhetorical flourishes about what we are going to do in Viet Nam and stress, if we must
have rhetorical flourishes, what we are not going to do.
2. We should stress not the vague “vital importance”
of the area
to the U.S., but in cold logic, the relatively limited importance of the
area in terms of specific U.S. interests as compared, for example, with
Latin America.
3. We should stress publicly the international
aspects of the problem of preservin
freedom in Viet Nam and minimize our unilateral
responsibility,
w a ile at the same time we make it clear to other nonAsian nations-notably
France and Britain-that
in the absence of
increased international
partici ation we may be compelled to reconsider our own commitment in t iet Nam.
4. We should keep in the background,
the ossibility of referral of
the matter at some point to the Geneva Con Perees or to the United
Nations if the pressure grows for increasing our involvement.
5. Specifically, in terms of the internal situation in South Viet
Nam, we might withdraw
abrupt1 and in a matter-of-fact
fashion a
percentage-say,
10 per cent-of
t K e military advisors which we have
in Viet Nam, as a symbolic gesture, to make clear that we mean
business when we say that there are some circumstances
in which this
commitment
will be discontinued
and, in justification,
point to the
comment of Ngo Dinh Nhu on too many Americans in South Viet
Nam.
6. We should accent not so much our contribution
of genius and
men and money to the strategic hamlet
rogram or the o erations of
the s ecial forces, but our concern with t K e welfare of the % ietnamese
peop Pe in the cities and villages.
7. We should stress our desire for peaceful solutions not only of
inner South Vietnamese
political difficulties
but of all-Vietnamese
problems and of all Asian problems.
In these and in other ways, in short, we should cease to speak and
act on a premise which commits this nation increasingly to solutions,
preponderantly
by force, not only in South Viet Nam but, possibly
throughout Asia, unless we recognize fully that we will pay the great
preponderance
of the costs of pursuing that premise and unless we are
prepared to pay these cost in lives and money, whether the premise
involves just South Viet Nam or, in the end, all of Viet Nam and
Southeast Asia, if not the Chinese mainland itself.
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Memorandum
From Thomas E Conlon of the Vietnam
Working Group to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs (Hilsman)’
Washington, August 20, 1963.

SUBJECT
Article by David Halberstam
in New York Times of August
Gains in Mekong
Delta Area *

15 Alleging

Viet Cong

Detailed comments have been received from Task Force Saigon
and separately through military channels on the subject article. These
comments are unanimous in contradicting the essential thesis developed in the article. Contrary to the assertions by Mr. Halberstam,
attributed for the most part to unidentified American military sources,
the conclusion of Task Force Saigon is that the overall military situation in the Mekong Delta area has improved steadily during the past
year, although at a slower rate than in the High Plateau area of Central
Viet-Nam, for example.
Attached as Tab A is Saigon’s 261 of August 19, 3 which contains
the detailed comments of Task Force Saigon on the Halberstam article
and on the numerous errors and inaccuracies contained therein. Attached as Tab B is a detailed analysis of the article prepared by General Krulak’s office for the Joint Chiefs, containing the text of the
Halberstam article, as well as statistical and other comments thereon. 4
Tab C is a report on the same subject from the Naval Attachi, in
Saigon. 5 The study prepared for the Joint Chiefs (Tab B) is the most
complete of the three attachments.
I Source: Department
of State, Vietnam
Working
Group Files: Lot 67 D 54, Press
Relations.
According
to a memorandum
for the record, August 15, President
Kennedy
requested
from Secretaries
McNamara
and Rusk information
on “military
operations
in
South Vietnam.”
He did so, according
to the memorandum,
“after the President
had
read an article in today’s
Nelv York Times by David Halberstam
which indicated
that
things are going badly in Vietnam.”
(Kennedy
Library,
National
Security
Files, Chester
V. Clifton Series)
‘See footnote
2, Document
257.
3 Not attached
and not printed.
(Department
of State, Central Files, DEF 19 US-S
VIET)
‘A copy of this detailed
analysis,
entitled
“A Critical
Analysis
of the Article:
Vietnamese
Reds Gain Key Area,” August 19, is ibid., Vietnam
Working
Group Files: Lot
67 D 54, PR-11, Press Relations.
President
Kennedy
was given a copy of the analysis by
Forrestal.
Krulak gave a copy to McNamara,
who read it on August 28. Krulak informed
McNamara:
“It was easy to discredit
the article, but it has not silenced-or
influencedHalberstam.”
(Undated
covering
memorandum
from Krulak to McNamara,
attached
to
the analysis)
5 Message
from CINCPAC
to the JCS and DIA, DTG 1723252
August
1963, not
printed
here. (Kennedy
Library,
National
Security
Files, Vietnam
Country
Series) It is
published
in Declassified
Documents,
2975, 2678.
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In view of the well-organized
and systematic presentation
of the
attachments,
there is little purpose to be served in going into the
details of the rebuttals to the Halberstam article. Perhaps it will suffice
for your purposes to note Task Force Saigon’s overall comment that
the IV Corps Area, which is that covered by the Halberstam article, is a
well-established
Viet Cong base area, long neglected by the GVN, and
therefore the most difficult for the Government
to operate in. As the
Naval Attache notes, the National Military Campaign plan was developed on the premise that the Mekong Delta area would be the most
difficult in which to defeat the VC and reestablish GVN control. Techniques which have worked well elsewhere,
such as the food control
program on the High Plateau, have been impossible to execute in the
Mekong Delta. With its abundant supplies of food, the Mekong Delta
has not been a suitable area for application of food control programs.
The low-lying,
swampy nature of the terrain has seriously hampered
military operations. Accordingly,
there has been a lag in the progress
of the military and strategic hamlet programs in the Delta, as compared to other Corps areas.
However,
Task Force Saigon concludes that the situation in the
Delta as a whole has not only not deteriorated in the past year but that
continual progress has been made in isolating the Viet Cong from the
population.
There is no doubt that continuing intensified effort, tailored to its special problems will be required for the Delta area in the
future.

260.

Memorandum
From the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the
Secretary of Defense (McNamara)’

JCSM-629-63

Washington, August 20, 1963.

SUBJECT
Summary
Report on Eighth Secretary
of Defense Conference,
1963 ’ (Withdrawal
of 1,000 US Military
From Vietnam)

Honolulu,

7 May

’ Source: Washington
National
Records Center, RG 330, OSD Files: FRC 69 A 3131,
Vietnam
321 thru 370. Secret. A note on the source text indicates
that Deputy
Secretary
of Defense Gilpatric
saw this memorandum.
’ Regarding
this conference,
see Document
107. The summary
report is not printed.
(Washington
National
Records Center, RG 84, Saigon Embassy Files: FRC 68 A 5159,
Eight Set Def Conf., May 6, 1963)
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1. During the Honolulu Conference on 6 May 1963, you directed
that a plan be prepared for the withdrawal
of 1,000 US military personnel from the Republic of Vietnam by the end of CY63.
2. A proposed plan for conducting the withdrawal,
prepared by
the Commander
in Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC)
and concurred in by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, is attached hereto.
3. In reviewing
the CINCPAC
plan, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
agreed that no US units should be withdrawn
from the Republic of
Vietnam for purely psychological
purposes until the political and religious tensions now confronting
the Government
of Vietnam have
eased. For that reason, the final decision to implement the withdrawal
plan should be withheld until late October. This will allow ample time
for all US personnel to arrive home by Christmas.
4. The CINCPAC plan to withdraw
US personnel in three or four
increments is favored over a one-time withdrawal
of 1,000 personnel
for the following reasons:
a. Minimum impact on US/GVN
military activities.
b. Opportunity
for news prominence
and coverage over an extended eriod of time.
P reation of fewer personnel, administrative,
and transportation
problems, i.e., holding over personnel in order for them to depart with
their unit, divertin
transport aircraft for return to the United States,
and overcrowding
Hacilities in Saigon for staging and departure.
5. If you approve the proposed plan, a public affairs annex designed to produce the desired psychological impact, both domestic and
foreign, will be prepared and forwarded
for your approval.
6. It is recommended
that you approve the withdrawal
plan for
planning purposes, and withhold final decision pending a reevaluation
of the situation by the Joint Chiefs of Staff that will be forwarded
to
you by 20 October 1963.
For the Joint Chiefs of Staff:

Maxwell

D. Taylor
Chairman
Joint Chiefs of Staff
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Appendix
Plan Submitted

by the Commander

in Chief, Pacific (Felt) 3
Honolulu,

CINCPAC’S

WITHDRAWAL

undated.

PLAN

1. The main emphasis would be on withdrawal of units rather
than individuals.
2. Training RVNAF units to replace US elements to be withdrawn
has been in effect since the Comprehensive Plan for the Republic of
Vietnam was first developed.
3. In order to achieve maximum press coverage, and at the same
time cause the least impact on US/RVN military operations, the withdrawal should be programmed over approximately
two months. For
compassionate and psychological reasons, the last increment of personnel should be withdrawn in time to arrive home by Christmas.
4. Recommended list of units to be withdrawn:
Unit

Strenath

&mg
One Platoon 560 Military

.

.

estinatiou

33

CONUS

3
36

CONUS
CONUS

57

CONUS

UTT Helicopter Co (Minus 1
platoon)

117

Okinawa

Army Support Unit

155
63

CONUS
25th Division

Police Co.
CV-28 (Caribou) Test Unit
Engineer Construction/Advisory Teams
Six Medical Civic Action
Teams

Three Machine Gun Platoons
’ Secret. No drafting
summary
of the preparation
Book 3, pp. 12-16.

information
appears on the source text, but for a narrative
of this plan, see United States-Vietnam
Relations, 1945-2967,
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Air Force:
Detachment 1964Communications Group
Detachment5th Tactical
Control Group
Air Force Support Unit
C-123 Detachment Spray
(RanchHand)
F-102 Detachment (Water
Glass)
PrecisionMeasuring Equipment Lab
Detachment 6091stRecce
Squadron

56

CONUS

25

CONUS/Clark AFB

105
16

CONUS
Clark AFB

48

Clark AFB

15

Clark AFB

13

Clark AFB

21

CONUS

Security Platoon

47

CONUS or Okinawa

MAAG Element
MACV Element

167

m
HeadquartersSupport
(HSAS) Element

Marine Corm;
m
CONUS
CONUS

5. The withdrawal should be accomplished in three or four increments, each large enough and sufficiently spaced to obtain news
prominence and coverage. The first increment, clearly the most important from a publicity viewpoint, should therefore contain more colorful
units, a wide spectrum of skills, and representatives from all Services.
The first increment is composed tentatively of the following units:
Unit
&.?gil
Medical Civic Action Teams
EngineerConstruction/Advisory
Teams
One Platoon UTT Helicopter Co.
MAAG Advisors

StrenPth
30
36
66
25

Air Force:
Detachment 1964Communications Group
MAAG Advisors

56
12
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Marine Corns:
Security Platoon
m

MAAG Advisors

Total:

47
4
2zh

